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General IntrodutionThis thesis reports on the appliation of energy �ltered X-ray PhotoEletron EmissionMirosopy (XPEEM) to analyze doped silion patterns. It fouses on two importantaspets:
• the eletrial and hemial mapping of pn juntions as a funtion of the surfaestate,
• the in�uene of the juntions on PEEM imaging.For the haraterization of these materials a new onept of energy �ltered PEEMwas used, and experiments were performed in both laboratory and synhrotron envi-ronments. We have obtained omplementary results to highlight our understanding ofthe pn juntions in terms of eletrial and hemial haraterization. Thanks to full�eld, energy-�ltered eletron imaging, this instrument diretly measures spatial hangesin work funtion, ore-level and valene band depending on the silion doping type andlevel and the surfae state.We have designed, produed and haraterized optimised patterned silion surfaes inorder to probe the band bending in the depletion zone due to the pn juntions. However,beause of the unavoidable presene of a native oxide on the surfae, we have developeda dediated passivation protool to attain �at band onditions onditions.The seond issue is dediated to the imaging onditions themselves, sine, when imag-ing pn juntions, one has to take into aount the inherent properties of the juntion. Wefous on the loal lateral eletrial �eld existing aross pn juntions, whih in�uenes thephotoeletron trajetories on their extration from the surfae. This �eld an alter lateralresolution in PEEM imaging. To better appreiate its in�uene, we ompare simulationswith experiments, varying di�erent parameters.This thesis work was done at the CEA LETI MINATEC in Grenoble, in ollaborationwith the IRAMIS institute at the CEA of Salay and the SOLEIL synhrotron faility inSaint-Aubin.The organisation of this manusript is divided in �ve hapters:
• In hapter 1, a brief presentation of the physis governing silion pn juntions is �rstmade. We position then our study in the 2D dopant haraterization tehniquesby reviewing the most important advantages and drawbaks of eah of them. Wegive then the various interpretations in terms of seondary eletron ontrast ineletron emission mirosopy. We �nish by reviewing the studies already performedby XPEEM on silion samples, in order to highlight the peuliarities of our analysis.1



2 General Introdution
• Chapter 2 introdues the physial priniples of energy �ltered PEEM. We presentthe two main laboratory and synhrotron X-ray soures used during this thesis. Wethen detail the performanes of our instrument in terms of energy resolution, andthe state-of-the-art lateral resolution ahieved in laboratory.
• In hapter 3, the fabriation proess of the di�erent silion doped samples is de-sribed. It is ompleted by an extensive haraterization study of these patternedsamples. We detail then the optimisation of a passivation protool established toremove the native oxide from the sample surfae, and thus, reah �at band ondi-tions. We show the advantages and limitations of suh a proess thanks to XPSanalysis of the Si 2p ore-level and ompare the results with the existing literatureon the Si 2p spetra of passivated surfaes.
• Chapter 4 is dediated to the presentation of the results aquired with this energy�ltered PEEM, by mirospetrosopy and spetromirosopy at di�erent energyrange: seondary eletrons, ore-level and valene band photoeletrons. The har-aterization of the samples is done in terms of work funtion mapping, deonvolutionof high-resolved ore-level Si 2p spetra, and valene band maximum determination.We present ore-level imaging integrated over the whole Si 2p peak.
• Chapter 5 addresses �rst the ontrast observed in photoemission threshold PEEMat the juntion. Seondly, we study in more detail the triple ontrast observed forlosed miron sale patterns. Modelling the losed regions as a diode provides aoherent explanation of the triple ontrast. The hapter presents numerial sim-ulations of modi�ations in the PEEM ontrast due to the presene of a lateraleletri �eld aross the pn juntion. Eletrial and physial topography in�uenethe apparent pattern size and juntion position as observed in PEEM. A qualitativeomparison with experiment provides a better understanding of the phenomena. Fi-nally, the possibility of observing indiretly the loal eletrial �elds using dark �eldimaging is explored.
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4 Imaging of silion pn juntions1.1 Needs for multisale haraterization of doping indeviesThe saling of integrated iruits for tehnologial breakthrough fores improvementsin terms of design and fabriation. To observe suh strutures requires the develop-ment apabilities of haraterization at di�erent sales, from few mirons to a tenth ofa nanometer. The fabriation proesses must be fully understood sine, for example,defets an reate dopant di�usion. In 2010, proess simulations are also still performedto desribe in detail the interations between implantation doping and defets [1℄. Thedevies omplexity in terms of tehnologial steps grows with the needs of better perfor-manes. To improve indeed the fabriation of high-performane devies, it is neessaryto understand the surfae properties and dopant distribution, whatever the devie sale.In most ases, semionduting materials are doped with impurity atoms to hangetheir properties and reate juntions. These juntions an be ombined and exploitedto form devies having a key role in integrated iruits. One of the most ommon usewhih an be ited is the Metal Oxide Semiondutor Field E�et Transistor (MOSFET)devie: smaller and smaller transistor devies at the nano-sale are neessary for logiappliations, with urrent researh performed on the 22 nm node. However, the semi-ondutor devie landsape also onerns larger sales: this is the ase for transistorsdediated to power appliations (Heterojuntion �eld e�et transistors HFETs) and fornano- and miro- eletromehanial systems (NEMS and MEMS). HFET devies presentgate lengths ranged from approximately 0.25 to 5 µmwith gate widths between 50 and 800
µm to be high-e�ieny and ompat power ampli�ers. Silion nanowires are expetedto have appliations in �eld e�et transistors, sensors, resonators and thermoeletrisystems. Another example are miroeletromehanial systems (MEMS) whih refer tomirosopi devies whih have a harateristi length of less than 1 mm but more than100 nm, and nanoeletromehanial systems (NEMS) refer to nanosopi devies smallerthan 100 nm, down to 10 nm. Both ombine eletrial and mehanial omponents.The measurement of 2D arrier or dopant distribution aross the juntion is beomingmore and more important, for example, loating dopants with ever-inreasing preision atdi�erent sales. Ahieving two dimensions (2D) haraterization of eletrial and hemialstates requires multidisiplinary tehniques at the miro- to nano- sales.1.2 Struture of pn juntion at thermodynami equi-librium1.2.1 The pn juntionWhen n-type and p-type silion are joined together under equilibrium onditions, theFermi level is �at through the entire struture, and orresponds to the straight horizontaldashed line in �gure 1.1 a), a pn juntion is formed. This is not possible by joining twomaterials mehanially, but by hemial proesses allowing the existene of these twodi�erent regions within a single rystal.The region on the left is p-type with an aeptor density Na given by the holes whih



Struture of pn juntion at thermodynami equilibrium 5are majority arriers, while the region on the right is n-type with a donor density Nddetermined by the eletrons onentration. The physial loalisation where the di�erentdoping types are in ontat is alled the metalli juntion. It is important to distinguishthis notion from the eletrial juntion sine, their positions do not always oinide. Thelatter parameter is de�ned as the zone inside the depletion region, where the eletrononentration is equal to the hole one.

Figure 1.1: a) Energy band diagram of a pn juntion at equilibrium. b) Distribution of harges and )representation of the potential in the spae harge region at thermal equilibrium. De�nition of thebuilt-in potential Vbi. d) Representation of the eletrial �eld in the spae harge region at thermalequilibrium.



6 Imaging of silion pn juntions1.2.2 Band bending and depletion zoneA physial system in equilibrium does not mean that everything is stati: eletrons andholes are indeed �owing in both diretions aross the juntion. The eletrons leave behindthem ionized donors with a positive harge in the n-region of the juntion, and the holesleave a negative harge in the p-one, given the presene of ionized aeptors. This proessreates in the pn juntion, a region around the juntion where the free arriers density isnegligible: the depletion region or spae harge zone.Even a semiondutor whih possesses loalized eletroni surfae states usually induesa perturbation of the loal harge, reating a depletion zone. We will also study this kindof depletion zone ourring, for example, at the buried interfae with an oxide and thesample surfae whih results in band bending.The theory of the depletion zone at the surfae of a semiondutor has been given byShottky et al. [2℄ and Mott [3℄. Garrett et al. [4℄ also onsidered the properties of thespae harge region and the role of surfae states at a semiondutor surfae. The hargeredistribution depends on the surfae dopant type and on the position of the Fermi levelat the surfae. These surfae states arry harge, whih sreens an opposite harge insidethe semiondutor material. The higher the eletron density, the shorter the range overwhih eletrons have to rearrange in order to establish an e�etive shielding.This depletion zone, is represented in �gure 1.1. We onsider two frontiers on theabsissa xp and xn respetively for the p-doped zone and for the n-doped zone. Theharge density in the pn juntion an be expressed as:
ρ(x) =







0 for x < xp and x > xn

−qNa for xp < x < 0
qNd for 0 < x < xnwhere q is the eletri harge.Its width depends on the doping onentrations of the n-doped and p-doped layers.However, around xn some eletrons an penetrate into the depletion zone, and the samephenomenon appears for the holes around xp. This leads to a perturbation of the potentialon a ertain distane alled the Debye length, respetively LDn in n-type region and LDpin p-type region.
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2D dopant mapping of pn juntions: state of the art of existing tehniques 7By the same way, using expression 1.2, the spae harge width in the p-doped regionis:
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, (1.4)The depletion width is given by the sum of the spae harge extension of the tworegions: W = Wn + Wp. If the juntion is strongly asymmetri, the spae harge zonespreads over the less doped one.1.2.3 The built-in potentialWhen, in thermal equilibrium, no external voltage is applied between the n-type and p-type regions, there is an internal potential of the ondution eletron whih varies from avalue Vp in the p-doped region, to a value Vn in the n-type one. Sine thermal equilibriumimplies that the Fermi energy is onstant through the entire pn struture, the di�erenebetween these two regions, is alled the built-in potential Vbi. It is de�ned as the di�erenein energy between the n-type and the p-type semiondutor. Its value is learly presentedin �gure 1.1 ) and is equal to the full band bending in equilibrium.As a onsequene, the built-in potential is given by:
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. (1.5)1.2.4 Lateral eletri �eld aross pn juntionAording to Poisson's equation, the harge distribution ourring in the depletion zoneresults in an eletri �eld whih is aompanied by a band bending that an be inter-preted as an energy barrier.The presene of a spae harge zone implies the existene of a potential variation arossthe barrier, and thus, the presene of an eletrial �eld: it is high in the major part of thedepletion zone, as presented in �gure 1.1 d). The width of the depletion zone dependson the doping onentrations of the n-doped and p-doped layers.The behavior of the eletrial �eld on the x axis is given by E = −dV/dx for the twodoped regions:
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(x− xn) for 0 < x < xn , (1.7)where ǫ is the vauum dieletri permittivity.1.3 2D dopant mapping of pn juntions: state of theart of existing tehniquesAs one of the most reent two-dimensional dopant mapping tehniques, it is important toposition energy-�ltered PEEM within the �eld of existing tehniques. The 2D arrier and



8 Imaging of silion pn juntionsdopant pro�ling tehniques the most relevant for silion dopant imaging are presentedwith their present advantages and drawbaks. Tehniques introdued have been lassi�edin �ve ategories:
• Sanning ion probe tehniques, suh as Seondary Ion Mass Spetrometry (SIMS)and Time of Flight (ToF) SIMS.
• Sanning probe near-�eld mirosopy-based tehniques, suh as Kelvin Fore Mi-rosopy (KFM), Sanning Capaitane Mirosopy (SCM) and Sanning SpreadingResistane Mirosopy (SSRM).
• Eletron mirosopy-based tehniques, suh as Sanning Eletron Mirosopy (SEM)and eletron holography.
• Ion mirosopy-based tehniques whih orresponds to the Atom Probe Tomography(APT) tehnique.
• Photoemission-based mirosopy tehniques, suh as Sanning PhotoEletron Mi-rosopy (SPEM) and PhotoEletron Emission Mirosopy (PEEM).They are assessed on the basis of sensitivity, spatial resolution, nature of the informationprovided by the tehnique (whih an be either hemial or eletrial), and apaity todo non-destrutive analysis of real devies [5℄.1.3.1 Sanning ion probe tehniques1.3.1.1 2D Seondary Ion Mass Spetrometry and Imaging SIMSSIMS an provide in-depth ompositional information from materials. It an be extendedto investigate two- and three-dimensions (3D) elemental distribution for trae elements.SIMS an be operated either in stati or in dynami mode.An energeti primary ion beam of 1 keV to 20 keV sputters the sample, removingmaterial from the surfae. These primary partiles are either reative or inert. It isa destrutive tehnique sine the sample is damaged during the analysis [6℄. Only asmall fration of the sputtered material orresponds to atoms or moleules ionized, eitherpositively or negatively and are alled seondary ions, the rest being ejeted as neutralatoms or moleules. The seondary ions are olleted and separated in energy and massthanks to the ombination of an energy analyzer and a magneti analyzer, whih forms aseondary ion mass spetrometer [7,8℄. The energy analyzer an be a setor, a quadrupoleor a time-of-�ight. During the ablation, the surfae is removed layer by layer, providinga highly sensitive hemial pro�le onentration of the material.The sample studied an be either bulk, thin layer or powder. The rater size an varyfrom 100 nm to 500 µm. Sputter rates an be adjusted to analyse depths ranging frommany mirons to few nanometers. All elements and isotopes an be reorded, inludinghydrogen, with a high surfae sensitivity from ppm down to ppb. The quanti�ationrequires referene samples to alibrate the instrument: for eah atomi speies present,onentration alibration with respet to the bulk matrix is established. This tehniqueis one of the most used for dopant depth pro�ling, thanks to its high dynami sensitivityrange, from 1014 to 1021 atoms.m−3.



2D dopant mapping of pn juntions: state of the art of existing tehniques 9Stati imaging SIMS Stati SIMS investigates the hemial omposition of the outer-most atomi monolayers, providing rapid haraterization of both organi and inorganispeies present on the surfae with a high sensitivity. In this on�guration, a small num-ber of primary ions are used to analyse the sample. It helps in studying phenomena suhas orrosion or adsorption. It an be applied by using the Time of Flight ToF-SIMSon�guration, where the seondary ions ejeted are analyzed and separated thanks to thefat that ions lighter have higher veloities than the heavier ones, and then, reah thedetetor earlier. Figure 1.2 shows some negative seondary ion images obtained from aPeptide Nulei Aid (PNA) biosensor hip whih was hybridized with omplementarydeoxyribonulei aid (DNA) [9℄. The spatial distribution of spei� hemial speies anbe learly identi�ed. By sanning a �nely foused primary ion beam over the samplesurfae, and aquiring a mass spetrum at eah pixel of the CCD detetor, it is possibleto arry out the hemial mapping. The lateral resolution an be down to 100 nm but itis limited by the ion beam diameter.

Figure 1.2: Negative ToF-SIMS images of a Si wafer PNA/DNA biosensor hip. (25 keV Bi3+, �eldof view (1500 × 1500) mm2. Light gray orresponds to high intensity [9℄.
Dynami 2D SIMS Dynami SIMS enables 2D depth-pro�ling analysis of thin layersand interfaes [10,11℄. It is more destrutive than stati SIMS, sine it uses high intensityprimary ion beams and prolonged exposure. Suh onditions allow to remove muh morematerial and to aquire a series of mass spetra at di�erent depths.In this mode, material removal and mass spetrometry are arried out either simulta-neously or in an alternating mode, produing mass spetrometri images. In ToF-SIMSon�guration, the entire mass spetrum an be stored at eah yle of the depth pro�le.Then, the 2D dopant distribution is obtained by reombination of these depth pro�lesthanks to algorithms. The major sienti� impat of dynami SIMS is the in-depth anal-ysis of semiondutor materials, where low level dopants are analyzed in suessive thinslies of materials down to 1 or 2 nm thik [12℄.The 2D SIMS method was developed by Hill et al. but the tehnique remains om-plex [13℄. Ukraintsev et al. demonstrated a simplest version where the SIMS lateralresolution an be dereased down to the photomask pixel size, i.e. 10 nm, for a dopantonentration sensitivity of 1017 atoms.m−3 [10℄.The major drawbaks of this tehnique are �rstly that depth analysis is limited by the



10 Imaging of silion pn juntionsapabilities of the primary ion beam to penetrate inside the sample. Moreover, the di�-ulties to ombine high resolution with sensitivity in low doped areas limits the samplesto be studied in suh onditions. Seondly, spatial resolution is limited by the beamwidth, whih an not be dereased under 50 nm. Finally, the stoihiometri and matrixproperties of the sample must be known to interpret properly the data.1.3.2 Sanning Probe Mirosopy TehniquesTwo reviews present the Atomi Fore Mirosopy (AFM)-based eletrial harateriza-tion tehniques [14,15℄. Table 1.1 summarizes the various tehniques whih an be onsid-ered, displaying the type of probe used and the measured physial quantity. Duhayon etal. ompared Sanning Capaitane Mirosopy (SCM), Sanning Spreading ResistaneMirosopy (SSRM) and Kelvin probe Fore Mirosopy (KFM) [16℄ and De Wolf et al.added Sanning Tunneling Mirosopy (STM) to these three methods [17℄ for omparison.The basi harateristis of these four main tehniques are now introdued.Tehnique Mode Probe Measured quantitySTM STM Metalli needle No. Doping atomsI-V spetraSeletive ething NC-AFM Ultrasharp Si Topography after+AFM hemial ethingSCM C-AFM Metal-oated Si Depletion apaitaneor metalli C-V spetraSSRM C-AFM Diamond-oated Si Eletrial resistaneor metalli I-V spetraKFM NC-AFM Metal-oated Si Eletrostati potentialor metalli (eletri �eld)SSHM STM Metalli needle Depletion apaitanewith mirowave avityTable 1.1: Summary of the di�erent sanning probe mirosopy tehniques whih an be utilized for2D arrier pro�ling. Column mode re�ets the sanning mode (NC: non ontat; C: ontat) [17℄.SSHM orresponds to Sanning Surfae Harmoni Mirosopy.Sanning Transmission Mirosopy This tehnique probes the surfae topograph-ial and eletrial struture with high lateral resolution of ondutive samples, down to1 Å. It is able to image atom arrangements on surfaes. STM is at the origin of thesanning probe mirosopies. It was developed by Binnig and Rohrer who were awardedwith the Nobel prize for physis in 1986.The priniple of STM onsists in tunneling of eletrons between two eletrodes, orre-sponding respetively to the outer atoms of the sample surfae and those of a tip, underan eletri �eld. To keep a urrent onstant, a piezoeletri feedbak system enables smallmovements by applying a voltage V to the probe when the latter is sanned above thesample. Its movement is reorded and displayed as an image of the sample loal densityof states, as presented in �gure 1.3 a).STM an be used to image a depletion zone at a silion pn juntion surfae [18,19℄. Clearontrast was observed between eletrially di�erent regions: n-, p- and the depletion zone,shown in �gure 1.3 b) [20℄.
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Figure 1.3: a) Shemati illustration of STM measurement on a nanosale pn juntion and resultingimage. b) ross-setion of a MOSFET transistor with a gate length of 38 nm and STM 2D (CITSmode) arrier pro�le extrated [21,22℄.
This tehnique has some drawbaks: depending on the eletrial ondutivity in thesample, the fore between the tip and this latter an vary, reating mehanial tip-sampleinterations during the observations, whih renders the ability to position the tunnelingtip reliably and reproduibly more di�ult [23℄.Moreover, variations of the depletion layer observed by Fukutome [21℄ depending on STMbias voltage is onsidered to be due to the loal band bending aused partially by theSTM tip. This very surfae sensitive tehnique must be performed under Ultra HighVauum (UHV) to avoid ontamination and native oxide on the samples surfae sineit requires a ondutive surfae. To measure bulk eletroni struture, it is importantto eliminate as muh surfae states or defets in the band gap as possible, sine theyause the surfae Fermi level pinning [24℄. A possibility to avoid them is to passivate thesurfae, in order to obtain near �at band onditions [25℄.Combining the spetrosopi apabilities and the sanning ability of an STM gives riseto the Current Imaging Tunneling Spetrosopy (CITS) tehnique. This latter enablesto obtain 2D spatially resolved spetrosopi information from the tunneling urrentharateristis whih are used to onstrut images that reveal atomi- to nanometer-salevariations in eletroni struture on the sample surfae.Suh a system works as follows: stabilizing the urrent at a �xed value for a given voltage,a onstant-urrent topographi san is performed over the sample surfae. For eah point,a urrent-voltage spetrum is measured, whose variations orrespond to variations ineletroni struture aross the sample surfae. Plotting the urrent measured at spei�bias voltages is alled a urrent image. In 2010, Fukutome [22℄ has realized a 2D viewarrier pro�le as a tunneling urrent image with UHV-STM in CITS mode of p-typeMetal-Oxide-Semiondutor Field-E�et Transistor (MOSFET), with a gate length of38 nm presented in �gure 1.3 b) whih highlights this tehnique breakthrough in devieharaterization.



12 Imaging of silion pn juntionsSanning Capaitane Mirosopy This tehnique measures the variation of theeletri apaity dC of a MOS struture formed arti�ially between a tip and an oxide-overed surfae, when applying an eletrial modulation dV . It measures the dopingonentration, and the arrier type of ross-setion or planar samples [26℄. For pn juntionimaging, the tehnique is often utilized at onstant voltage mode: the alternating urrent(a) voltage is applied to the sample and the hange in apaitane under the tip isreorded. SCM has a lateral resolution of 10-20 nm and the juntion position is diretlyobtained [27�29℄.The main drawbak is the sample preparation: ross-setion samples are di�ult toobtain sine it is very hard to ontrol the attak speed and to stop at the exat requiredloalization. One solution is to use Foused Ion Beam (FIB) preparation ombined withplasma ething [30℄. Moreover, the nature of the dieletri oxide overage on the samplesurfae is of prime importane: high-quality surfae oxide with onstant thikness in thesanned region is required, otherwise artifats an appear [31℄. The 2 nm native oxidegrowing on the silion is too thin whereas a thiker uniform oxide of 3 nm or more, grownby dry or wet oxidation enables SCM measurements. The ombination of this oxide anddiamond-oated probe is suitable for stable, reliable and reproduible measurements, butremains di�ult hallenging [32℄.

Figure 1.4: a) Shemati ross-setion of the wafer: AFM and SCM images of this wafer b) withmask misalignment and ) with orret mask alignment [33℄.The breakthrough in sample preparation has avoided the ontrast reversal e�et,haraterized by the fat that the SCM output is not always a monotonially inreasingsignal with dereasing dopant onentration [34℄. This drawbak, whih has preventedquanti�ation for many years an be due to interfae states, semiondutor work-funtionor interfae trap density depending on the polishing quality and the oxide preparation [35℄.New proedures based on the use of peak dC/dV at every spatial point, for dopant pro�le



2D dopant mapping of pn juntions: state of the art of existing tehniques 13extration have improved the measurements [36℄. Figure 1.4 shows that SCM visualizesand identi�es the position of the dopant areas and an help for example, in the detetionof wrong mask alignment during fabriation proess: omparing b) and ) images of then well adjaent to the P+ areas represented by the two red arrows on a silion wafer, oneobserve that this latter is too narrow in b) and that urrent leakage ours [33℄.SCM is sensitive to 1015 to 1020 atoms.m−3, and is almost non destrutive. Its spatialresolution is limited by the sensitivity of the apaitane sensor and the tip-sample ontatarea, the tip geometry, and the dopant level and the topography of the sample surfae.For this latter ase, Buzzo et al. [37℄ ompared a 2D dopant analysis of 4H silion arbidepn juntions with SCM to quantify the in�uene of the surfae roughness on the juntionposition.Sanning Spreading Resistane Mirosopy This tehnique onsists in sanninga hard ondutive diamond-oated silion probe, in ontat mode aross the sample. Itmeasures the eletri resistane between a ontat tip and the ontat on the samplebakside when applying a potential di�erene. The resistane depends on the dopinglevel but it is not possible to determine the arrier type. On ultrashallow pn juntion forthe delineation of arriers within silion devies, Zhang et al. [38℄ have ahieved a 1 nmspatial resolution, as presented in �gure 1.5 a).

Figure 1.5: a) SSRM images of ultrashallow juntion p-type MOSFETs, gate lengths of a) 135 nm, b)60 nm, and ) 40 nm [39℄.SSRM employs a strong tip pressure and thus, both the sample surfae and the san-ning tip are damaged [40, 41℄. The tehnique is less dependent than SCM to surfaepreparation: it provides a better spatial resolution, sensitivity, quanti�ation and repro-duibility [42, 43℄. The dopant gradient resolution is higher: 1-2 nanometers per deade,thanks to the resistane inrease for small arrier onentrations [44℄. SSRM also givessome omplementary information about highly doped region, and enables, as seen in �g-ure 1.5 b) and ) to distinguish an arseni-halo orresponding to impurities within thep-type MOSFET devie.The limitations of this tehnique are the impossibility to distinguish n-type from p-typeand, as for SCM, the tip shape whih restrains the resolution. Hene, SCM and SSRM



14 Imaging of silion pn juntionsare omplementary ambient tehniques for dopant haraterization. Both are sensitiveto the whole dynami range between 5×1014 atoms.m−3 and 2×1021 atoms.m−3.Kelvin Fore Mirosopy This is a non ontat and non destrutive eletrostati foremirosopy tehnique. Its priniple onsists in sanning a sample with an AFM antileverexited eletrially by applying a voltage (a+d) to the tip. The amplitude of vibrationis proportional to the eletrostati restoring fore between the tip and the ondutivesample. This potential di�erene between the tip and the sample is obtained by varyingthe diret urrent voltage until the alternating urrent vibration of the tip at the frequenynear the antilever resonane beomes nil. The eletrohemial potential of the samplesurfae is measured with respet to the tip one. This potential depends on the work-funtion di�erene, from whih one an dedue the loal arrier onentration. However,quantitative potential pro�ling is limited by surfae harges and adsorbed moleules whihindue band bending. Saraf et al. [45℄ have measured the 2D-potential distribution insideasymmetri pn juntions. Combining with a 3D analysis of the tip-sample eletrostatiinteration, they are able to dedue the diret loal measurement of surfae harge andband bending in semiondutors.

Figure 1.6: a) Surfae potential image of a pn juntion array measured by KFM [46℄. b) Thetopography 1- and surfae potential 2- images of Stati Random Aess Memory (SRAM). Theross-setion pro�les along the diretions indiated with red arrows in 1- and 2- are shown in the topand bottom parts of 3- [47℄.KFM is sensitive to variations in dopant onentration between 1015 to 1020 atoms.m−3.Tsui et al. have established orrelations between surfae potential di�erene of a pn jun-tion and arrier-dopant onentration. Besides, the ross-setional pro�le of a pn juntionarray extrated from its surfae potential mapping has been suessfully demonstratedby Tsui et al. [46℄, and is presented in �gure 1.6 a). Figure 1.6 b) shows the lear ontrastwhih an be obtained depending on the dopant type for Stati Random Aess Memory(SRAM) studies. The spatial resolution an attain 30 nm using a low humidity environ-ment, suh as nitrogen gas �ushing.A higher imaging resolution an be ahieved by using a smaller probe tip, when modifyingthe Atomi Fore Mirosope antilever with a Multi-Walled Carbon Nanotube (MWNT):it helps resolving the dopant distribution to within 10 nm in air [48℄. The sample sur-fae potential being very sensitive to surfae hanges and to adsorbed moleules, KFMenounters more di�ulties in onentration quanti�ation than SSRM [16℄.



2D dopant mapping of pn juntions: state of the art of existing tehniques 151.3.3 Ion mirosopy-based tehniques1.3.3.1 Atom Probe TomographyAtom Probe Tomography (APT) provides real analytial atomi sale mapping of hem-ial speies, inluding ultra-shallow and extremely highly-doped pn juntions, as wellas MOS strutures [49℄. It utilizes a high voltage to evaporate atoms as harged ionsone-by-one using, either a pulsed �eld, or a mass spetrometer, and is ompleted by adelay-line position-sensitive detetor [50℄. The original position from whih the atom �eldevaporated an be determined, and data are then rearranged in a 3D reonstrution ofthe volume using omputer alulation. An introdution to the history of this tehniqueand the underlying physis is given by Miller and Forbes [51℄.This tehnique is sensitive to �eld evaporated ion speies in a �eld of view of typially50 nm to 100 nm in diameter where it is possible to distinguish the physial variationsin dopant distribution down to 0.5 nm in lateral resolution [52℄. Figure 1.7 presents twoatom maps of silion devies: a) is a Si:SiGeB:Si multilayer test struture. Here APTspatial sensitivity for interfae analysis is learly seen and also helps in identifying areasof loal Ge aumulation. Figure 1.7 b) shows the APT apabilities to provide atomisale maps of hemial speies, here when haraterizing a metal-oxide-semiondutor(MOS) struture.

Figure 1.7: a) Si:SiGeB:Si multilayer test struture [53℄. b) Spatial distribution of elements within apolySi/Hafnia high k dieletri stak. Eah point represents an atom [54℄.The major limitation of this tehnique is the sample preparation, whih requiresmilling of sharp needle shaped speimens of several nanometers in diameter. Mehanialstresses in the speimen an provoke fratures. The sample must also have a good eletri-al ondutivity for voltage pulsed �eld evaporation [55, 56℄. Moreover, the information



16 Imaging of silion pn juntionsis olleted in 3D, the data aquisition is long and the zone probed stays small, around106 nm3. The lateral resolution is degraded for larger volumes. The detetion level is1019 atoms.m−3 for arseni and 5×1018 atoms.m−3 for boron [52℄.Laser pulsing to evaporate atoms have drastially improved the apabilities of the teh-nique in terms of mass resolution and the Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) inrease, thusimproving the spatial resolving power of the instrument [49, 57℄. This leads to a bettersensitivity to low onentrations, and an ultimate detetion limit of tens of ppm.Another limitation of the tehnique is the inlusion of materials with di�erent kinetiof �eld evaporation in the same sample volume: when onsidering speies with higherevaporation �elds, they evaporate more slowly, ompliating the depth reonstrution ofthe volume.1.3.4 Eletron mirosopy-based tehniques1.3.4.1 Eletron HolographyEletron holography is a high resolution oherent interferometri tehnique. It maps theloal onentration of ative dopants via eletrostati potential distribution [58,59℄. Thistehnique an be also used on reverse biased pn juntions or deep submiron transistorstrutures [60℄. Reently, Yoo et al. [61℄ reported the quantitative analysis of a pn juntionand estimated the built-in potential aross the juntion. Eletron holography providesaess to the phase of the eletron wavefront whih has rossed the sample. It is atehnique allowing the ombination of nanometer sale spatial resolution and su�ientsensitivity to detet the implanted dopants [62, 63℄ with doping levels from 1016 to 1021atoms.m−3 [16, 64℄ and a resolution of 10 nm [65℄.The eletron optial geometry for o�-axis eletron holography in Transmission Ele-tron Mirosope (TEM) is presented by Midgley [67℄: highly oherent eletrons emittedfrom a �eld emission gun are divided into a referene wave, traveling in vauum, and anobjet wave, passing through the sample. Due to its inner potential whih inreases theeletron kineti energy, the eletron wavelength beomes shorter in the speimen thanin vauum. An eletrostati biprism plaed after the sample bends the two waves sothat they form an interferene pattern alled hologram reorded by a 2D detetor. Thishologram ontains the eletron wave, as presented in �gure 1.8 a): amplitude and phaseinformations. The phase shifts relative to the referene wave sine the inner potentialhanges as a result of the built-in potential generated at the juntion. Part b) of thesame �gure presents the reonstruted amplitude and phase image of the transistor, thephase images being proportional to the inner eletrostati potential distribution.The sample preparation is di�ult sine this method requires speimen whose thiknessshould be in the range of 200 nm to 400 nm, in order to optimize the signal-to-noiseratio [68℄. Several methods exist, suh as tripod polishing, Ar ion beam milling andFIB milling but they indue eletrially dead layers near surfae regions. Damage in-dued by FIB an be of two types: amorphisation of the silion surfae and galliumimplantation [69℄. Their presene reate interations with the eletron beam and a�etthe holography measurements [70�72℄. Figure 1.8 ) illustrates this for FIB preparedsamples, the theoretial phase pro�le being ompared to the experimental one for di�er-ently doped pn juntions. For the lightly-doped speimens, the phase pro�le measured isless than theory, whereas for speimens with higher dopant onentrations the measured
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Figure 1.8: a) Hologram of a 0.18 µm p-MOS transistor struture. b) Reonstruted amplitude andphase image of the transistor [60℄. ) Top images represent phase images of 400 nm-thik-speimen foreah of the pn juntions with di�erent doping, and prepared by onventional FIB milling. Bottomimages show the experimental phase pro�le extrated from the white retangles, ompared to thetheoretial step in phase for perfet bulk-like speimens [66℄.pro�les �t the theoretial one. Cooper et al. [66℄ dedued that the eletrially inativethikness is strongly dependent on the dopant onentration in the speimens.Charging an also have a serious e�et on eletron holographi measurements of eletro-stati potential, espeially in sample regions lose to the interfae with vauum. For lowdoped samples, the measurements are dependent on the strength of the eletron beamdue to the number of eletron-hole pairs reated in the sample whih an be losed tothe arrier onentration in the pn juntion. Therefore, the relative e�ets of hargingan be stronger for low doped samples, whih implies this tehnique not to be used below1017 atoms.m−3 [73℄.



18 Imaging of silion pn juntions1.3.4.2 Eletron MirosopySanning Eletron Mirosopy This tehnique is the best known and the mostwidely used to study the surfae of materials. The ontrast in the Seondary Eletron(SE) image reveals information about the sample omposition and its surfae topogra-phy and potential. Images in SEM are aquired by sanning a highly foused primaryeletron beam on the sample surfae. Its energy varies in the range 5 keV to 30 keV. TheSE emitted are then olleted by a detetor.The implementation of �eld-emission eletron guns helps in suh studies. Field-EmissionSEM (FE-SEM) is partiularly well suited for the delineation of eletrial juntions [74℄:it improves resolution and redues surfae damages due to the radiation. It enables thediret observation of eletrially ative dopant distribution. It detets ontrast with sen-sitivity to dopant onentration of 1015 to 1020 atoms.m−3, and a sub-10 nm spatialresolution with an auray of ±10% [75, 76℄, as an be seen in �gure 1.9. Suh resolu-tion is possible thanks to the primary eletron beam whih an be highly foused downto very small spots. Contrary to onventional instrumentation, this tehnique has theadvantage to provide narrower probe diameters with low voltages. It generates muhsmaller interation volumes, i.e. lower penetration depths around 5 nm to 50 nm, henegiving rise to higher resolution imaging apabilities. The speimen is usually immersedin a relatively strong magneti �eld in order to obtain high resolution of 1 nm or evenless with a primary beam energy of 15 keV.

Figure 1.9: SE image of leaved silion and the orresponding SEM intensity pro�le. The p-dopedlayers labeled A, B, C, D, E, and F are B-doped to 2×1015, 1× 1019, 1×1015, 1×1018, 1×1015, and1×1017 atoms.m−3 respetively. Layer G is an intrinsi layer, and layer H is an n-doped layer (Sbdoped) with a doping onentration of 5×1018 atoms.m−3 [77℄.SEM an be used to observe silion pn juntions but it is important to be areful



2D dopant mapping of pn juntions: state of the art of existing tehniques 19when interpreting the images, keeping in mind the sample surfae quality in�uenes theobservations: ontamination layer deposited on the surfae a�ets indeed the intensitysignal. Moreover, dopant pro�ling of devies an imply to prepare a ross setion throughthe area of interest. Preparing samples with FIB, or by polishing, due to topography analso generate a thik damaged surfae layer whih brings di�ulties to observe a good se-ondary eletron dopant ontrast with seondary eletrons [30,78℄. It is better to observeleaved samples, or FIB hoosing onditions to redue the damaged layer [79℄. The imagequality is also degraded in presene of native oxide. Hydro�uori aid (HF) leaning isoften used to minimize this problem.Though onventional SEM is sensitive to the doping level and its logarithmi depen-dene of ontrast regarding the p-type arrier onentration being well known, it is notpossible to distinguish di�erently n-doped zones. Shönjahn et al. [80℄ have got rid ofthis problem by using an energy-�ltering detetor. Conventional SEM remains qualita-tive whereas reliable quantitative analysis of the dopant onentration an be derivedfrom the energy distribution of seondary eletrons emitted per doped regions with thisenergy-�ltering system.SEMs an be operated with di�erent kinds of �lters, some of whom are presented inhapter 2, setion 2.2. Liu et al. [81℄ showed that SEM is an exellent tool to haraterizethe leakage mehanisms in SRAM juntions. Kazemian et al. [82℄ measured the poten-tial di�erene aross pn juntions of di�erent doping levels. They observed that �lteredseondary eletron imaging reveals and quanti�es the dopant distributions. First appli-ation of the SE ontrast on silion arbide was realized, showing the possibilities of thistehnique to quantitatively delineate the eletrial juntion on both hetero- and homo-juntions [83, 84℄. Further investigations are still in progress to establish a quantitativeonversion of this ontrast into the loal arriers density and then, into the dopant pro�le.The growing use of seondary eletron imaging to map dopant distributions has mo-tivated investigation of the mehanisms that give rise to dopant ontrast, a point whihwill be detailed in setion 5.2.Sanning Low-Energy Eletron Mirosope A SEM an easily be onverted into aSLEEM. These aeleration voltages in the olumn are lowered, usually below 50 eV, byusing a retarding-�eld optial element suh as a athode lens. The sample is biased at ahigh negative potential in order to retard the primary eletrons before their impat [85℄.This ahieves nearly onstant spatial resolution through the energy sale. A good reviewon this tehnique is given by Müllerová et al. [86℄.SLEEM is a valuable addition to the standard SEM beause it is sensitive to strutureand orientation in rystalline materials. Moreover, sine the inident eletrons di�useinto a smaller interation volume, it works at lower sampling depth and is able to imagesurfaes with high sensitivity, as an be seen in �gures 1.10 a) and b). Regarding thelateral resolution, nearly the same as the SEM one an be ahieved with an eletronbeam at 1 keV and a retarding �eld optis. Resolution of about 4 nm at 100 eV was thusobtained experimentally in suh onditions.An important drawbak to both SEM or SLEEM is the arbon ontamination layerformation of the sample surfae irradiated. Contamination is reated by the deomposi-
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Figure 1.10: SLEEM images: a) patterned 80 nm Pt layer on Si and b) P+ type doped area on N typeSi(111) for several eletron energies [87℄.tion of adsorbed hydroarbons under eletron beam impat. Low primary energy beam,in the range 50 eV to 100 eV, orresponds for the seondary eletrons to the minimumof the inelasti mean free path. This implies not taking into aount the photoemittedeletrons and the fast baksattered eletrons [88℄. The role of the di�erent types ofseondary eletron SE2 and SE3 in Low Voltage SEM has been studied by Cazaux [89℄.1.3.5 Photoemission-based mirosopyPhotoemission eletron mirosopy is a powerful surfae-sensitive tehnique suitable forimaging of doping-indued ontrast in semiondutors. Two kinds of imaging methods arepresented: the mirospetrosopy, or Sanning PhotoEletron Mirosopy (SPEM) andthe spetromirosopy or PhotoEletron Emission Mirosopy (PEEM). These tehniquesare in reality spatially resolved photoeletron spetrosopy. The PEEM tehnique beingthe heart of this thesis, a more omplete overview will be realized in hapter 2 setion2.1.2.SPEM The SPEM requires a well foused photon beam whih sans the sample sur-fae as depited in �gure 1.11 a). The photoemitted eletrons are olleted by a detetor.By sanning the sample with the photon beam, a 2D image of this surfae is aquired.One an obtain a hemial map but this proedure an ause artifats when followingdynamial proesses [90℄.SPEM spatial resolution is only limited by the photon spot size. In laboratory on-ditions, the resolution is not better than several tens of mirons due to the size of thefoused X-ray spot. To obtain high resolution, SPEM is performed with synhrotronradiation and zone plates or mirror optis an fous spot sizes down to 100 nm [91, 92℄.
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Figure 1.11: Di�erene between a) SPEM and b) PEEM tehniques.Reahing lateral resolution better than 50 nm remains di�ult due to signal and workingdistane onstraints [93℄.

Figure 1.12: a) Sanned Si 2p SPEM intensity maps showing energy dependent ontrast aross asilion p-stripe, at eletron energies of b) 397.22 eV, ) 396.98 eV, and d) 396.82 eV. Field of view(FoV) is (6.4±12.8) µm [94℄.PEEM In ontrast to SPEM, PEEM does not use a sanned foused probe beam butthe sample is uniformly illuminated, generally reduing beam indued damages on deliatesurfaes. The data aquisition is full-�eld, as an be seen in �gure 1.11 b). The surfaemagni�ed image an be observed diretly and in real-time onto a �uoresent sreen. Thistehnique gives the eletroni and hemial surfae properties with spatial resolution onlylimited by the hromati aberrations of the objetive lens. It varies between 10 nm to30 nm when onsidering SE imaging, these partiles having thus a kineti energy loseto zero [92, 95, 96℄. Spatial resolution down to 5 nm has been measured on biologialspeimen with a PEEM aberration orreted in synhrotron environment [97℄. PEEMan perform real-time imaging, and is well adapted for real time observations. The timeresolution an be dereased down to 180 ps using a PEEM ombined with an imagingretarding �eld analyser [98℄.The advantages of full-�eld mirosopy with PEEM versus those of sanning mi-rosopy with SPEM have been presented by Margaritondo, Renault et al. and Barinovet al. [93, 99, 100℄. The major drawbak of these tehniques is that both are sensitive to



22 Imaging of silion pn juntionsartifats if the sample is not �at or ondutive. Photoemission eletron mirosopy is asurfae-sensitive probe providing dopant ontrast in imaging.

Figure 1.13: Top: seleted XPEEM images from the energy �ltered image series aross the Si 2p orelevel on sample N+/P. Bottom: loal Si 2p ore level spetra and best least squares �ts: the Si4+omponent due to the native SiO2 oxide is in light gray, the sub-oxide omponents gray and the Si0substrate omponent blak. FoV is 25 µm [101℄.The ombination of an energy �lter and an eletron mirosope enables to obtain fullspetral information available to haraterize in detail the hemial and eletrial proper-ties of the imaged surfae. Imaging the ontrast variations aross a silion pn juntion anbe ahieved in SPEM or in PEEM. Figures 1.12 and 1.13 respetively show ontrast onore-level images of lateral silion doped pn-juntion, thus, variation in the energy bandsaross a devie an be imaged diretly. Core-level imaging with a sub-miron resolutionis possible, and less than 500 nm have been reahed with an X-ray laboratory soure.Lateral resolution of 100 nm has been reahed by Bailly et al. [102℄ using synhrotronradiation.Combined with an eletron analyser, the XPEEM an indiretly determine dopant on-entrations from band lineup due to variations of the Fermi level. Ballarotto et al. haveobserved that di�erenes in relative PEEM intensities show a systemati variation withp-type dopant onentration in the range of 1×1017 atoms.m−3 to 2×1020 atoms.m−3,as seen in �gure 1.14 a) [103℄. Figure 1.14 b) presents the intensity on the PEEM imageinrease with doping onentration, at a rate of approximately 2 per deade, in goodagreement with alulations based on photoemission from the valene band for a photonenergies up to 0.18 eV above threshold.1.3.6 SummaryThe visualisation of 2D dopant mapping is still of importane nowadays, as the studyof pn juntion for devies at di�erent sales. A non exhaustive list of the most usedtehniques has been done with their drawbaks and advantages that we have to be awareof for hoosing the most suitable tehnique for the problem to be studied.
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Figure 1.14: a) PEEM image of lateral array of pn juntions. The doping onentrations are given inthe image. b) Calulated threshold photoyields from Si(001) versus doping level at the sample surfae.The red diamonds show the measured relative values of the PEEM intensities. δE orresponds to theposition of the pinning states relative to the surfae valene band [103℄.A omparison of di�erent dopant pro�ling tehniques using idential samples hasbeen done by some laboratories [16, 17℄. They provide a state-of-the-art preview of thetehniques. Table 1.2 is extrated from referene [17℄, resuming well the last part of thishapter. Note that the improvements sine these publiations in sensitivity or resolutionhave not been taken into aount.
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Imagingofsilionpnjuntions

Method Resolution Range Conentration D/C Quanti�ation Comments and problems(nm) (

cm−3
) resolutionSCM 10 1015-1020 Power C Limited Unertainties at juntions,poor quanti�ation proedureSSHM 5 NA Power C No No quanti�ation proedureSTM-atom ounting atomi 1018-1020 Linear D Yes Only GaAs, not on SiSTM-STS/CITS atomi NA Log. C Limited Only juntion delineation andtype (n or p) identi�ationSTM-STP 10 NA Limited C Limited Only juntion delineationKPM 100 1015-1020 Limited C Limited Poor quanti�ation proedure,stray-�elds limit the resolutionSSRM 20 1015-1020 Linear C Yes Availability diamond probesChemial eth 1 1017-1020 Limited C Limited Di�ult to quantify,+ AFM/STM poor reproduibilityImaging SIMS 100 NA Linear D Yes Sensitivity limited by target volume2D-SIMS 30-50 1016-1021 Linear D Yes Speial strutures required2D-Tomography SIMS 50 NA Linear D Yes Speial strutures required.Complex sample preparationLateral SIMS 5-10 Done Linear D Yes Only the lateral doseDistribution is measured2D-SRP 100 1015-1021 Linear C Yes Speial strutures requiredChemial eth 20 1017-1021 - C Limited Only qualitative+ SEM/STMFE-SEM 10-20 4.1016-1020 Limited Limited Robust model for quanti�ationis not availableEletron Holography 1-10 1017-1020 Limited C LimitedInverse modeling NA NA Inverse modeling C Yes Resolution and auray are unknown,with C − V tehniques long alulation timesTable 1.2: Comparison of two-dimensional doping (D) and arrier (C) pro�ling methods (NA=not available) for diret measure of the dopants [16℄.



Imaging of pn juntions with eletron mirosopies 251.4 Imaging of pn juntions with eletron mirosopies1.4.1 Introdution to ontrastContrast in eletron mirosopy orresponds to spatial variations in the image intensity.It depends on both loal seondary photoemission yield and on the photothreshold energydistribution of the eletrons photoemitted.To quantify dopant ontrast, we ompare the averaged intensity values between two zonesin an image. If we onsider a doped layer deposited on a substrate, their intensities,respetively Idep and Isub are di�erent and give rise to a ontrast between the two dopedzones. The dopant ontrast value C an be extrated aording to the relation:
C =

Idep − Isub
Idep + Isub

. (1.8)1.4.2 State-of-the-art of the interpretation of ontrast when imag-ing pn juntions with an eletron mirosopeChang and Nixon [104℄ were the �rst to observe in SEM that the SE yield hanges arossa pn juntion: the p-type region emits more SE than the n-region, appearing brighterin the images. Venables et al. [76℄ highlight the sensitivity of PEEM to the dopantonentration. In addition, SE ontrast on pn juntions depends on the doping level.There are several possible ontributions to the hanges in the SE distribution [105℄:
• band bending e�ets at the surfae due to a hange of the relative eletron a�nityin the presene of a built-in potential aross pn juntions,
• the hange of Shottky barrier at the surfae due the presene of surfae states,arbon ontamination or native oxide,
• the hange in the esape depth due to di�erenes in the attenuation rate of hoteletrons, i.e. photoexited eletrons, hene when reabsorbed, reate eletron/holepairs with di�erent yield,
• e�ets due to external eletri �elds in�uening SE trajetories, from the p-dopedtowards the n- doped zone.1.4.2.1 Shottky barrier and band bendingSurfae states Band bending at the surfae of a semiondutor with doped patternshas an e�et on SE ontrast. Contrast an be reated by surfae states present in di�er-ently doped zones whih indue surfae band bending [74℄. The e�etive eletron a�nitybeing a potential barrier, the esape probability inreases with dereasing the surfaebarrier [106, 107℄. A smaller energy transfer is required to exite an eletron from thevalene band to the vauum in p-type material, than in n-type.Ballarotto [103, 108℄ onsiders SE ontrast due to a di�erene of ionization energy,whih has an impat on photoeletron generation, emitted above the surfae barrier.This implies a modi�ation in the photoemission yield. Surfae states pin the Fermilevel, whih results in band bending. If the distribution is inhomogeneous, it leads to a



26 Imaging of silion pn juntionsspatial variation of the e�etive photothreshold [109℄. In their study, Ballarotto et al.used a PEEM without energy �ltering, they onluded that both photoyield position andintensity ontribute to ontrast and depend on:
• The doping level (position).
• The position of surfae states relative to the bulk Fermi level (position).
• The density of states (intensity).Surfae states hene hange the surfae potential and redue the di�erene in esapeenergy for eletrons oming from regions of di�erent dopant onentration and type. Aredution in surfae state density should inrease the ontrast.Giesen et al., in their paper [110℄ disuss ontrast due to the Fermi level pinningbetween the valene and the ondution band edge at the surfae sine PEEM is a suitabletehnique to observe variations in the near-surfae eletroni struture indued by a highdensity of surfae states.Built-in potential Elliott et al. [75℄ have studied dopant ontrast from silion pnjuntions with strutures varying in doping level and width, and on�rmed that ontrastarises in SEM images due to the built-in juntion potential Vbi. It an be expressed interms of hanges of the relative eletron a�nity in the presene of the built-in potentialat the juntion [111℄, resulting in di�erent ionization energies for p- and n-type. In thisway, Kazemian et al. [79℄ report quanti�ation of the dopant pro�les with energy �lteredseondary eletron imaging. They also show that at high magni�ations with SEM, alarge number of eletron-hole pairs are generated, whih redue the built-in potential,and hene the ontrast [77℄.Dapor et al. [112℄ performed Monte Carlo modeling to math the experimental SEemission distribution from doped silion, taking into aount the dopant ontrast ap-pearing when observing di�erent doped zones. To understand it, they alulate the SEemission from a doped silion, taking into aount the eletron a�nity whih behaves likea potential barrier.A reent study arried out by Volotsenko et al. [113℄ with a KFM, shows that SEontrast is governed by the SE esape depth and their esape probability, whih is relatedto the SE distribution, and as seen before, to the e�etive eletron a�nity [113℄. As anbe seen in �gure 1.15, surfae states trap holes on the surfae of the p-doped region,whih results in a depletion zone in the n-doped region, the bands bending up by ∆Vp.In a symmetrial way, eletrons are trapped in the n-doped zone and the band are benddown in the p-doped one ∆Vn. This behavior redues the built-in voltage ∆Vbi′ at thesurfae, omparing to its bulk value.Müllerovà and Frank [86℄ give a role of the angular distribution of SE emission onthe ontrast mehanisms in SEM, and Sealy et al. [114℄ add that the higher the surfaepotential barrier, the narrower the emission angle of SE. In ase of n-doped region, dueto its higher surfae barrier ompared to p-doped one, its SE emission is lower. In theirpaper, Sealy et al. also present a range of experimental results used to demonstrate thewide appliability of the SE ontrast for dopant mapping.
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Figure 1.15: Energy band diagram for a pn juntion. The dotted line represents the vauum level withmodi�ed built-in potential [75℄.Surfae ontamination The ontrast in SE images is strongly a�eted by the preseneof surfae ontamination. We an mention for example:
• native oxide,
• arbon,
• harging e�ets,sine all of these fators indue a modi�ation of the Shottky barrier at the samplesurfae.El Gomati et al. [115℄ have studied in low voltage SEM the e�et of SE esape depthon their energy distribution. A arbon ontamination layer reated from adsorbed hy-droarbons deposited by the eletron impat in SEM, 4-5 nm thik, an behave with thesilion surfae as a metal-semiondutor ontat. A Shottky ontat is thus formed withthe n-type whereas an ohmi ontat is reated with the p-doped zone. The eletrontransfer from the silion to the ontamination layer, inreases the potential barrier forSE. Thus, the total SE yield from n-type is lower than the p-type one, whih reatesontrast in SE imaging.Müllerovà [116℄ has shown that SLEEM mode is more sensitive to dopant ontrastthan SEM sine the arbon ontamination is smaller. Dapor et al. [112℄ in their MonteCarlo modeling also outline the in�uene of surfae e�ets in dopant ontrast imaging.Cazaux [117,118℄ disuss the in�uene of hanges in the work funtion or in the eletrona�nity of the SE esape probability. Surfae leanliness an a�et the potential barrier ofthe surfae when observing a metal in SEM. Though his alulations are done for eletronbeam soures, this approah an be applied in the ase of other exitation soures, in ourase, X-rays.The native oxide on silion an also indue band bending and modify the SE emission.Zaggout et al. [119℄ have shown that the oxide thikness in�uenes the ontrast in both



28 Imaging of silion pn juntionslow voltage SEM and PEEM.Devie strutures buried under ultrathin oxides an be probed by PEEM tehnique. Thisstudy performed by Ballarotto et al. [120℄ has shown the hange in SE ontrast withthe oxide thikness: the thiker the oxide, the more the signal is attenuated. This isdue to band bending in the depth diretion perpendiular to the surfae at the buriedinterfae between the oxide and the semiondutor. However, due to a ontrast reversalobserved in the thiker oxide, the authors have added a ontribution from the interfaestates within the gap.Using a free eletron laser exitation soure, Ballarotto et al. [108℄ have investigated pnjuntions buried under a native oxide and how di�erent surfae states due to this oxidea�et doping-indued ontrast. However, they have only studied p-type doped patterns.They showed that PEEM is sensitive to doping-indued ontrast even when the surfaeis overed by an overlying oxide up to 15 nm [120℄. A native oxide on the surfae impliesa hange in the work funtion due to a band bending modi�ation, itself depending onthe surfae state and the doping type and onentration.A SPEM with energy �ltering and synhrotron illumination was used for imaging Si 2pore-level variations aross heavily doped p silion patterns on n substrate. In this study,Phaneuf et al. have highlighted the role of the native oxide layer in the dedued bandalignment and band bending at the pn juntion interfae as a funtion of the underlyingdoping level and type [94℄.1.4.2.2 Eletron-hole pair reation by hot eletronsFrank et al. [121℄ onsider the role of hot eletrons in the SE emission yield. They haveworked with a high pass energy-�ltered PEEM and demonstrated ontrast inversion forfaster eletrons. They have shown that the ontrast between p- and n- type silion dopedan be in�uened by di�erent absorptions of hot eletrons apable of passing over thesurfae barrier potential. The hot eletrons are likely to be sattered inelastially abovethe vauum level, and an be returned below the surfae barrier. This an reate eletron-hole pairs whose generation rate depends on the eletron energy relatively to the valeneband maximum, modifying thus the eletron-hole pair reation yield with the doping type.Eletron energies required for SE to pass through the surfae barrier potential of asemiondutor are di�erent for n- and p- doped type. For a given energy, a photoeletronexited is more likely to be emitted from p-type than n-type. Thus, with respet to theenergy levels governing inelasti events, the reabsorption of hot eletrons is higher forn-doped regions. The more the eletron absorption, the lower the spetra yield, sine theeletron-hole pair prodution requires an amount of energy. A di�erene in photoyieldours, hene explaining that the n-type zone appears darker than the p-type.Contrast variations an thus be explained by the di�erenes in the absorption of thesehot eletrons on their way to the surfae depending the type of semiondutors, sinethe surfae barrier is di�erent. However, Kazemian et al. [77℄ have shown that eletron-hole pair generation has a negligible e�et on the doping ontrast in SEM, exept whenonsidering high magni�ations and low san frequenies.



Imaging of pn juntions with eletron mirosopies 291.4.2.3 Eletrial ontrastThe SE ontrast an be modulated by eletrial �elds whih appear above the samplesurfae, and are alled external path �elds. They are generated in the vauum by thebuilt-in potential existing at the ontat zone of di�erent semiondutors, suh as pnjuntions.Buzzo et al. [83℄ explain that lose to the depletion zone, this built-in potential produesan eletri �eld above the surfae whih deviates the SE. In the viinity of the juntion,they simulate the eletri �elds lines. If SE have low kineti energy, these �elds beinglosed loops, the eletrons an be either attrated towards the surfae, or highly de�etedin the horizontal diretion, as shown in �gure 1.16. These e�ets redue the number ofSE reahing the detetor. In this ase, eletrons emitted from the p-doped region areaelerated out of the surfae while the ones emitted form the n-region are retarded.Variations in the photourrent distribution our then in the image plane.

Figure 1.16: Stray potential and stray eletri �eld resulting at the surfae of an abrupt unbiased SiCjuntion produed by the built-in potential (simulation by DESSIS). The vetors representing the eletri�eld point in the opposite diretion as the eletrostati fore. The radial thin lines are equipotentiallines, whereas the thik lines represent the �eld lines [84℄.In the same manner as subsurfae eletri �elds an a�et the measured photourrent,surfae eletri �elds an also deform the angular harateristis of eletron emission.The study of ontrast formation due to eletri �elds on the sample surfae was also per-formed by Nepijko et al. [122℄. They have de�ned the main fator as being the di�ereneof the emission urrent density due to the lateral eletri �eld between di�erent regionsof the sample.1.4.2.4 ConlusionIn onlusion, the seondary eletrons have to deal with lots of interations on theirtransport towards the surfae, inluding surfae states at the interfae with vauum. Thebasi explanation of SE ontrast due to di�erene in doping is learly too simplisti.



30 Imaging of silion pn juntionsOther mehanisms an in�uene the SE intensity and thus, it is of interest to bear inmind the fators whih an be responsible. One of the last study to date, lead by Chee etal. [78℄ provides a detailed understanding of the doping ontrast mehanisms in a SEM.They have developed a quantitative numerial model for doping ontrast, enabling thee�ets due to surfae band bending depending on the density of states onsidered, surfaeexternal path �elds and external �elds due to the detetion system of the instrument,speially the detetor solid olletion angle. However, whatever theory is preferred, thesample surfae state is a very important fator whih in�uenes the SE ontrast onsemiondutor surfaes either by SEM or by PEEM.In the next setion, we present the di�erent interpretations advaned to explain themehanisms leading to the formation of material and eletrial ontrast when imagingsilion doped patterns suh as pn juntions with a PEEM.1.4.3 Positioning of our study in PEEM imagingA well-established way to obtain 2D images of dopant is to use eletron mirosopy,suh as SEM or PEEM to map the spatial distribution of seondary eletrons emittedfrom the surfae. However, some fators an in�uene the ontrast obtained on imaging atthreshold. These latter are brie�y introdued in the beginning of this setion. We presentthen a state-of-the-art of the XPEEM studies performed on silion doped samples, mostlyat threshold.1.4.3.1 Origin of ontrast in XPEEM imagingContrast mehanisms an be divided into several ategories, as graphially presented byMutoro in �gure 1.17.

Figure 1.17: Contrast mehanisms: a) Work funtion, b) Material, ) Topography, d) Shadow e�et,e) Chemistry [123℄.



Imaging of pn juntions with eletron mirosopies 31It is important to understand the fators responsible of the imaging degradation todi�erentiate their e�ets from the physial mehanisms we are interested in.Problems of harging hiding ontrast have been avoided during this thesis sine researheswere foused on semiondutor samples and not insulating ones. However, some interest-ing papers on this topi an be quoted: [90, 124, 125℄.Material ontrast At threshold, ontrast an be explained by the fat that regionswith same work funtion appear with di�erent brightnesses in the image, due to a dif-ferene in the photoemission yield: this is the material ontrast. An other ontrast, thework funtion ontrast is observed from regions with di�erent work funtion presentingdi�erent emission probabilities. If the work funtion of the observed region exeeds thephoton exitation energy, no seondary eletron emission appears. For more explanation,see the paper of Pryzhowski et al. [126℄ on the in�uene of work funtion di�erenes onthe photourrent. Contrast due to work funtion variations depends on both the surfaedensity and the rystalline orientation of the surfae, as presented in the study of Renaultet al. on opper grains [127℄.Absorption ontrast In X-ray Absorption Spetrosopy(XAS), the photon energythrough absorption edges of elements in order to exite the ore-level eletrons up tothe empty eletroni states below the vauum level. The resulting ore-holes are �lledby transition to allow the de-exitation of the system, reating �uoresene emission andAuger eletrons. These eletrons are olleted as the total yield photourrent, diretlyproportional to the absorption oe�ient. The area on the surfae ontaining the ele-ment of interest emits more photoeletrons and thus, at the given absorption edge X-rayenergy, appears brighter.Near Edge X-ray Absorption Fine Struture (NEXAFS) furnishes the hemial ontrast :di�erenes in images taken at several X-ray energies near a given absorption edge allowto determine the loal bonding state of surfae atom responsible for the �ne struturemodi�ation of the absorption oe�ient.Magnetism ontrast X-ray absorption is frequently dihroi and depends on the ori-entation of the eletri �eld vetor with respet to the sample magnetization.
• X-ray Magneti Linear Dihroism (XMLD)is used to study the properties of anti-ferromagneti systems.
• X-ray Magneti Cirular Dihroism (XMCD), the absorption of left or right handedirularly polarized light depends on the orientation of the magneti moment in thesample and is used to study the properties of ferro or ferrimagneti materials [128℄.Sine this thesis deals with studies on non magneti semiondutor surfaes, we do notdisuss further this ontrast. It is well presented by Stöhr et al. [128℄ and by Shneider[95℄.Topographi and shadow e�et ontrast Eletron imaging is sensitive to the objettopography. If this latter is not smooth, the eletrial �eld reated between the sampleand the extrator lens is modi�ed. Hene, the photoeletron trajetories in the viinity



32 Imaging of silion pn juntionsof this zone are de�eted, giving brighter or darker zones within the images [95, 129℄.It is possible to simulate the in�uene, for example, of step height on eletron trajetoriesin an eletron mirosope olumn [129,130℄. Chapter 5 is dediated to suh topographialin�uene on PEEM imaging, based on simulations performed with SIMION software [131℄.

Figure 1.18: Topographi ontrast in PEEM imaging due to loal eletrostati �elds [132℄.Thus, topography an be responsible for ontrast variations due to the presene ofloal eletrostati miro�elds [130℄. Lateral �eld strength inreases with the step height ofthe struture and in�uenes the photoeletron trajetories, reating a topographi imageontrast, as presented in �gure 1.18.The surfae relief is also partially responsible for ontrast variations in imaging whihlimit the lateral resolution: geometrial strutures present step edges whih reate shadowzones in the images depending on the illumination angle of the sample. We mention thispoint sine it was a neessary requirement when realizing a new bath of loalized epitaxialsilion doped patterns for this thesis. Our aim was to minimize the step height betweenthe di�erent doped zones. Rempfer et al. [133℄ have gone further in this way, reportingthe e�ets of positive and negative surfae relief in PEEM imaging.In their review, Shneider and Shönhense [95℄ desribes other ontrast mehanisms, suhas Smoluhowski ontrast or interferene e�ets but in our ase, these e�ets were notthe most important.Eletri ontrast Eletri ontrast is the last important fator deteriorating the res-olution, but not represented in �gure 1.17. Eletrons are sensitive to the presene ofpotential miro�elds at the sample surfae. Suh �elds distort the normally strong a-eleration �eld between the extrator lens and the sample surfae, deviating the eletrontrajetories, hene hanging the image intensity. They appear at the juntion when on-sidering two zones with di�erent work funtion, but they an appear arti�ially whenapplying external bias on the sample surfae [134, 135℄. PEEM an be used to visualizeand measure the distribution of eletri �eld and potential on the surfae either in thease of beam restrition by a ontrast aperture, or without restrition of the photoeletronbeam [136℄. This point will be disussed in hapter 5 where simulations and experimentsperformed during this thesis will be ompared.



Imaging of pn juntions with eletron mirosopies 331.4.3.2 XPEEM imaging at thresholdMany authors, have ontributed to the understanding of the ontrast in PEEM imagesat threshold. We have reviewed in table 1.3 all the studies arried out up to now in orderto highlight the peuliarities of our study.First Author Referene Exitation Sample Filtering PassivationHovorka [137℄ Synhrotron p subs. 1015 High Yesn: 1015 to 1019 passHovorka [138℄ UV Hg p and n subs. 1015 High Non and p: 1016 to 1019 passBallarotto [108℄ FEL UV n subs. 1014 No No4.2 eV - 5.2 eV p: 1017 to 1020Ballarotto [103℄ UV Hg n subs. 1014 No Nop: 1018 to 1020Phaneuf [94℄ Synhrotron n subs. 1.6×1014 SPEM No496.4 eV p: 1018Frank [139℄ UV Hg n subs. 5×1014 High Nop: 1019 passFrank [121℄ UV Hg p subs. 1015 High No4.9 eV n: 1019 passGiesen [135℄ UV Hg n subs. 1.6×1014 No Yes5.15 eV p: 1018Giesen [110℄ UV Hg n subs. 1014 No No4.96 eV p: 1018Table 1.3: State of the art of ontrast imaging studies with PEEM on silion pn juntions.We note that most of the photon soures used in these studies are near-thresholdexitations. These latter present two drawbaks: �rstly, they an have a possible in�ueneon the ontrast observed, allowing photoeletrons to be exited in the diret transitiontype. Seondly, ore- and valene- levels are not aessible, to fully haraterize the bandalignments. Regarding the instrumentation used to understand the doping ontrast inthe literature, the instrument used in this work, the NanoESCA, has several advantageswhih will be detailed in hapter 2:
• a full band-pass energy �lter, whih an be used with high energy resolutions, andallows a omplete spetrosopi analysis of the sample to be studied,
• high exitation energies, either using a laboratory X-ray soure or synhrotronradiation, far from the nominal silion photothreshold, whih is not the ase whenonsidering near-threshold exitation soures. The tunability of the synhrotron tovary the photon energy is partiularly well adapted for our studies to probe di�erentsampling depths,
• the ombination of a good energy and lateral resolutions, thanks to the doublehemispherial analyser ompensated for aberrations, whih redues the instrumentaberrations to those of the immersion lens,
• the possibility to perform spetromirosopy, i.e. the ability to obtain laterally re-solved XPS spetrosopy from di�erent doped areas in order to quantify photoyielddi�erene.



34 Imaging of silion pn juntionsMore sophistiated analyses with energy �ltering have begun to appear, demonstratingontrast inversion as a funtion of the eletron kineti energy [138℄. Aording to Giesenet al. [135℄, the ontrast in PEEM imaging for various surfae states gives qualitativeinformation about the position of the surfae states within the gap whih renders thistehnique well adapted for pn juntion haraterization.1.5 Surfae Photovoltage investigation: impat on 2Ddopant tehniquesOne has to be areful when studying silion doped pn juntions sine a photovoltai e�etan in�uene the observations. It an be intentionally studied, to determine the arrierdi�usion length and an be used as a ontatless tehnique to haraterize semiondutorssurfae states [140℄. It is also apable of providing informations on a variety of otherquantities suh as surfae harge, surfae dipole, surfae and bulk reombination rates,distribution and properties of surfae states and bulk states.It ours whenever light indued harge arriers, under the shape of eletron-hole pairs,are separated within a depletion zone, eletrons being moved in the ondution band andholes in the valene band.Two very good reviews on this fator theory and history were performed by Kronik andShapira [141℄, and by Shroder [142℄. Two other reviews disuss SPV experimental set-upand present appliations for surfae and interfae haraterization [142, 143℄.1.5.1 Carrier generation and reombinationEletron-hole pairs are generated by two main fators: the thermal exitation and theoptial one. In this thesis, we will not onsider the ase where eletrons thermally exitedaross the gap produe eletron-hole pairs at high enough temperatures.An exitation soure an also reate exess arriers by illuminating the surfae of asemiondutor. If the inoming photons have an energy hν higher than the semiondutorgap Eg, they exite eletrons from the valene band aross the gap into the ondutionband, hene generating an eletron-hole pair. This seond fator, ombined with the spaeharge region reated by the surfae states, is responsible of the surfae photovoltage.Note that a surfae photovoltage an also be observed when the surfae is illuminatedwith photon energies smaller than the band gap, due to photostimulated population anddepopulation of loalised trap states within the gap. More omplex senarii are alsopossible suh as transfer between several states into the band gap but are not detailed inthis setion.1.5.2 Surfae PhotovoltageAs mentioned previously, in the absene of radiation, the equilibrium arrier onentra-tion of semiondutors is established by a dynami balane between thermal and optialgeneration of eletron-hole pairs on the one side, and annihilation of these same pairs onthe other side.Under illumination, inident light leads to a non equilibrium where exess harge arriers



Surfae Photovoltage investigation: impat on 2D dopant tehniques 35are generated via band-to-band transitions and release aptured arriers via trap-to-bandones. The eletri �eld present in the depletion zone auses majority arriers to be arriedout into the bulk whereas the minority ones are trapped near the surfae. They ompen-sate the spae harge hene, hange the surfae potential and produe a hange of theband bending ompared to equilibrium value. This shift is alled the surfae photovoltage(SPV) and is presented in �gure 1.19. It ours only if arrier generation is followed bya net harge redistribution. It depends on photon �ux, reombination rate, temperatureand band bending. For a onstant temperature, the SPV inreases exponentially withthe fundamental gap width. There is also an important dependene of the SPV magni-tude on photon intensity at room temperature. Even at low temperatures, SPV e�etsin photoemission are still observed [144℄.

Figure 1.19: Shemati drawing of the surfae photovoltage in�uene ∆n on the band bending Vbb,onsidering a band bending upwards [144℄.Sine eletron-hole pairs are reated, their number being equal, SPV has a moreimportant impat on the onentration of minority arriers than on the majority ones.Hene, this injetion of minority arriers into the near surfae produes indeed a redutionof the band bending and tends to �atten the energy bands at the sample surfae, whateverthe type of the semiondutor:
• if it is n-doped, the band bending at the surfae is upwards and the SPV goesdownwards,
• if it is p-doped, the band bending at the surfae is downwards and the SPV goesupwards.We will see in the next hapter that XPS tehnique alone or ombined with anXPEEM, requires a bright exitation soure, whih an in�uene the band bending atthe sample surfae. With synhrotron radiation, the high intensity of the beam induesa strong SPV whih has an in�uene on the band bak bending, as developed now.Heht [145℄ has modeled the SPV by equating the urrent of minority arrier produedby X-ray exitation to a urrent of majority arriers �owing through the depletion layer,



36 Imaging of silion pn juntionsgiven only the position of the Fermi level at the surfae. If the surfae is the dominantsite for reombination, the photourrent density of minority arriers arriving at the sur-fae Jpc is proportional to the photon �ux illuminating the sample. In the theory of thethermioni emission, the photourrent density of majority arriers through the depletionregion is:
Jth = J0e
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. (1.14)This last fator is 0.0259 eV, in the ase onsidered.1.6 ConlusionIn this hapter, we �rst highlighted the need, driven by the ever inreasing spei�a-tions of the International Tehnology Roadmap for Semiondutors, for multisale 2Dharaterization of doping in advaned semiondutor devies, the sale of whih extends



Conlusion 37from the nanometer- (22 nm nodes and beyond for CMOS transistors) to the miron-range (HFET devies for power appliations, miro-/nano-systems). Suh a spread ofthe harateristi sales to be addressed requires the use of omplementary harateriza-tion tehniques, with, for eah of them, a omprehensive understanding of the ontrastmehanisms involved for a quantitative analysis of images of doped semiondutors. Pro-totypial devies for suh an understanding are pn juntions.We have introdued the fundamental physial onepts around silion pn juntions,realling the harateristi eletrial quantities relevant for the experimental and theo-retial work performed in this thesis (depletion width, built-in potential and resultingeletri �eld aross the juntion).Then, a review of the state-of-the-art in existing tehniques performing 2D harater-ization of doping was made. Five di�erent methods were onsidered: sanning ion probetehniques (Tof-SIMS), near-�eld probes (KFM, SCM, SSRM), onventional eletron mi-rosopies (SEM, holographi TEM), atom-probe methods (APT) and photoemission-based tehniques (SPEM, PEEM). This has highlighted their omplementarities in termsof sample preparation, lateral resolution, quantitative apabilities, aessible doping on-entrations and sensitivity, depth sensitivity. Among eletron mirosopies, the peu-liarities of PEEM-based methods were reognized for their intrinsi surfae sensitivityand spei� ontrast mehanisms like the work funtion ontrast. However, we showedthat, although many studies in the �eld were already reported over the last deade, suhontrast mehanisms were not fully exploited due a lak of energy �ltering and the use ofexitation soures limited to the low-energy UV range. The importane of the ontrol ofthe surfae properties (residual oxide layer, arbon ontamination) was also underlined.Therefore, we onlude that in-situ spetrosopi ontrol of the surfaes imaged is nees-sary for a better understanding of the ontrast obtained.These onsiderations underline the spei�ity of the work presented in this manusript,with the ombined use of spetrosopi, energy-�ltered PEEM and high energy photonexitation in the X-ray range, enabling imaging with true seondary eletrons and asimultaneous spetrosopi ontrol of the surfaes imaged. The latter is fundamentalsine, in energy-�ltered XPEEM, spetrosopi imaging is performed and therefore theimage ontrast of pn juntions is highly dependent upon the relative position of theeletroni energy levels. We have reviewed the e�et of surfae photovoltage whih maya�et the relative energy level positions, and hene, the resulting image ontrast in energy-�ltered XPEEM.
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40 Energy-Filtered XPEEMThis hapter is dediated to the explanation of the two surfae analysis tehniqueswhih have a key role in the development of spetromirosopy: X-ray PhotoeletronSpetrosopy (XPS) and X-ray PhotoEletron Emission Mirosopy (XPEEM). We willthen present a new generation of PEEMs with energy �ltering. To �nish, we show thestate-of-the-art laboratory results on improved lateral resolution obtained with this in-strument.2.1 Priniples2.1.1 Photoeletron Spetrosopy2.1.1.1 BakgroundPhotoeletron Spetrosopy was �rst developed by Kai Seigbahn and his researh groupat the university of Uppsala in Sweden. He published his �rst results study on XPS in1957 and was rewarded in 1981 for his researh with the Nobel Prize.First known under the aronym of ESCA for Eletron Spetrosopy for Chemial Analysis,the use of an X-ray soure to extrat the photoeletrons from the sample gives it thename of XPS for X-ray Photoeletron Spetrosopy. It is a powerful analytial method inapplied and fundamental surfae siene whose use has steadily inreased over the lastdeades [146℄. The possibility of spatially resolving elemental and hemial states witha good sensitivity has also attrated onsiderable interest [147℄. Firstly, we will desribethe priniple of this tehnique, giving theoretial aspets about threshold and ore-levelanalysis. We will �nish this setion by presenting in more detail the instrumentation.2.1.1.2 Theoretial bakgroundXPS reveals the hemial elements present at the surfae of a sample and informs aboutthe hemial bounds nature existing between them. It is based on Einstein's explanationof photoeletri e�et disovered, in 1887 by Hertz [148℄. The interation of a photon ofsu�ient energy hν with a solid results in the emission of an eletron from its surfae.The photon radiation, is apable to indue eletrons not only from the outer shells, butalso from ore-levels of elements. If this energy is su�ient, the eletron leaves from itsatomi orbital and is extrated from the surfae with a kineti energy Ek.The proess an be desribed by the Einstein equation:
hν = EB + Ek , (2.1)where EB is the binding energy of the eletron. Thus, measuring the kineti energy Ekand knowing the energy of the photon soure hν, EB is easily determined.Irradiating a sample an be done with photon soures of di�erent energy, dependingon the type of eletrons studied:

• It an be either photons emitted in ultraviolet (UV), with low energy, whih onlyprobe the outermost eletrons broadened in the valene band. This �rst kind ofspetrosopy is alled UPS for Ultraviolet Photoeletron Spetrosopy. It uses photonsoures suh as He I or He II respetively at 21.2 eV and 40.8 eV, or Hg, at 4.9 eV.



Priniples 41
• It an also be an X-ray soure whih, thanks to its higher photon energy, analso probe the ore-level atoms. This seond kind of spetrosopy is alled XPS, asalready presented. Two X-ray soures in ommon use are based on the Kα radiationfrom Al (1486.7 eV) or Mg (1253.6 eV).To summarize, XPS analyzes the kineti energy distribution of eletrons emitted bythe photoeletri e�et when the sample surfae is irradiated by a photon soure. It pro-vides qualitative and quantitative informations on all the elements in presene (exept Hand He), giving some of their hemial properties. To be more preise, we an graphiallyrepresent the energy distribution of the eletrons in the �gure 2.1 and detail it with thefollowing features:
• A large peak at low kineti energy is due to the seondary eletrons.
• The enter of the spetrum is omposed of peaks orresponding to the atomi orbitalfrom whih the photoeletrons are ejeted. They are alled ore-level photoeletronsand ome from loalized levels. These latter are sensitive to the hemial environ-ment of the atom. As we will see in subsetion 2.1.1.4, the hemial nature of theneighboring atoms of the emitter an be determined.
• Valene eletrons ome from deloalized levels whih determine the eletroni stru-ture of the material, giving its nature: ondutor, semiondutor or isolant.

Figure 2.1: Shemati of a full photoemission spetrum [149℄.The measured intensity depends on the instrument transmission, the elemental on-entration, the atomi photoionization ross-setion σ of the onsidered atomi level, andthe depth probed. This depends on the inelasti mean free path λ.Photoionization ross-setion σ The atomi photoionization ross-setion σ repre-sents the probability of an inident photon to ionize an orbital for a given element. Itdepends on the atomi number of the atom, the ore-level onsidered, and the photonenergy. Values are typially taken from the alulations of So�eld [150℄ or Yeh and Lin-dau [151℄ and an be represented graphially, as in �gure 2.2, for the silion ore-levels2s, 2p, 3s and 3p with an AlKα exitation.
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Figure 2.2: Silion ase. For a given photon energy, σ of a ore-level inreases as the binding energyinreases [151℄. The ross-setion unit is given in Mb: 1 Mb = 10−18 m2.Inelasti mean free path λ XPS is a surfae haraterization tehnique whih givesinformations only in the near surfae beause the emitted photoeletrons are likely tolose energy due to inelasti ollisions before they esape from the surfae. The importantfator here is the mean free path. It is de�ned by the International Organization forStandardization ISO 18115:2001 as the average distane that an eletron with a givenenergy travels between suessive inelasti ollisions. It strongly depends on the kinetienergy of the eletrons and varies with materials. It an be obtained theoretial orwith ertain types of experiments. The physial parameter of interest is the eletronattenuation length, de�ned as the thikness of material through whih eletrons maypass with a probability e−1 that they survive without inelasti sattering. It is obtainedexperimentally from overlayer-�lm experiments and with use of a model in whih thee�ets of the elasti eletron sattering are ignored.

Figure 2.3: Universal urve of the inelasti mean free path λ for eletrons in solids for variousmaterials in symbols [152℄. The dashed line desribes the experimental data �t [153℄.Figure 2.3 shows the experimental values of mean free path for di�erent materials: λ



Priniples 43depends on the density, the nature of the matrix, and also on the photoeletron kinetienergy. As an be seen on the urve, the mean free paths are very high at low energies,fall to 0.4-0.8 nm for energies in the range 30-100 eV and then rise again as the energyinreases. This makes XPS a unique surfae-sensitive tehnique for hemial analysis.Powell et al. [154℄ summarize proedures to aurately determine this fundamentalmaterial parameter among others. Tanuma et al. [155℄ report alulations of eletronmean free path in a group of 15 inorgani ompounds, inluding SiO2. In their paper [156℄,Gergely et al. present past and present researh on this topi, giving a omparisonbetween alulation and experiment.Esape depth The ontribution of an overlayer of thikness z with a detetion anglewith respet to the surfae normal θ is given by:
I = I∞

(

1− exp
−z

λ sin θ

)

, (2.2)where I∞ is the XPS signal obtained for an in�nitely thik layer, and λ sin θ is alled esapedepth. It is determined as the distane normal to the surfae at whih the probabilityof an eletron esaping without signi�ant energy loss due to inelasti proesses drops to
1/e.

Figure 2.4: Relative ontributions of the signal intensity of di�erent layers of thikness
λ sin θ [157,158℄.The information depth d is the average distane normal to the surfae from whih aspei�ed perentage of the deteted eletrons originates. The overlayer �lms of thikness

λ sin θ, 2λ sin θ ontribute respetively to 63 % and 86 % of the XPS total signal. Whenthe perentage of deteted photoeletrons is 95 %, d is alled sampling depth and isestimated to be:
d ≈ 3λ sin θ , (2.3)Using Al or Mg X-rays, the probe depth is generally a few nanometers.In their papers [159, 160℄, Jablonski and Powell summarize the relevant theory to de�nepratial expressions of the inelasti mean free path, the sampling depth and the e�etiveattenuation length in materials.



44 Energy-Filtered XPEEM2.1.1.3 Binding energy alibrationIn XPS, the sample is in eletrial ontat with the spetrometer. This puts the Fermilevel EF of both the sample and spetrometer at the same energy at thermodynami equi-librium. The di�erene in energy between the Fermi and the vauum levels orrespondsto the minimum energy required to ejet an eletron from the highest oupied level intovauum. It is alled work funtion. Hene, we introdue the spetrometer work funtion
Φsp and the sample work funtion Φs [161℄.Halas et al. alulate work funtion of elements and express it in terms of Fermienergy and bulk properties [162�164℄. See also theoretial and experimental work byHenke et al. [165℄ or by Takeuhi et al. [166℄.

Figure 2.5: Energy level diagram for a sample grounded to the spetrometer.Referring to �gure 2.5, we an de�ne the photoeletron binding energy Ef
B measuredby the spetrometer and referened to their ommon Fermi level as:

Ef
B = hν − Ek − Φs , (2.4)



Priniples 45where Ek is the photoeletron kineti energy with respet to the sample vauum level.But the spetrometer measures kineti energies Ekmeasured, stated:
Ekmeasured = Ek − (Φsp − Φs) . (2.5)Thus, the binding energy measurement is independent of the sample work funtion

Φs, but dependent on the spetrometer work funtion Φsp and an be expressed as:
Ef

B = hν − Ekmeasured − Φsp . (2.6)The loal work funtion is related to the photoemission threshold. In a similar man-ner, information about eletroni states lose to the Fermi level an be dedued from thevalene band photoeletrons and hemial information from the ore-level ones. Keep-ing in mind �gure 2.1, onsidering the ase (Φsp − Φs) negative [118℄ we an add somepreisions:
• The spetrum low energy ut o� is at Ek = Φs. Below this value, eletrons have akineti energy smaller than the sample work funtion.
• The high energy ut o� is at Ek = hν −Φs when the eletrons are ejeted from theFermi level whose binding energy is de�ned to be 0 eV.2.1.1.4 Core-level analysisVariations in terms of binding energy for ore levels arise from di�erent e�ets, whih anbe divided into two groups, namely initial state and �nal state. The initial state beforephotoemission is determined by the hemial environment of the atom of interest. Thelatter is due to the intervention of the photoeletrons with all the other eletrons in thesolid. We will detail now these two proesses.Core-level hemial shifts One of the most important features of XPS is that theore-level positions depend on the valene state of the atoms: hanges in the loal hargeand potential of an atom ause shifts in the ore-level binding energy and are alled hem-ial shifts. By studying them, one an obtain information on the valene state of an atom.The basi physis underlying the hange in binding energy is as follows. The energyof an eletron in a tightly bound ore state is determined by both the attrative potentialof the nulei and the repulsive ore Coulomb interation with all the other eletrons. Wean use a simple model to relate the binding energy to the e�etive harge:

EB = EB
0 + ke+ qV , (2.7)where EB is the binding energy of the onsidered ore-level in the atom, EB

0 is a refereneenergy, k is a onstant, e is the valene harge on the atom and V is the potential at theatom due to point harges on surrounding atoms.A hange in the hemial environment gives rise to a spatial rearrangement of thevalene harges, leading to a di�erent potential reated by the nulear and eletroni



46 Energy-Filtered XPEEMharges on all other atoms in the ompound. Thus, the shift in binding energy ∆EBof a ore-level measured for an atom in two di�erent ompounds A and B with valeneharges respetively eA and eB, is given by:
∆EB = Kc

(

eA − eB
)

+ q∆V . (2.8)The �rst term is alled real hemial shift. It re�ets the initial state e�ets on thehemial environment of the atom A, i.e. before photoemission. It desribes the di�er-ene in the eletron-eletron interation between ore orbital  and the valene harge, theoupling onstant Kc being the two-eletron integral between ore and valene eletrons.A hange in the atom harge of Kc

(

eA − eB
) fores thus all ore-levels of the atom toshift their binding energy by the same value. This phenomena inludes in the ase ofsemiondutor samples, a possible shift of the Fermi level position in the gap, dependingon the nature and the temperature of the dopants, and also on their onentration.For two atoms A and B with the same valene band �lling but an eletronegativity

ENA < ENB, B tends to attrat eletrons from the valene band of atom A. The hargetransfer of an eletron from A to B gives rise to a ontration of both ore hole andore-levels of the atom A, as shown in �gure 2.6. Thus, an inrease in positive hargeis therefore aompanied by an inrease in binding energy, this is why atoms of higherpositive oxidation state exhibit a higher binding energy.

Figure 2.6: Representation of the initial state e�et on the binding energy on a ore-level. The morethe atoms surrounding atom A are eletronegative, the higher the binding energy of ore-level eletronsof atom A.The seond term q∆V represents the in�uene of the �nal state. When an eletronesapes from its ore-level, as seen in �gure 2.7, the valene orbitals ontrat, sreeningthe positive harge reated. The ore-hole of the �nal state has a polarizing e�et onsurrounding eletrons and orresponds to relaxation. This ontration of the valenelevels orresponds to a derease of the �nal energy q∆V whih, by onvention, is positive.In their paper for XPS analysis [167℄, Pauly and Tougaard have foused on two e�ets:the ore hole left behind in an XPS proess whih auses intrinsi exitations on the onehand, and exitations due to the photoeletron on its way to the surfae region on theother.Shape of photoemission peaks Photoemission peaks are not simply delta funtionsand broadening ours due to di�erent e�ets whih have to be onsidered. The shape
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Figure 2.7: Representation of the �nal state e�et on the binding energy of a ore-level: ore-levelbinding energies inrease with the atom oxidation state.of a peak should be determined separately for every hemial ompound. Pratially inmost ases (exept high-resolution measurements) the symmetri peak shape an be well-desribed by the Gauss-Lorentz (Voigt) pro�le for semiondutors and insulators and theasymmetri peak is desribed by the Doniah-Sunji pro�le for metals. Resolving peaksdue to di�erent hemial states depends on their energy separation and the experimentalresolution.The ejeted photoeletron leaves behind a positive ore hole whih deays when anothereletron relaxes to �ll it aording to an assoiated lifetime. This e�et auses Lorentzianbroadening of the photoemission peak. The term ∆En is determined by a lorentzianfuntion and orresponds to the lifetime of the ore-hole state after the photoeletronemission. From the Heisenberg's unertainty priniple, we obtain the inherent line widthof a ore level:
∆En =

h

τ
, (2.9)where h is the Plank's onstant, and τ the ore-hole lifetime. The deeper the orbital,the shorter the lifetime of the ore level remaining after photoemission and the broaderthe peak width.The XPS analyzer broadening ∆Ea is desribed by a Gaussian pro�le. X-ray soures,either laboratory or synhrotron, present also a Gaussian spetral shape ∆Es beause ofthe instrumental broadening introdued by a monohromator.The observed photoeletron peak through the instrument has a width ∆E de�ned asthe full-width-at-half-maximum of the peak after bakground subtration. The severalontributions an be approximated by the overall energy resolution of the instrument:

∆E =
√

(∆En)2 + (∆Es)2 + (∆Ea)2 , (2.10)where ∆En is the natural linewidth of the ore level, ∆Es is the photon band widthand ∆Ea is the analyser resolution. The determination of this last fator ∆Ea will beexplained in equation 2.13.Shape of photoemission bakground All photoemission spetra ontain bakgrounddue to inelastially sattered eletrons from the proesses. Sattered emitted eletrons



48 Energy-Filtered XPEEMwhih have lost energy due to inelasti interations, but still have enough energy to esapefrom the surfae, ontribute to the bakground signal in an XPS spetra. To estimate thereal peak shape from an experimental spetrum, the bakground has to be subtrated.Di�erent models of bakground shape an be used: a simple linear-type bakground anbe hosen for fast spetral analysis, whereas for more aurate line shape analysis, moresophistiated bakground are to be preferred.Shirley suggested a bakground shape on the assumptions of a onstant energy spetrumof sattered photoeletrons and a onstant sattering probability in the peak region [168℄.This Shirley bakground is a smoothed step funtion whih is a good approximation to�t the bakground intensity.Other bakgrounds used for subtration from photoemission spetra inlude a linear fun-tion, and a Tougaard bakground (a more omplex smooth step bakground used to a-ount for inelasti proesses).For all ore level photoemission spetra in this thesis, a Shirley bakground has beenremoved. To go further in understanding the di�erent methods and proedures for bak-ground subtration on spetra for monohromati Al X-ray, see for example Powell [169℄.2.1.1.5 Instrumental aspetA high vauum environment is neessary to enable the emitted photoeletrons to beanalysed without ollisions with residual gas moleules. Moreover, the surfae ompo-sition of the sample should not hange during the experiment: it is important to avoidsurfae ontamination. XPS experiments are performed in UHV, at pressures less than
5.10−10 mbar. The equipment is also �tted with mu-metal shielding to prevent magneti�eld penetration into the analyser and the analysis spae.Eletrostati analyser The analyser is an eletrostati hemispherial de�etor anal-yser, also alled Hemispherial Single Analyser (HSA). It is omposed of two onentrihemispheres, biased negatively with respet to V0 whih is the median equipotential sur-fae between the hemispheres, and respetively in absolute value, higher for the innersphere and lower for the outer. This analyser disperses eletrons aording to their ki-neti energy and fouses them from the entrane plane to the exit one. Variable slitsare loated at both the entrane and the exit of the analyser, ontrolled by a rotaryfeedthrough. Though it is not shematially represented in �gure 2.8, it is important tomention the presene of an input eletrostati lens at the entrane of the hemisphere.This latter ollets the photoexited eletrons and fouses them onto the entrane slit w1of the hemisphere, adjusting their kineti energy to math the pass energy of the analyser.This lens de�nes also the analysis area and the angular aeptane 2α of photoeletronspassing through the hemispherial analyser.The two hemispheres have radii respetively R1 and R2. The mean radius is R0. Theentrane and exit slits are both entered on R0 as represented shematially in �gure2.8 a). A potential is applied on eah hemisphere, respetively V1 and V2 produing aninverse squared 1/R2 eletrial �eld between the two hemispheres is produed, bendingthe photoeletrons trajetories. Its equipotentials are green lines simulated in �gure 2.8
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Figure 2.8: a) Representation of an HSA. b) Simulation of eletron trajetories [170℄. The blue line isthe equipotential for 0 V.The geometry of the analyser and the potential applied on eah hemisphere de�ne theanalyser energy, also alled Pass Energy, Ep, as:
Ep =

q (V2 − V1)
(

R2

R1
− R1

R2

) , (2.11)where q is the eletri harge.This value orresponds to the energy an eletron should have when entering into theanalyser to exit from it with a trajetory of mean radius R0. Eletrons whose kinetienergy is less than Ep − ∆E
2

strike the inner sphere. Those whose energy is higher than
Ep+

∆E
2

are stopped by the outer sphere. A retarding voltage R is applied at the entraneof the analyser to selet the kineti energy.There are two modes of analysis: the photoeletrons kineti energy an be sannedeither by varying diretly the pass energy, while holding the retarding ratio onstant, orby varying the retarding ratio, while holding the analyser pass energy onstant.In the �rst mode, eletrons entering the analyser are retarded by the entrane lens by aonstant proportion of their kineti energy, so that the ratio of eletron kineti energy
Ek to analyser pass energy Ep is kept onstant. This ratio k is alled retarding ratio:

k =
Ek

Ep

, (2.12)During a spetrum aquisition, the pass energy of the analyser is ontinuously variedto maintain k onstant. Sine sensitivity and resolution are proportional to the passenergy, they also vary. The lak of a �xed resolution is a limitation of this mode alledConstant Retard Ratio (CRR).



50 Energy-Filtered XPEEMMost of XPS instruments are run in the seond mode known as Constant Analyser Energy(CAE) san mode. In this mode of operation, the analyser pass energy is held onstant,and the retarding voltage is hanged thus sanning the kineti energy of deteted ele-trons. The resolution obtained in CAE is onstant throughout the whole kineti energyrange.For more details on an analyser transmission equipped with an universal lens enablingboth kinds of analysis, see the paper written by Ru�eux et al. [171℄.Energy resolution The analyser energy resolution ∆Ea depends on the pass energy
Ep, the mean radius R0, the angle of eletrons entering the analyser at the entrane slit
α with respet the the optial axis of the analyser (see �gure 2.8), and the width of theentrane and exit slits, respetively w1 and w2. It an be expressed as:

∆Ea = Ep

(

(w1 + w2)

2R0

+ α2

)

. (2.13)Figure 2.8 shows that dereasing the slit widths redues the half angle of aeptane
α, whih improves the energy resolution. However, high resolution, obtained by hoos-ing small slits, redues ount-rate. It is important to �nd a good ompromise betweenresolution and good signal-to-noise ratio.The detetor The detetor is a hannel eletron multiplier (Channeltron) plaed inthe analyser exit plane. It ampli�es the urrent of a single photoeletron by a fatorabout 106. This small urrent pulse is passed through a vauum feedthrough and thenbrought diretly to the preampli�er. The signal is �rst �ltered to redue noise. Then, itis onverted into an optial signal, and transfered via an optial �ber in order to maintainlow noise to a reeiver unit. This last system onverts the optial signal into an eletronipulse whih is ounted by a pulse ounter.The reorded spetra are sets of data ontaining the intensity orresponding to thetotal ounts versus the eletron kineti energy referred to the sample Fermi level (E−EF ).The intensity is most of the time given in ounts per seonds. The energy sale an beexpressed either in terms of measured kineti energy or, if the position of the Fermi levelis known, in terms of binding energy.2.1.1.6 Depth pro�ling by Angle-Resolved XPS (ARXPS)We de�ne the angle θ as the angle between the sample surfae and the analyser diretion.If the sample is rotated by θ, maintaining the photon soure and the detetor in �xedposition, the e�etive sampling depth dereases by a fator sin θ, as seen in equation 2.3.The eletrons emitted have to travel through more material at higher angles, so thatonly those originating from the viinity of the surfae tend to esape with no energy loss,as presented in �gure 2.9. The relative intensities of surfae and subsurfae XPS peakshange when the photoemission angle varies.We have hosen to detail this method sine the system of ARXPS is available on theMultiprobe XPS instrument (MXPS). We used it to study the e�ieny of a passivationprotool on our samples. This point will be detailed in hapter 3 setion 3.3. Currentstatus and future prospets for ARXPS are desribed by Herr [172℄.
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Figure 2.9: Angular-Resolved XPS: a) θ=90◦, the depth probed is maximal. Sine θ dereases in b)and ), the sampling depth dereases.2.1.2 PhotoEmission Eletron Mirosopy (PEEM)This setion is dediated to the PEEM instrumentation. This inludes the eletronioptial olumn and the detetor. It is ompleted by the presentation of X-ray photonsoures, espeially those used in laboratory and in synhrotron environment during thisthesis.2.1.2.1 BakgroundPhotoEletron Emission Mirosopy (PEEM) dates bak to the 30s [173,174℄ when ele-tron lenses were being developed. The �rst ommerially available PEEM based on aathode lens system was built in the 60s, but its appliations were restrited due to thelimitations in terms of vauum quality [175℄.PEEM systems with high lateral resolution have now been available for 15 years usinglow-energy UV soures. Full �eld imaging ombining XPS and PEEM has existed sinethe 1980s [176, 177℄ giving information about the hemial omposition of the surfae.However, due to the lak of high-transmission on the one hand, and the sarity of brightX-ray soures on the other hand, it was di�ult to perform ore-level imaging with goodresolution [178℄. Nowadays, a new PEEM oneption allows better imaging of ore-levelseither with synhrotron radiation or in the laboratory, and will be desribed in setions2.2.3 and 2.2.4.2.1.2.2 Eletron optis: the PEEM olumnPEEM olumn PEEM without energy �ltering is the simplest ase enountered. Thereare two basi oneptions of PEEM imaging:
• The sample is near ground potential and the extrator anode, part of the �rst lens inthe immersion objetive, is at high positive voltage, as illustrated in �gure 2.10 a).The PEEM olumn onsists of eletrostati elements: the immersion objetive lensomposed of an eletrostati otupole stigmator, an adjustable ontrast aperture



52 Energy-Filtered XPEEMsituated in the bak foal plane of this objetive lens, and two projetive lenseswhih are neessary to projet the intermediate image onto the sreen.
• The sample is held at a high negative potential and an eletri �eld is reatedbetween it and a grounded anode. The whole olumn is biased to negative voltage tofous the photoeletrons on the image plane. The lenses are, in this ase, magneti.Most of PEEMs installed in synhrotron beamline are of this kind.

Figure 2.10: a) Shemati layout of a PEEM olumn [91℄ where the sample is at ground potential. b)Shemati layout of a PEEM olumn [179℄ where the sample is held at high negative voltage. ThisSpetromirosope for PHotoeletron Imaging of Nanostrutures with X-rays (SPHINX) X-PEEM, isinstalled at the University of Wisonsin Synhrotron Radiation Center.In general, small �elds of view improve imaging onditions. The photoeletron tra-jetories are very losed to the optial axis orresponding to approximately Gaussianoptis.PEEM transmission The ombination of an immersion lens and a ontrast aperturehas a pronouned low-pass �lter behavior. In �gure 2.11 a) and b), the seondary eletronsyield sees its distribution in energy derease after passing through the optis. The widthof the low-pass �lter depends on the ontrast aperture diameter plaed in the foal plane,as presented by Anders et al. [180℄. Figure 2.11 ) represents the energy distribution ofeletrons transmitted through a PEEM olumn using apertures of di�erent diameters:the smaller the aperture, the smaller the energy width and the lower the intensity of theseondary eletron spetrum.2.1.2.3 The detetorThe detetor onsists of three elements: mirohannel plates (MCPs), a �uoresent sreenand a CCD. The aim is to onvert the eletroni signal olleted by the olumn in an
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Figure 2.11: SE spetrum before a) and after b) passing through a PEEM olumn [91,95℄. ) Energydistribution of eletrons transmitted through a PEEM, using apertures of di�erent diameters (in
µm) [180℄.optial one, whih an be reorded by a amera.This implies �rstly to emphasize the olleted signal: inident eletrons are multipliedthanks to an avalanhe multipliation system when passing through the MCP [181℄ whihare ompat eletron multipliers with high gain. Then, these eletrons are aeleratedonto a �uoresent sreen. The sreen an be made of YAG rystal or phosphor, andemits a photon when an eletron hits it. A ooled CCD equipped with a lens olletsthese photons. The optial image resulting on the �uoresent sreen orresponds to theeletroni image of the surfae obtained by the PEEM. Details about suh system arewell presented by Moldovan et al. [182℄.2.2 Energy-Filtered XPEEMOver the last two deades, PEEM imaging has seen an important breakthrough thanksto the development and the implementation of several energy �lters on PEEM olumns.This setion is organised as follows: after some state-of-the-art of atual trends in energy-�ltered PEEM, we will present some general features onerning the instrument usedduring this thesis: the NanoESCA. Then, we will detail its overall performanes before�nishing with some details onerning its operation with laboratory soures and in asynhrotron environment.2.2.1 Present trends in energy-�ltered PEEMPEEM ombined with the energy �ltering of the photoeletrons allows spetrosopiimaging. Alternative approahes of energy-�ltered PEEMs and their main harateristisare now brie�y presented. The aim of this overview is not to realize an exhaustive list ofenergy �ltered PEEMs existing, but almost to situate our NanoESCA instrument amongthe PEEMs family. In their review on photoeletron mirosopy, Günther et al. [91℄ havedesribed the di�erent alternative approahes of energy-�ltered PEEM systems more indetail.



54 Energy-Filtered XPEEMWien Filter A Wien �lter onsists of orthogonal eletri and magneti �elds, respe-tively →

E and →

B, perpendiular to the photoeletron trajetory. Only the photoeletronssatisfying the ondition →

E=
→

v ×
→

B, travel unde�eted through the Wien �lter [183℄. Byhoosing kineti energies harateristi of the elements thanks to a slit plaed after theWien �lter, the image re�ets their distribution, as presented in �gure 2.12 a). How-ever, one drawbak is the low sensitivity, sine the aeptane angle is small. A solutionsimulated with the harge simulation method by Niimi is to orret it with a multipolearrangement [184, 185℄.A detailed view of an XPEEM system using a Wien �lter-type eletron energy analyzeris presented in �gure 2.12 b). Tsutsumi et al. have developed this kind of energy-�lteredPEEM, whih has the advantage to arry out an easy alignment of the eletron optialaxis. They also disuss about future appliations to organi devies [186, 187℄.

Figure 2.12: a) Wien-�lter sheme [188℄ and b) energy-�ltered PEEM equipped with a retardingWien-�lter [183℄.Omega Filter The Omega �lter system is implemented on the Spetro-Mirosope withAberration orretion for many Relevant Tehniques SMART instrument, available onBESSY II faility. It onsists of four setor magnets arranged like the greek apital letteromega. It is also ombined with multipole magnet orretors, as an be seen in �gure2.13. The on�guration disriminates the photoeletrons and the seondary eletrons. Aslit in the dispersion plane of the Omega �lter allows to de�ne an energy window. Thepass energy is kept onstant in order to avoid magnet realignments. Basi priniples ofthe Omega system, and the various modes of operation and the optial design of theSMART instrument are presented by Fink et al. [189℄.Time of Flight (TOF) This mode is similar to spetrosopi TOF experiments, butimplemented in a PEEM. It requires a linear mirosope olumn and a pulsed photonsoure whih an be either a laser or a synhrotron soure.When emitted after a single impulse of photon, photoeletrons are dispersed in timeaording to their veloity. The rear part of the PEEM olumn is elongated with a drifttube at redued potential, where eletrons are retarded to the desired drift energy allowingthe detetion of the dispersion. To analyze the energy distribution of photoeletrons in
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Figure 2.13: SMART instrument shemati layer inluding an Omega �lter [190℄.PEEM, the time of �ight for eletrons passing this setion is measured, referened to thetime struture of the pulsed photon soure. Figure 2.14 presents a shemati view of thissetup. One harateristi of ToF PEEM is to redue the hromati aberrations of themirosope due to the energy distribution of the seondary eletrons.

Figure 2.14: Shemati view of a Time of Flight PEEM alled IS-PEEM [191℄.Two ways of fast image detetion an be enountered at the bak of the instrument:either a fast gated intensi�ed CCD amera as presented in �gure 2.14, or a speial ount-ing eletronis in ombination with a delay line detetor. This latter ollets all eletronsarriving at di�erent times in a 3D (x,y,t) data histogram: both the two dimensions posi-tions (x,y) and the time marker of the exitation are aquired simultaneously. Comparedto a CCD amera with an ultrafast gated optial intensi�er, it has a superior time resolu-tion in the sub-nanoseond range sine it detets any single ounting event. Its prinipleis well explained by Oelsner et al. [192℄. The main limits of the delay line detetors aredetermined by the detetor system, but nowadays, time resolution down to about 100 nsis possible [193℄.Good work presenting the developments in time and energy resolved PEEM over the



56 Energy-Filtered XPEEMpast few years was also realized by Oelsner et al.. Charateristi parameters for bothpulsed exitation soures suitable for ToF PEEM and time-resolving detetion units aretested and presented by Shönhense et al. in tables 1 and 2 of referene [194℄. Withsuh systems, studies of magnetization dynamis an be done at sub-pioseond timeresolution [195℄.Retarding Field Filter The retarding �eld analyzer an be designed either with aretarding �eld lens system or with a ombination of two retarding lenses L1 and L2 plusdouble grids G1 and G2 [196℄ as visible in �gure 2.15. The lens elements form the pre-retardation optis: voltages are set to deelerate photoeletrons and to ahieve normalinidene of their trajetories on the grids. These grids are onneted together and forman homogeneous eletri �eld. The behavior of suh system is a high-pass one, allowingonly photoeletrons having an energy higher than G2 voltage to pass through.

Figure 2.15: Shemati view of the lenses optis of a PEEM, inluding a retarding �eld �lter in frontof the MCP [197℄.Hemispherial De�etor Analyzer This �lter presented in �gure 2.16 is the ele-trostati analyser used in XPS spetrosopy, as detailed in setion 2.1.1.5, whih ats asa band-pass �lter [198℄: only photoeletrons having an energy in the pass energy rangean travel through the eletrodes forming the analyzer at onstant radius, and an beimaged thanks to a 2D detetor positioned at the sreen plane.
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Figure 2.16: Hemispherial De�etion Analyzer [199℄.Double Hemispherial Analyzer Last but not least, among XPEEM instruments�tted with high transmission band-pass energy-�lters [200℄, one has to onsider thoseequiped with a double hemispherial analyser. It is based on a tandem arrangementof two hemispherial energy analysers used as an imaging energy �lter. A good reviewon suh a system was realized by the manufaturer Omiron [201℄. The main spherialaberration (α2-term) of the analyser is orreted by the antisymmetry of the tandemon�guration whih leads it to be a state-of-the-art energy �ltered spetromirosope.The advantages of suh on�guration over a simple hemispherial analyser are:
• its lateral resolution independent of the pass energy, and the total resolution is onlylimited by the aberrations of the PEEM lenses,
• high transmission imaging is available at low pass energies with good lateral andenergy resolution, sine the seond hemisphere ompensates the aberrations of the�rst one,
• real ore-level and valene band imaging an be performed sine this on�gurationprovides band pass �ltering of photoeletron kineti energies.It is possible to use it with a bright laboratory X-ray soure [202℄ as desribed insubsetion 2.2.3 and with synhrotron radiation. Photoeletrons from several range ofkineti energies an be imaged, bringing lots of information about the surfae properties,as depited in �gure 2.17. The blue retangles represent the energy windows availablewith suh instrument. This �gure is the same as �gure 2.1 ompleted with propertiesdedued from eah kind of energies. A wide series of studies led with this instrument anbe given in example: single silion nanowires [203℄, doped patterned surfaes [101℄, workfuntion of single opper grain [127℄, magneti domains imaging [204�206℄, or pre-solarmeteorites [207, 208℄.
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Figure 2.17: Range of kineti energies observable in energy-�ltered PEEM imaging and informationsdedued [149℄.2.2.2 The NanoESCA2.2.2.1 IntrodutionThe NanoESCA represents a new onept for spetrosopi imaging. The design ombinesa fully eletrostati PEEM olumn and a double hemispherial analyser as energy �lter.Figure 2.18 shows a side-view of the instrument indiating the di�erent optial pathsorresponding to three di�erent operation modes:
• Diret non energy �ltered PEEM imaging: 1
• Seleted area spetrosopy: 2
• Energy �ltered PEEM imaging : 3The desription of the instrument presented in �gure 2.18 an be detailed as follows:
• The PEEM olumn is omposed �rstly by the immersion objetive lens, whihonsists of a sample near ground potential and an extrator anode that an be keptup to 15 kV. The eletrons are foused onto the entrane slit of the energy analyser.The lens is used in CAE san mode, hene retards the eletrons relative to the energyat whih they leave the sample surfae. It also provides variable magni�ation andangular aeptane to selet the sample analysis area. A variable iris aperture inthe PEEM allows to selet areas down to 1 µm diameter for mirospetrosopy.The projetive lenses are either used to projet the �rst intermediate image ontothe sreen for the mode 1, or to adapt the eletron energies to the pass energy of theanalyser for modes 2 and 3. The eletrons being deelerated towards the olumnand not towards the analyser, this has the advantage to maintain high transmission.
• Two hemispherial energy analysers of 125 mm mean radius, with double fousinggeometry thanks to a transfer lens in between,
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Figure 2.18: a) Shemati representation of the di�erent operation modes of the NanoESCA [209℄. b)Photography of the instrument: 1 and 3: MCP, 2: PEEM olumn, 4: X-ray soure detailed further onsubsetion 2.21 and 5: IDEA [201℄.
• A set of slits at the entrane and exit of the energy analyser de�nes the resolutionof the analyser,
• A detetor onsisting of a Channeltron eletron multiplier mounted fousing theexit slit of the seond hemisphere,
• Two imaging units, based on an MCP, a �uoresent sreen and a CCD for the twomodes 1 and 3.For the mode 2, the seond hemisphere de�etion �eld is swithed o�: the eletronsare foused by the transfer lens into a Channeltron detetor allowing mirospetrosopyin the �eld of view.We will fous now on the double hemispherial analyser implemented as energy-�lter[210℄, also known as Imaging Double hemispherial Energy Analyser (IDEA).2.2.2.2 Charateristi of the NanoESCA: the IDEA systemThe priniple is based on Kepler's law of planetary motion on ellipses: the eletrontrajetories after a omplete revolution oinide, independently of start energy or angle, asseen in �gure 2.19 a). The seond half of the elliptial orbits ompensates the aberrationsof the �rst half, generating an ahromati image without geometrial aberrations. Theiration is illustrated in �gure 2.19. This underlines the importane of the seond analyserwhih orrets for the α2 term due to the angle of aeptane, responsible of the blurringenergy-�ltered images at low-pass energies, as seen in �gure 2.19 b).In de�ning the NanoESCA performanes, it is as important to onsider both theenergy and lateral resolution and their in�uene on transmission.
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Figure 2.19: a) Absene of geometrial aberrations in a losed spherial sphere [201℄. b) α2aberrations introdued while passing through the �rst hemisphere are ompensated by the trajetories inthe seond [209℄.2.2.2.3 Energy resolutionThe energy resolution of the IDEA analyser is the same as determined in formula 2.13 [201℄for a HSA:
∆Ea = Ep

(

(w1 + w2)

2R0

+ α2

)

. (2.14)It depends on the eletron pass energy Ep, the slit widths w and the aeptane angleof the lens system α with respet to the optial axis of the analyser. To obtain a goodenergy resolution, providing the α2-term is negligible, one has just to inrease the trans-mission of the NanoESCA.The transmission T is given by the equation [209℄:
T ∝

∆E
√

Ep

α2R , (2.15)where α is the onstant aperture angle at the analyser's entrane slit, as already de�ned.Dereasing the pass energy, or taking small slit widths, is an advantage to aquire imageswith good spatial and energy resolutions, but it is neessary to keep in mind that thephoton �ux of the exitation soure is intense enough to observe a good signal-to-noiseratio. A typial value of Ep is 100 eV but it is possible to go down to 50 eV.2.2.2.4 Lateral resolutionThe IDEA system itself does not limit the lateral resolution sine the seond of its twohemispherial analysers always ompensates the dispersion of the �rst one. Hene, on-trary to a HSA, the lateral resolution of the NanoESCA is independent of the pass energyand depends only on the aberrations of both the extrating �eld and the optis beforeand behind the IDEA, but espeially those of the athode objetive lens [211℄.



Energy-Filtered XPEEM 61Aording to Esher et al. [209℄, the total resolution dtot an be approximated by theresolution dis diameter:
dtot = 2

√

d2rc + d2rs + d2rd , (2.16)where d2rc , d2rs and d2rd are respetively the hromati, the spherial and the di�rationontributions to the dis radius. These parameters an be expressed as:
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drd =
0.73√

E0sin (α0)
, (2.19)where l is the �eld length, Uext the potential of the extrator anode, E0 the starting ki-neti energy of an eletron whih leaves the sample surfae with a starting angle α0, and

Cs and Cc respetively the spherial and hromati aberration oe�ients. The de�nitionof these aberrations and their in�uene on image formation and resolution obtained arewell explained by Rempfer et al. [212, 213℄.The lateral resolution of the NanoESCA objetive lens for eletrons with 100 eVkineti energy has been alulated and is presented in �gure 2.20 for three di�erentvalues of the extrator potential. The resolution dereases when dereasing the ontrastaperture diameter and inreasing the extrator potential. It is easy to understand whysmall apertures improve the spatial resolution of the instrument: these latter �lter indeedphotoeletrons, onserving only the losest to the optial axis, and those with smallentrane angles, allowing to approah Gauss onditions. However, small ontrast aperturedoes not orret aberrations due to the PEEM olumn, they only limit them. Theminimum of lateral resolution is limited by the three dashed lines orresponding to theaberrations intrinsi to the system. Two values obtained from real experiments (red stars)with 12 kV extrator voltage were also added.Astigmatism is another fator whih has an in�uene on lateral resolution. It hasalso to be taken into aount, even if it does not appear in �gure 2.20. It omes from aproblem of symmetry around the optial axis due to a misalignment between the sampleand the optial olumn, or due to a misalignment between the di�erent lenses of thePEEM olumn. The otupole stigmator implemented on the PEEM olumn an om-pensate this astigmatism. A patent was registered during this thesis on an astigmatismorretion method for seondary eletron imaging but above all for ore-level imaging.This will be detailed in subsetion 2.4.3.Another strong feature of this instrument is that it an be operated using both labo-ratory X-ray or UV soures and synhrotron beamline. Thus, we an use UV (Hg or D2radiation) and VUV (He I and He II) soures, but also monohromati AlKα radiationusing a laboratory Foused X-ray Soure (FXS). We will detail the two X-ray souresused on the instrument: the FXS, and synhrotron radiation.
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Figure 2.20: Lateral resolution of the NanoESCA objetive lens for an extrator potential Uext=E of5 kV, 10 kV and 15 kV [201℄.2.2.3 The laboratory Foused X-ray Soure (FXS)The laboratory X-ray soure used in the NanoESCA is a unique high �ux X-ray soure,providing a bright foused monohromati beam on the sample surfae whose size anbe adapted to provide the most uniform illumination onditions. It is more intensethan onventional AlKα soure sine it uses a foused eletron beam sanned upon analuminum anode for X-rays generation. Moreover, thanks to the high ooling e�ienyof this anode, this latter tolerates higher heat brought by the small eletron beam, andthus, delivers a higher photon �ux density.An ellipsoidal quartz rystal monohromatizes the X-ray beam and fouses it onto thesample.

Figure 2.21: Foused X-ray Soure sheme.2.2.3.1 The eletron gun theoryThe eletron gun �lament is a LaB6 soure. Appropriate voltages give an intense �nelyfoused eletron beam whih is sanned aross the X-ray anode, stimulating the emissionof X-rays from the anode. The movement of the eletron beam aross the anode is



Energy-Filtered XPEEM 63re�eted by the X-ray beam aross the sample. The eletron beam size determines theX-ray beam one.2.2.3.2 The monohromatorThe monohromator is based on a 200 mm Rowland irle where a quartz (100) rystalis bent on an ellipsoidal substrate whose enter is tangent to the Rowland irle in orderto generate miro foused X-ray beam.The X-ray energy dispersion eliminates the Kα3,4, Kα5,6 and Kβ X-ray lines and alsothe Al bremsstrahlung radiation bakground. It also narrows the AlKα1 line, allowingore-level and valene band spetra to be aquired with both high energy resolution andgood signal-to-noise ratio. The narrower X-ray line width, the higher analyser energyresolution, as seen in equation 2.10.The ellipsoidal monohromator operated aording to Bragg's law for X-ray di�ra-tion. A single wavelength of Kα X-ray from a onventional aluminum anode is re�etedfrom (100) quartz rystal surfae at a spei� angle of re�etion θ:
nλ = 2d sin θ , (2.20)where n is the integer determined by the order hosen, d is the spaing between the planesin the atomi lattie and λ the wavelength onsidered. In the spei� ase of AlKα1, thevalues of these fators are: d = 0.4255 nm, λ = 0.834 nm, θ = 11.5◦.Typially the X-ray soure monohromator delivers Al Kα1 radiation with the follow-ing features:

• 1486.7 eV of photon energy,
• 0.26 eV of photon bandwidth (∆Es),
• A photon �ux of 1012 photons.s−1.mm−2,
• The X-ray beam is inident at the sample surfae at an angle of 66◦ with respetto the surfae normal,
• The X-ray spot size on the sample surfae an be adjusted between 30 µm and200 µm,
• A 30 µm X-ray spot size orresponds to a power load on the Al-oated anode of4.3 W.2.2.4 Synhrotron souresSynhrotron radiation was �rst observed from aelerators dediated to partile olli-sion experiments in nulear physis. One observed that the harged partiles lost kinetienergy under the form of eletromagneti radiation when they were orbiting in the syn-hrotron. For the ollision experiments, the energy loss was an undesired e�et but onedisovered the advantages of suh radiation. In the 1970s, storage rings dediated for thispurpose were started to be built.



64 Energy-Filtered XPEEMThe priniple is as follows: harges submitted to an aeleration, moving in a losedurved path under the in�uene of magneti �elds, radiate some eletromagneti radia-tion. Their kineti energy being highly relativisti, due to this aeleration, and ombinedwith a deviation of their trajetory, they emit light in a ontinuous spetrum whose in-tensity maximum is proportional to the radius of urvature and inversely proportionalto the ube of the eletron energy. Moreover, the emitted radiation is onentrated in avery narrow one tangential to the eletron orbits whenever a magneti devies fore thepartiles to hange their trajetory. We will ome bak on this point later.A synhrotron radiation soure is omposed of three aelerators: a linear aeleratorthe LINAC, and a irular one, the booster. The last one is the storage ring itself, wherethe irulating partiles are kept at the operating energy. These di�erent parts of mostof third generation synhrotron installations are now detailed. The parameters values aregiven for the SOLEIL mahine in Saint-Aubin (Frane). Figure 2.22 displays a shematiof the synhrotron faility.The LINAC A LINear ACelerator (LINAC) is used as a pre-injetor whih aeler-ates harged partiles. It is omposed of adjaent metal ylinders at opposite eletrialpotential, alled drift tubes. The metal ating as equipotential surfae, partiles travel ata onstant veloity. The LINAC runs in two main operation modes: the multibunh modeis the standard user operation mode in whih the storage ring is �lled with 416 bunhesof eletrons for a total urrent of 500 mA. The temporal struture mode orresponds tothe use of 8 bunhes separated by 140 ns, and its lifetime is 18 hours.

Figure 2.22: Synhrotron SOLEIL priniple. Courtesy of SOLEIL [214℄.The eletrons extrated from the LINAC have an energy of 100 MeV and must beaelerated to higher energies. This is the aim of the injetor alled booster, a irularaelerator of 157 meters diameter, in whih the eletron beam irulates several times



Energy-Filtered XPEEM 65before being injeted into the storage ring. For eah revolution, eletrons pass throughtwo radio frequeny avities in whih eletromagneti �elds osillate. They are inreaseduntil the beam operating energy is reahed, i.e. at 2.75 GeV.The storage ring The storage ring allows the urrent of eletrons to irulate alonga losed trajetory of 354 meters perimeter under vauum, around 1.10−9 mbar. Theenergy lost by the radiating eletrons is restored by radio frequeny avities whih areregularly positioned around the ring. The third generation synhrotron light soures anprodue light with high spetral �ux and brilliane in a wide range of energies thanks tomagneti devies inserted into straight setions of the storage ring whih indue devia-tions of the trajetories of the relativisti eletrons. Wigglers are more e�etive insertiondevies than simple bending magnets sine they orrespond to an assoiation of severalmagnets with alternating �eld diretions.Most modern mahines preferentially use undulators instead of wigglers sine they arethe most powerful generators of synhrotron radiation. They generate a thin beam ofoherent light. The emitted radiation intensity is proportional to the square of the num-ber of magnets. Its polarization an be linear, elliptial or irular, depending on themagneti geometry used.The synhrotron radiation an be of di�erent ranges of energies: the low energies areovered by radiation oming from bending magnets and undulators, whereas the highenergy range is overed by radiation oming from wigglers. Synhrotron radiation has abroad ontinuous spetral range. In the ase of insertion devies, intensity is onentratedin harmonis typial of the undulator or wiggler setting.The beamline Eah beamline has its own insertion devie to optimize the X-ray beamharateristis for its spei� experiments. After the beam of light is generated in thestorage ring, it travels towards the experiments through several elements whih are ne-essary for beam onditioning:
• Windows are thin sheets of metal, whih transmit almost all of the beam, butprotet the storage ring vauum from ontamination.
• A monohromator �lters out a single desired wavelength of radiation with a narrowbandwidth. For radiation in the UV region of the spetrum, a re�etion gratingmonohromator is used. The inident beam is foused onto the grating by a �rstmirror. The grating Bragg di�rats the beam, distributing the di�erent wavelengthsover a one of radiation. By use of a suitable slit, the desired wavelength anbe hosen and the resulting monohromati beam is foused onto the exit of themonohromator by a seond optial system.Advantages for photoeletron spetrosopy The advantages of synhrotron thirdgeneration soures an be summarized in three points:
• Tunability: The ontinuum spetrum synhrotron radiation overs from the farinfra-red to X-rays. It is possible to probe the sample, obtaining hene spetro-sopi informations either from the surfae or the volume bulk without hanging



66 Energy-Filtered XPEEMthe detetion angle by exploiting the kineti energy dependene of the inelastimean free path 2.1.1.2. Here, the energy distribution spetrum is reorded at a�xed value of emission angle for several photon energies. Band struture, eletronisurfae states or the density of states an be determined. Moreover, hoosing thewavelength of the synhrotron beam allows optimization of photoionization ross-setion whih helps in having better hemial sensitivity than in laboratory.
• Variable polarization of synhrotron light: it is possible to selet linear or irularone with the appropriate undulator. Synhrotron light is horizontally polarized inthe de�etion plane of the storage ring. When moving up or down, polarizationbeomes irular, whih an be of interest in magneti dihroism studies.
• High brilliane: thanks to the small divergene of the beam and the use of insertiondevies, the brilliane available with synhrotron light is six orders of magnitude big-ger than that of laboratory soures between 1014 and 1020 photons.s−1.mm−2.mrad−2.The use of synhrotron radiation also helps in inreasing the overall energy resolutionof the system (soure+IDEA), sine its own resolution is given by the relation:

∆Es =
hν

RP
. (2.21)where hν is the energy of the synhrotron beam and RP is the resolving power of theoptis used in the beamline to bring the X-ray beam to the instrument.During this thesis, two synhrotron ampaigns were performed on the Time resolvedExperiments on Materials with PhOtoeletron spetrosopy (TEMPO) beamline at SOLEIL(Saint-Aubin). TEMPO is a soft X-ray beamline designed for time dependent studies ofeletroni and magneti properties. Its resolving power is 5000. The energy range avail-able is from 50 eV to 1500 eV.We usually worked with a linear horizontal polarization sine it o�ers the best signalintensity. For eah beam energy used to arry out the experiments, the NanoESCA passenergy was not set onstant. This is due to the photoionization ross-setion σ whihdereases for high exitation energies. Inreasing the pass-energy for high photon energiesan help in ompensating the derease of σ to maintain a high sensitivity.Some very good reviews have been published on the physial priniples and the ex-perimental realization of the PEEM using synhrotron radiation for hemial [215℄ [92℄or magneti imaging [91℄. Conerning this topi, Shneider and Shönhense [95℄ havereviewed PEEM imaging of magneti systems and resume very well eletron-optial on-siderations. Störh and Anders [132℄ provides many examples to illustrate the variousappliations of the XPEEM tehnique in tehnologial areas (TiSi interonnexions, thin-�lms polymer blends, antiferromagneti exhange bias materials, et.). Finally, hemialimaging of surfaes and interfaes by XPEEM is disussed by Loatelli and Bauer [92℄.



Information available from Energy-Filtered PEEM imaging 672.3 Information available from Energy-Filtered PEEMimaging2.3.1 Data formatThe images are reorded by a 12-bit ooled CCD amera whih produes images withdi�erent binning, the binning 1 orresponding to (1024×768) pixels. Images are storedin a 16-bit �t format for data preproessing, '�t' standing for Flexible Image Transportstandard.The data are reorded either as single images or as image staks. In the latter ase,a prede�ned range of photoeletron kineti energies is sanned by hanging the voltageapplied to the sample, aording to a hosen energy step size. This implies an automatirefousing of the immersion lens. Hene, a 3D image stak is obtained. Eah imageorresponds to the intensity distribution I, as a funtion of the position within the �eld ofview. Eah step represents the kineti energy E with respet to the sample Fermi level,within a determined range: I(x,y,E), as represented in �gure 2.23 a).

Figure 2.23: a) Image stak representation in 3D: I(x,y,E). b) Loal extration of the spetrum forthe area presented in green in a), and threshold �t orresponding in red.Thus, the photoeletron spetra and the intensity maps an be extrated from thedata 'ube' in the range of interest: seondary eletrons, ore-levels or valene band.XPEEM spetromirosopy thus provides full spetral information at every pixel of animage, and spetra an then be extrated from hosen areas within the �eld of view, asseen in �gure 2.23 b). Thus a omplete hemial mapping of the imaged surfae area ispossible.In the next subsetions, we will explain how it is possible to extrat loal work funtionfrom the threshold image series or to realize spetrosopi ore-level imaging. To �nish,we will desribe the preproessing steps required to extrat the maximum informationfrom the aquired images.



68 Energy-Filtered XPEEM2.3.2 Work funtion mappingIn PEEM, the absolute work funtion is dedued from the SE emission threshold, sinethe energy sale is measured with respet to the sample Fermi level [216℄. The loal workfuntion an be extrated either using the whole seondary eletron energy distributionwith Henke's model, or just onsidering the rising edge at threshold. In our experimentsand MATLAB developments, the seond option was used.For example, the photoeletron spetrum of the area of interest represented by the greensquare in �gure 2.23 a) was extrated. It was then �tted in red, as presented in �gure2.23 b).The work funtion Φ of this spei� area an be dedued by �tting the thresholdwith a Heaviside funtion onvoluted with a Gaussian [127℄, whih orresponds to theomplementary error funtion:
I (E − EF ) =
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+ Ioff , (2.22)where σ is the standard deviation of the gaussian due to the energy broadening of theanalyser at the pass energy used, Imax measures the step magnitude, Ioff represents aonstant o�set and (E − EF ) is the photoeletron kineti energy above the Fermi level.The �t use a funtion that solves nonlinear urve �tting problems in the least squaressense. That is, given input data, and the observed output data, it performs weightedleast squares �t applied to the equation with whih we want to �t our data.Two further steps are neessary:
• Considering ideal ondutors, one has �rstly to inlude a shift in energy of the workfuntion of 98 meV due to the Shottky e�et aused by the strong aelerating�eld E applied by the extrator lens on the sample [163℄. Considering a harge invauum, at a distane x from the sample surfae, E indues an opposite harge onthis latter, at a distane −x from its surfae. This image potential gives thus riseto an attrative fore whih orresponds to the potential energy of an eletron atthis distane x from the sample. The Shottky barrier lowering at a metal surfaeis estimated to be:
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, (2.23)where q denotes the eletri harge, and ǫ0 the vauum dieletri onstant. Forothers materials, suh as semiondutors, this value is only an upper limit.
• Seondly, the �ltered images obtained by the NanoESCA have to be orretedfor an intrinsi energy dispersion over the image ∆E. In a given �eld of view, as afuntion of position along the vertial plane, non-isohromatiity ours, as outlinedby Zagonel et al. [217℄: eah �ltered image does not orrespond to photoeletronshaving a kineti energy E, but (E +∆E), where ∆E is alulated to be:

∆E = Ep

(

M1y0
f

)2

, (2.24)



Information available from Energy-Filtered PEEM imaging 69where M1 is the �rst lateral magni�ation of the mirosope in the image plane infront of the analyser, and y0 is the distane between the line of the image onsideredand the line where the minimum in dispersion ours in the �eld of view. f is thefoal length of the extrator voltage, whih is 29 mm in our NanoESCA instrument[201℄.

Figure 2.24: Work Funtion mapping of opper surfae: a) from image series non orreted for thedispersion in energy and b) from image series orreted for the dispersion in energy. Field of view:15 µm.To orret this energy spread inside the energy-�ltered images, a MATLAB routinewas developed. The extration and �t of the loal spetrum are then performed for eahpixel of the image in order to determine the loal work funtion. Thus, we are able tomap the work funtion within the �eld of view hosen to realize the image series [218℄.This orretion e�ieny is learly seen in �gure 2.24: in a) the work funtion valuesextrated from both top and bottom regions are lowered due to the non isohromatiityof the image stak, giving wrong information about the surfae. After orretion, aspresented in b), it is possible to ompare any area of the �eld of view without error.This proess will be of prime importane in our studies on doped silion patterns atthreshold to highlight work funtion trends.2.3.3 Core-Level imagingCCD noises and pre-proess steps CCD sensors diretly produe images with agood sensitivity in digital format, suitable for immediate omputer proessing. A goodompilation of the priniples of a CCD has been realized by the Class of Physis of theRoyal Swedish Aademy of Siene [219℄. Sine we onsider eletroni image sensors,noise is present and deteriorates the images. It is neessary to ensure that the signal-to-noise ratio is su�ient to allow apture of aurate image information.The three soures of noise in a CCD imaging system are dark noise, read noise andphoton noise, all of them must be onsidered when preproessing image staks. Seehapter 7 of the book written by James Janesik [220℄ for a detailed overview of thesefators. In a few words, we an de�ne eah noise and give the protool to remove them:
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• During the exposure, a parasiti thermal signal onsisting in an aumulation ofeletrons generated at the level of eah pixel is reated. This signal is alled darksignal sine it an be observed even when the sensor is in total darkness. Theprinipal onsequene of the dark urrent is a noise added on the image, proportionalto the square root of the thermal signal. To remove this noise, it is neessary toaquire several images in darkness with an exposure time equal to the one used toaquire the image series to be proessed. Then, one has to average them, heneobtaining an image of this dark signal. The orretion of this noise on the imageseries is made by a simple subtration.
• There is also nearly onstant o�set signal added to the image, independent of theintegration time. It hanges the true intensity levels, rendering for example a blakobjet into gray level on the image. This o�set is indued by the CCD outputampli�er and video eletronis features. It an easily be determined by averagingseveral images aquired with a minimum integration time in darkness. This noiseis eliminated by subtrating the o�set image from the images to be proessed.
• The CCD pixels do not all have the same sensitivity to the light. Hene, if thedetetor is illuminated with an uniform soure, the resulting image will not beneessarily uniform. This non-uniformity to light orresponds to loal �utuationsof the pixels gain. This e�et an be orreted by dividing the aquired images bythe image of an uniform �eld. The resulting image is alled the �at-�eld.Core-level imaging Sine ore-level images an have a lower SNR than SE imaging, itis usually neessary to aquire several series in the same range of kineti energies. Thus,the addition of images with the same energy improves the SNR. For all the ore-levelimages obtained, speially for the lateral resolution measurement presented on subsetion2.4.4, we de�ned a protool during this thesis to proess the images in order to extrat themaximum of information from this energy �ltered image series: due to the non onstanto�set of the CCD used, we just have to remove the dark noise from our single images bya simple subtration, and then dividing them by the non uniform �at �eld taken out offous. Hene, after orreting these preproessed images for photoemission bakgroundmeasured on either side of the peak onsidered, we are able to obtain true XPS imagingoming from a ore-level suh as those presented in �gures 2.25 and 2.26 orrespondingrespetively to the Ge 2p3/2 and the Si 2p transitions.This is the strength of the energy-�ltered tehnique: ontrast in ore-level imagingbrings hemial informations about the surfae. Figure 2.26 presents an example of sili-on doped patterns imaged at the Si 2p transition with a synhrotron soure at 160 eV.Extrating photoemission spetra from di�erent zones of a full ore-level image seriesallows determination of the loal variations in XPS spetra.In this �gure, the di�erene in spetra shape learly appears as a funtion of thedoping type: though the oxide omponent orresponding to the peak towards high bindingenergies is similar, the Si0 peak shifted 4 eV towards lower binding energies is di�erentbetween the p-doped zone represented in red and the n-doped zone represented in green.A ontrast in the image series presented below the spetra is visible on the two dopedzones, speially at lower binding energies, in the viinity of the Si0 peak. This reveals
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Figure 2.25: XPEEM image obtained over the peak of the Ge 2p3/2 peak after standard Shirleybakground subtration [221℄.doping dependent variations of the native oxide thikness: the signal substrate is moreattenuated over the P zone than over the N+ zone, whih suggests that the native oxideis more important on low p-doped region.

Figure 2.26: Contrast on Si 2p ore level imaging of highly n-doped patterns on p-doped substrate.The oxide thikness is funtion of the doping.We an go further in the estimation of the native oxide thikness depending on thedoping type and onentration. A study performed by de la Peña et al. on the ore-levelimage staks aquired by Barrett [101℄ shows that the depth distribution of the silionsub-oxide as a funtion of the doping an be extrated pixel per pixel [222℄.



72 Energy-Filtered XPEEMIt is thus possible to map eah oxidation state within the �eld of view, as an be seen in�gure 2.27. We an also extrat the oxide and sub-oxides thiknesses for eah pixel of thewhole image stak. In suh ase, thanks to the full apabilities of the spetromirosopy,it is possible to probe the silion struture at the SiO2/Si interfae, speially their distri-bution over pn juntions. The Si 2p spetra is extrated pixel per pixel, �tted iterativelywith a �ve omponents model whih will be detailed in hapter 3. This analysis helpsin deduing the variations in the thikness of the di�erent oxide layers on miron salesilion doped patterns.
Figure 2.27: Silion sub-oxide peak area maps obtained from best �ts to the Si 2p spetra generatedfrom the highly n-doped zone on p-doped silion bulk [222℄.2.4 Improvement of state-of-the-art spatial resolutionwith ore-level laboratory XPEEM2.4.1 IntrodutionThe aims of this experiment were to:
• Improve a measurement protool dediated to ore-level imaging in laboratory. Itinludes to take into aount and remove numerial noises due to the CCD, toinrease ounting statistis, as seen in setion 2.3.3.
• Improve the best lateral resolution measurements obtained in laboratory with anenergy-�ltered PEEM.Fators whih have to be taken into aount to improve the best lateral resolutionare numerous: they onern not only the instrument itself, but also the sample to bestudied. We have already mentioned the physial and eletrial topographies whih playan important role for imaging with high resolution: the less the topography, the betterthe resolution. Moreover, the use of X-ray soures delivering high photon �ux induesimage blurring: Loatelli et al. have reported a degradation of more than 50 nm on bothore-level and seondary eletron images aquired with an energy-�ltered PEEM, for aphoton �ux of 2.1013 photons.s−1 [223℄.The lateral resolution is also limited by the aberrations of the objetive lens, whih,ontrary to the IDEA system, are not ompensated.The predominant aberrations depend on the photon energy range used for exitation:
• For UV-PEEM, the most important aberrations are the hromati and spherialones of the aelerating �eld between the extrator lens and the sample.
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• For X-PEEM, one has also to take into aount the hromati and spherial aber-rations of the fousing lenses.These aberrations have been detailed in subsetion 2.2.2.4. Di�erent approahes exist toredue them in eletron mirosopes. We an quote as examples: eletron mirrors, Wien�lters, or multipoles [224℄ but also eletrostati orretors [225℄. Shönhense [226℄ sum-marizes the available ways for aberration orretion and gives at the same time anotherapproah, based on the use of time struture of pulsed exitation radiation.With the NanoESCA, obtaining a ultimate lateral resolution implies:
• A well adapted and dediated sample, with low eletri and geometri topographies,
• Inrease the extrator voltage up to 15 kV,
• Redue the ontrast aperture diameter to 30 µm if the signal-to-noise ratio allows,
• Optimize the astigmatism orretion,
• Minimize and aount for the image bakground intensity whih an derease theimage ontrast for ore level aquisition, thus hiding the smallest objets and lim-iting the measured resolution [212℄,
• Improve the ounting statistis thanks to high MCP voltages, and aumulate sev-eral image series.Before optimizing these parameters, it is important to understand the de�nition oflateral resolution, and to review the measurements already obtained with energy-�lteredPEEM.2.4.2 Lateral resolution measurementThere are di�erent methods to measure lateral resolution [227℄:
• The straight edge method, suitable for instruments where the lateral resolution isexpeted to be larger than 1 µm,
• The grid method, suitable if the lateral resolution is expeted to be less than 1 µmbut more than 20 nm,
• The gold-island method, suitable for instruments where the lateral resolution isexpeted to be less than 50 nm.Following ISO standards 18115:2001 and 18516:2006, the resolution an be de�ned asthe distane over whih the signal has hanged from 12 % to 88 % of its maximum value.With this de�nition, the signal an be modeled as the onvolution of an ideal step fun-tion with a gaussian funtion exp(−x2/2σ2) representative of the NanoESCA transfertfuntion [102℄. The lateral resolution is taken to be the gaussian funtion FWHM, whihis 2.35 σ. Another possibility to test lateral resolution is to use new type of erti�edreferene material for length alibration, suh as the BAM-L200 omposed of epitaxi-ally grown layers of AlxGa1−xAs and InxGa1−xAs [228, 229℄. It provides a pattern withsquare-wave gratings and isolated strips.



74 Energy-Filtered XPEEMTable 2.1 summarizes the di�erent lateral resolution measurements as a funtion ofthe photon energy, obtained with the NanoESCA. We have already presented the lateralresolution obtained with the FXS soure in laboratory. Note that ore-level Ga 3d mea-surements using the synhrotron radiation at 400 eV were performed on the BAM-L200sample, as were the seondary eletrons with a laboratory UV soure.Wavelength range Photon soure onsidered Lateral Resolution RefereneUV Hg = 4.6 eV 35-40 nm [127℄X AlKα1 = 1486.7 eV 650 nm [230℄SR 400 eV 150 nm [201℄Table 2.1: Lateral resolution measurements with the NanoESCA depending on the photon soureonsidered.Even with synhrotron radiation, there are still a very limited number of publishedstudies reporting on the use of XPEEM for true ore-level imaging using band-pass energy�lters [101,222,231,232℄. This indiates the di�ulty of ore-level imaging at high lateraland energy resolutions. Hene, we improve high lateral resolution on ore-level images onthe NanoESCA with the laboratory X-ray soure by de�ning a protool presented below.2.4.3 Improving the lateral resolutionLateral resolution measurements have been performed on a sample made of ross-setionedepitaxial Si/SiGe layers.A method for orreting astigmatism of an eletron emission spetromirosope has beendeveloped and a patent has been registered [233℄. It applies to samples whih do not haveon their surfae symmetrial patterns to help astigmatism orretion. This was the asefor the Si/SiGe layers, as an be seen in the top image of �gure 2.28 a) and b).The �rst step onsists in making a referene pattern in the viinity of the area ofinterest, as an be seen in �gure 2.28 with, for example, FIB. The instrument mustbe itself orreted for astigmatism defets so as not indue distortions in the referenestruture. The shape, size and almost nature of material of this pattern are determineddepending on several parameters whose some are listed:
• The shape must be symmetrial, either round or square. The topography of thedeposited pattern must be as �at as possible, less than 20 nm if possible, to avoidpossible distortions of the images. A SSRM study has been neessary to determinethe best parameters in terms of depth and diameter for milling and depositing, aspresented in �gure 2.28 ).
• The material hoie for the referene struture must enable �rstly ontrast at thresh-old. Moreover, for ore-level imaging, one of its onstituent elements must have ahigh photoionization ross-setion at the exitation energy of interest. An esti-mation an be given greater than or equal to around 0.1 Mbarn. If possible theore-level photoeletrons imaged should have a binding energy not too far from theore-level of the pattern of interest. This, in order to orret astigmatism in thesame energy range.
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• Depending on the lateral resolution expeted, whih depends itself on the XPEEMon�guration, the referene struture size and shape are hosen: the distane be-tween the di�erent portions of the referene struture and their width may begreater than or equal to around two times, or between around 1.5 times and 2.5times, the best spatial resolution of the spetromirosope during an observation ofthe struture of interest.
• The referene struture on the sample must be deposited near the struture ofinterest. However, the distane must be greater than 100 µm from the struture,to avoid any deterioration or ontamination of it when depositing the material.In our ase, tungsten patterns have been hosen sine their work funtion is di�erent fromthe silion bulk one: 4.55 eV against 4.85 eV. Figure 2.28 a) shows the ontrast in PEEMimaging of suh referene struture on silion bulk at threshold. Moreover, its ore-levelW 4f has a high photoionisation ross setion at 1486.7 eV (σW4f

=0.15 Mbarn), thoughthe binding energy is low, around 33.6 eV, whih degrades the NanoESCA transmission.The seond step onsists in orreting the astigmatism aberration at threshold, usingthe SE signal. We �rst optimize instrumental settings suh as fous voltage, de�etion,and then improve the instrument astigmatism orretion thanks to the referene patternsdropped on the sample surfae. Sine a variation in diameter of the �eld of view appearswhen hanging the photoeletrons kineti energy, it is important to alibrate the patternsize at threshold.The last step is dediated to orret the astigmatism aberration on the referenepattern at ore-level, using the orretion determined for the nearby referene pattern,before imaging the pattern of interest.

Figure 2.28: W pattern realized by FIB and observed by: a) Energy-Filtered PEEM, b) SEM, ) AFM.



76 Energy-Filtered XPEEMFor both threshold and ore-level imaging, the astigmatism orretion is realized byhanging the fous and observing the deformation of the imaged pattern. An alternativefor astigmatism orretion is presented for eletron mirosopes in the patent [234℄.2.4.4 Results ahieved with an AlKα laboratory X-ray soureTo improve lateral resolution, it is neessary to selet ore-levels with a low kineti energy,thus to inrease the transmission. This is why our hoie was to image Ge 2p3/2 ore-levelof ross-setioned epitaxial Si/SiGe layers.The �rst step is to aquire images at threshold. After alibration of the �eld of view,we an determine the size of the struture whih will help in the quantitative of ore-level imaging. The results on lateral and energy resolutions on ross-setioned epitaxialSi/SiGe layers are presented at threshold in �gure 2.29 a). This ross-setion was imagedwith a photoeletron energy of 266.4 eV referred to the Fermi level of the sample, whihorresponds to the Ge 2p3/2 transition [221℄ in �gure 2.29 b). In this experiment, thePEEM objetive lens was set to 15 keV, and images were aquired with a double hemi-spherial analyser pass energy of 125 eV, and the entrane slits width of 1 mm.Despite an elemental ontrast of only 50 %, XPS imaging performed by this mean hadan edge lateral resolution of (477± 110) nm and an energy resolution of 0.56 eV. Thisresult is the best ever obtained in XPS imaging [91, 235℄. It onstitutes an improvementof nearly one order of magnitude with respet to existing laboratory data.The experimental result obtained has the same order of magnitude expeted theoret-ially from the ontrast aperture diameter expressed in nanometers i.e., 500 nm [236℄.

Figure 2.29: a) Cross-setioned epitaxial Si/SiGe layers imaged at threshold [221℄. b) Single energyof the SiGe layers at 266.4 eV orreted from photoemission bakground. Inset: intensity pro�leextrated from the region marked on the image. The �t of the experimental pro�le is performed with aomplementary error funtion and is displayed in red [221℄.



Conlusion 772.5 ConlusionSpetromirosopy is a unique tool for spatially and energy resolved eletron spetrosopyon the miron sale. Full-�eld imaging spetromirosopy is a non destrutive teh-nique whih enables spetrosopi measurements with high lateral and energy resolution.Energy-�ltering provides information on the loal hemial and eletrial properties ofthe surfae, using seondary, ore-level or valene band eletrons.The NanoESCA is a state-of-the-art of energy-�ltered XPEEM instrument. Its mainharateristis are its double hemispherial analyser as energy �lter, whose geometrialand hromati aberrations are ompensated by the system on�guration. Moreover, itsrelatively high transmission fator over a wide range of photoeletron energies makesits partiularly suitable for XPS imaging. Its omplementary operating modes in syn-hrotron and laboratory environment make it partiularly interesting to observe samplesin both soures environments. Thanks to a patented protool, we are able to orret theinstrument for astigmatism aberrations. This has led to an improvement of the lateral res-olution on ore-level images obtained with a high intensity optimized Al Kα X-ray soure,reahing a state-of-the-art measurement in laboratory environment down to (477± 110)nm with an energy resolution of 0.56 eV.The full spetromirosopi potential of the NanoESCA makes it an ideal instrumentfor studying the physis governing the ontrast in PEEM images of silion pn juntions.The results are presented in the following hapters.
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Chapter 3Patterned doped silion samples byloalized epitaxy
Contents3.1 Framework for XPEEM studies: photoemission in silion . . 803.1.1 Flat band onditions and band bending . . . . . . . . . . . . . 803.1.2 Work funtion and ore-level studies . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 833.1.3 Objetive . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 843.2 Sample fabriation and haraterization . . . . . . . . . . . . . 843.2.1 Requirements . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 843.2.2 Charaterization . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 913.3 Sample passivation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 963.3.1 Objetive . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 963.3.2 Literature review on silion passivation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 973.3.3 The three-steps passivation protool . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 993.3.4 XPS analysis of the passivation proess . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1013.4 Summary and onlusions . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 110At the origin of our work is a previous study using energy-�ltered PEEM whih wasled on n-doped patterns on a p-doped bulk, and p-doped ones on a n-doped bulk, bothovered with a native oxide. Quantitative band alignments were extrated from the dif-ferent zones of these samples [101℄.We deepen this study, using the same kind of samples, but bringing also some improve-ments in terms of pattern tehnologial hoies and surfae leaning. Our objetive wasto use dediated silion samples whih allow better understanding of their �at band ele-troni struture by exploiting the full apabilities of the energy-�ltered PEEM.The �rst setion introdues the basis of photoemission in silion for the understandingof our interpretations in hapter 4. The seond part deals with the sample de�nition andpreparation. Obtaining �at band onditions requires removing the native oxide from the79



80 Patterned doped silion samples by loalized epitaxysample surfae. The last setion reviews the passivation study performed on silion dopedsamples.3.1 Framework for XPEEM studies: photoemission insilionIn energy-�ltered XPEEM, spetrosopi XPS imaging is performed. The image ontrastof patterned semionduting surfae governed by the relative XPS intensity at a givenphotoeletron energy is highly dependent on the relative position of the eletron energylevels. In order to understand the experimental results presented in hapters 3 and 4, wereall the harateristi features of photoemission from silion surfaes.3.1.1 Flat band onditions and band bending

Figure 3.1: Shemati representation of band struture for di�erent doping types.Flat band onditions The general eletroni band diagram at the silion surfae isgiven in �gure 3.1 a): the ondution band (CB) and the valene band (VB) are separated



Framework for XPEEM studies: photoemission in silion 81by an energy orresponding to the silion bandgap Eg equal to 1.12 eV at 300 K. Theenergy between the ondution band and the vauum level E0 is the eletroni a�nity χwhih is 4.05 eV for silion.The Fermi level EF for a doped silion sample is de�ned regarding the intrinsi Fermi level
EF i of the matrix (not represented in �gure 3.1), and the arrier density Nd onerningthe eletrons and Na onerning the holes:

Edoping
F = EF i + kT ln
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)

, for the n doped zone (3.1)
Edoping

F = EF i − kT ln
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ni

)

, for the p doped zone. (3.2)where k is the Boltzman's onstant, ni is the intrinsi arrier onentration for silion(1.4×1010 atoms.m−3)and T is the temperature.The ore-level binding energy BEmes orresponding to Si 2p transition is thus given bythe energy between the Fermi level and the ore-level, as presented in �gure 3.1. Theenergy di�erene between the valene band maximum (VBM) and the ore-level Si 2pis �xed at 98.74 eV. This situation is desribed as �at band onditions, the e�et of thesurfae state on the band line-up has not been onsidered.Band bending Charges in surfae or interfae states ause an eletrostati potentialthat bends the bands near the surfae, as shematially represented in �gure 3.2 in aseof patterned silion surfae. A number of surfae of interfae states in the gap to about1/1000 of a monolayer is su�ient to indue band bending [237℄.

Figure 3.2: Band bending and band lineup represented shematially on the two views: a) plane view(x,y) and b) in depth (z).Studying the eletroni struture of doped silion patterns onsists in determiningthe band alignments as a funtion of the position within the pn juntion. However loalvariations in depth of band bending have also to be taken into aount: they are alledband lineup. This implies to onsider the problem of band bending in 3D: when observing



82 Patterned doped silion samples by loalized epitaxythe band bending at the interfae of a pn juntion, as illustrated by �gure 3.2, below thesurfae oxide in the plane (x,y), it is neessary to inlude this band bending variation atthe oxide/semiondutor interfae in the plane (z).Figure 3.3 takes into aount the band bending diretion and strength at the silionsurfae due to loalized surfae or interfae states, whih depends on the doping type andlevel:
• This band bending is upwards for N- type doping, and downwards for P-type.
• The magnitude of the band bending depends on the doping onentration: thehigher the doping, the stronger the band bending, and the smaller the depletionwidth.

Figure 3.3: Shemati representation of band struture for di�erent silion doping types with bandbending. For the two extreme ases P+ and N+, the surfae Density of States (DOS) is shematiallyrepresented.Referring to the eletroni band struture for silion mentioned in �gures 3.1 and 3.3we will now present more in detail what happens in terms of work funtion and ore-levelbinding energy variations for ideal �at band ase and experimental ase.



Framework for XPEEM studies: photoemission in silion 833.1.2 Work funtion and ore-level studiesWork funtion Theoretially, the work funtion φSi an be alulated thanks to thefollowing equation:
φSi = χSi + Edoping

F , (3.3)where χSi represents the silion eletron a�nity (4.05 V), Edoping
F is the Fermi level po-sition depending on the doping level and type, as de�ned in equations 3.2 and 3.1 forrespetively p-doped and n-doped silion, with respet to the ondution band.Figure 3.1 helps in understanding the in�uene of doping type on work funtion mea-surements, for di�erent silion doped samples in theoretial �at band onditions. Weobserve a shift in the values whih depends on the doping type and level, sine it dependson the Fermi level position within the gap. The expeted ranking for the work-funtionvalues in �at band onditions is as follows:

ΦP+ ≥ ΦP ≥ ΦN ≥ ΦN+ (3.4)Considering band bending of the eletroni levels on the sample surfae as presentedin �gure 3.3, the work funtion measurement is modi�ed. Sine it depends on the bandbending magnitude, work funtion shifts due to di�erenes in terms of doping onentra-tion and type an be strongly attenuated, even inverted, with respet to theoretial �atband ase.And thus, the ranking of the work-funtion values mentioned in 3.7, an be modi�edin presene of band bending at the silion surfae:
ΦP+ ≤ ΦP (3.5)and
ΦN+ ≥ ΦN (3.6)To onlude, the exat ranking of the work-funtion will depend on both the dopinglevel and the degree of band bending.Core-level binding energies In �at band onditions, the Si 2p ore-level energy ismeasured relative to the Fermi level, and thus, is shifted with the sample doping typeand onentration in the following rank:

BEP+

fb ≤ BEP
fb ≤ BEN

fb ≤ BEN+

fb (3.7)It depends on two terms: the �xed referene energy between the valene band maximumand the Si 2p ore-level (equal to 98.74 eV) and the quantity (EF -EV BM ) known frombulk doping and induing the Fermi level movement sine it depends on the doping leveland type.When onsidering band bending due to interfae states ∆EBB , and measuring thebinding energy of a ore-level photoeletron BEmes, its value an be inferred from arelation linking this binding energy BEmes with several fators:
∆EBB = BEmes −∆Edoping

F −∆ESPV , (3.8)



84 Patterned doped silion samples by loalized epitaxywhere ∆Edoping
F is the binding energy of the Fermi level depending on the doping typeand level onsidered (see equations 3.2 and 3.1), and ∆ESPV is the binding energy shiftdue to the surfae photovoltage introdued in hapter 1.3.1.3 ObjetiveSeveral studies and interpretations of ontrast over pn juntions [120, 121, 135, 138, 238℄at threshold or at Si 2p ore-level have already been arried out to haraterize siliondoped areas in terms of band alignments and band bending as a funtion of the underlyingdoping level and type. Our objetive is to use the full spetromirosopi apabilities ofour XPEEM to study the orrelations between ontrast obtained in ore-level PEEMimaging and loalised Si 2p and valene band mirospetra. The interpretation of workfuntion variations but, above all, of ore-level shifts at silion doped surfaes will helpin suh a reasoning.3.2 Sample fabriation and haraterization3.2.1 Requirements3.2.1.1 Tehnologial hoiesPlanar pn juntions an be fabriated either by implantation or by epitaxy. For XPEEMstudies, it is desirable to image well de�ned planar juntions with the highest possiblein-depth doping uniformity (this latter being ideally bigger than the probing depth) andthe lowest surfae roughness. Although implantation is the onventional way to performdoping, it has intrinsi drawbaks:

• The high temperatures, around 1000◦C, required for the ativation of dopants in-due di�usion of both boron and phosphorus aross the juntion. This broadens theoriginally sharp juntion. A low thermal budget surfae preparation is preferableto avoid signi�ant redistribution of the dopants.
• Ion implantation introdues defets, suh as vaany impurities or lusters, aswell as generation and migration of eletrially ative defets over thousands ofangstroms or mirons, farther than the projeted range of the implanted ions [239℄.Studies at ultra low energy ion implantation suggest that it is possible to ahievephosphorus doping of silion without annealing, but this remains a speial ase [240℄.Contrary to implantation, loalized epitaxy does not require signi�ant annealingto ativate the dopants. This proess is suessfully used in the growth of high mobilitystrained SiGe hannels of sub-32 nm MOSFETs requiring a high ontrol of doping. Figure3.4 shows suh results a TEM images of suh a devie with a 23 % Ge ontent, by eletronholography. The sharp edges between soure/drain zones and substrate indiated by thearrows illustrate the high quality of the proess, ontrolled at the deananometri level.The dark-�eld eletron hologram of �gure 3.4 ) is an additional evidene of the perfetontrol of this proess.For all these reasons, we have hosen to fous on silion patterns fabriated by loalizedepitaxy. The samples were prepared in the LETI lean rooms at MINATEC.
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Figure 3.4: a) High-resolution TEM image of 23 % SiGe CMOS devie. b) high resolution bright �eldimage and ) dark hologram of the region of interest [241℄.3.2.1.2 Sample struture and doping hoiesWe have optimised the hoie of both p and n doping onentrations. The objetive isto obtain a set of planar homo-juntions (same doping type on both side) and hetero-juntion (di�erent doping type) samples with di�erent doping onentrations a�eting thedepletion width and the eletrial �eld aross the juntion. Therefore, the requirementsare the following:
• To have both bulk p and n doped silion. For an easier fabriation, they will beslightly doped and named as substrate P and N.
• For the patterns, it is interesting to have strong doping onentrations in order toobtain asymmetri depletion zones on either side of the juntions. These will be inthe following named as pattern zones P+ and N+.These onsiderations lead to four major ombinations to realize various pn juntions:P+/P, N+/P, N+/N, P+/N. They orrespond to the shemati presentation in �gure 3.5.

Figure 3.5: Panel of the di�erent samples realized in this set: P+/P, N+/P, N+/N, P+/N.



86 Patterned doped silion samples by loalized epitaxyThe seond question is the quantitative dopant levels, whih have to be hosen withregard to two points:
• The doping levels should be ompatible with typial tehnologial requirements.
• In order to quantify the in�uene of lateral eletri �elds aross pn juntions onPEEM imaging, di�erent �eld strengths aross pn juntions are neessary, of thesame order of magnitude as the extrator �eld, whih is 6.6 kV.mm−1.Several ombinations of doping level were tested thanks to a MATLAB program de-veloped in this purpose and alulating several fators based on equations of setion 1.2.1.This enabled to evaluate the built-in voltage in the depletion zone, the depletion zonewidth and the maximal intensity of the eletri �eld aross these juntions. Taking intoaount the loalized epitaxy apabilities in terms of dopant onentration, the valueshosen for eah sample set, either full wafer or patterned samples, and the expeted valuesin terms of fators of interest are presented in table 3.1.Doping/bulk Conentration Vbi Total depletion Eletri �eld(atoms.m−3) (V) width maximum intensity(µm) (kV.mm−1)P+/P 2×1019/1015 0.851 1.05 -1.62N+/P 4×1019/1015 0.869 1.06 -1.63N+/N 4×1019/1017 0.988 0.114 -1.74P+/N 2×1019/1017 0.970 0.113 -17.21Table 3.1: Built-in voltage, depletion width and maximal eletri �eld aross the juntion fortheoretial doping onentrations of the seleted samples of interest: P+/P, N+/P, N+/N, and P+/N.Finally, we wish to analyse ontrast in relation with surfae properties in quasi �at-band onditions. This underline the neessity of studying samples after a well ontrolledpassivation. Suh a point will be detailed in setion 3.3 but requires preliminary teststo hek this passivation e�ieny. For this reason, silion doped full-sheet wafers havebeen prepared for eah of the four doping types.3.2.1.3 Fabriation proessThe mask The mask for the nanosaled planar pn juntion fabriation (total hip sizeis (21×21) mm2) is omposed of 46 zones, whose size is (3×3) mm2. Eah zone is dedi-ated for a ertain analysis, and is identi�ed by a number loated on their top right. Aspeial zone of (3×6) mm2 dediated to SEM observations is one of interest for this work.The mask is in positive lithography: a line implies the presene of hromium, thus apresene of resin on the wafer. In the SEM zone, two types of strutures are present: linesand dots. We onentrate on the lines, whih are themselves divided into two groups, thedi�erene being the basis struture, repeated several times, for several line widths:
• a) The line widths L are: 70, 80, 120, 140, 160 and 200 nm. The spaings S areproportional to them: S=L, S=1.5L, S=2L.
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• b) The line widths L are: 0.25, 0.5, 1, 2, 5, 10, 20, 40, 80 and 100 µm. The spaingsvary between 10, 20 and 40 µm.Eah group of lines was identi�ed by �gures and shapes with idential doping levels.They are shematially represented in �gure 3.6.

Figure 3.6: Shemati representation of the patterns a) and b) in the region SEM of interest.Sample fabriation The bulk hosen is Si(100) slightly p-doped on 200 mm wafers,with a resistivity of 5-10 Ω.m. This proess is realized inside the 200 nm Epi Centura,Redued Pressure-Chemial Vapor Deposition (RP-CVD) [242, 243℄. For samples wherethe bulk needed is n-doped, a �rst epitaxy of 150 nm thik n-type silion is deposited onthe p-type full-sheet wafers.The organization of the di�erent zones at the wafer surfae follow a hess like organisation:only every seond hip is observable, the other being ethed and then reovered by athermal oxide, as an be seen in SEM in �gure 3.7. This �gure shows line struturesin ross setions observed under two di�erent angles. The line width equals the spaingwidth (300 nm).The fabriation proess onsists of six main steps summarized here, but visible indetail in �gure 3.11:
• The ative area is patterned by a Deep-UV photolithography and leaned by anHF-last wet leaning at 950◦C, in an automated benh that gets rid of native oxide.
• The bulk is then partially ethed over 100 nm at 750◦C using gaseous HCl in highpartial pressure of 180 Torr. This seletive ething is realized in the Si ative areasand leads to the formation of faeted avities, learly visible on SEM, as shown in�gure 3.8. Sine this ething is isotropi, even silion under the thermal oxide islaterally ethed. This trimming was hosen to redue the patterns size by 20 nmfrom eah side. Thus, the nominal line dimensions given above need to be orreted.The reess leans the avities, however some surfae defets an remain in the bot-tom of the avities, either between patterns, or in the open zone, i.e. the large zonewithout patterns over distanes greater than 500 µm. These latter were observed in
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Figure 3.7: Optial image of a wafer. Onset: SEM images of one ross-setioned silion hip used forloalisation: one learly sees the oxide overage in light gray on a) 45◦ view, and b) normal observation.S=L=300 nm.

Figure 3.8: SEM images of ross-setioned silion hip after HCl reess: view at a) 45◦ and b)normal observation.SEM shown in �gure 3.9 a) and ould be organi residuals whih have settled afterething. AFM measurement in b 1) gives a roughness of 60 nm at the bottom of thelarge areas, and the work funtion ontrast obtained in b 2) by KFM on�rms thatits hemial nature is di�erent from the substrate one. Hene, we have to onsiderthe silion growth in the avities ould loally over suh defets.
• After patterning, a seletive epitaxial growth of around 100 nm of boron-dopedand phosphorous-doped silion is done at 950◦C and 20 Torr, in the avities. Puredihloroylane SiH2Cl2 is hosen as Si gas preursor. Diborane B2H6 is used forp-doped zones, and phosphine PH3 for n-doped ones. These two gases are dilutedin H2 at 950◦C. By varying the mixing, it is possible to obtain a large range ofdopant onentrations, as presented by Gonzatti et al. [243℄ who have done fourpoints probe measurements on B and P ativated ion onentrations.
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Figure 3.9: a) SEM images of ross-setioned silion hip after HCl reess at 45◦. b) AFM images ofopen zone: 1) amplitude and phase. 2) orresponds to the potential observed in KFM.The resulting struture SEM ross-setion struture is presented in �gure 3.10: theloalized epitaxy top is at the same level as the bulk, if the bright lines orresponding tounremoved oxide on the sidewalls from the sample surfae are negleted.

Figure 3.10: SEM images of ross-setioned silion hip after loalized boron epitaxy at a) 45◦ and b)normal observation.As mentioned previously, �gure 3.11 shows the di�erent steps of the patterned samplesfabriation. For the samples with N substrate, a �rst step is added at the beginning of



90 Patterned doped silion samples by loalized epitaxythis proess, onsisting in an epitaxially growth of a 150 nm thik N layer over the Pwafer.

Figure 3.11: Shemati protool of the sample fabriation, for samples with N substrate, the step 1b)has to be added in the protool.



Sample fabriation and haraterization 913.2.2 CharaterizationThe pn juntions of interest in this thesis are not only simple lines, but also more om-plex patterns, suh as numbers, loated next to lines to give their theoretial width, asdesribed. We foused on two numbers: 'zero' and 'eight' beause they are numerous onthe sample surfae and ontain both open and losed highly doped areas.SCM, SSRM, SEM and optial mirosopy were performed on the same juntionsanalyzed by XPEEM with synhrotron radiation. For SIMS and infra-red spetrosopyFTIR, however, the patterns were taken from the same wafers, from hips in the viinityof the one observed by the other tehniques. Hene, the setion onerning the e�etivedoping onentration measurements deals with the four sample ombinations, the twoothers, foused on topography, roughness and lateral measurements onern only thejuntions: P+/P, N+/P and P+/N observed by XPEEM using synhrotron radiation.3.2.2.1 Charaterization of doping

Figure 3.12: SCM measurements on P+/P, N+/P and P+/N samples. The sans are presented forseveral Vdc values: a) -1 V, b) 0 V, ) +1 V, d) is the return to -1 V. The pro�les below are extratedfrom the zone presented in a).Nature of doping at the sample surfae AFM in SCM mode an be used to dis-tinguish the arrier type of the patterns. For pn juntion imaging, the tehnique isutilized at onstant voltage mode and the alternating urrent Vac bias voltage appliedto the sample is maintained at 1 V. For di�erent values of Vdc: -1 V, 0 V, +1 V, the



92 Patterned doped silion samples by loalized epitaxyhange in apaitane is reorded as a funtion of doping and arrier onentration un-der the tip, at a san rate of 0.1 Hz. After the Vdc sweeping, another san is done for-1 V to hek the reproduibility of the measurements and the absene of harging e�ets.Both samples and tip spent one night under dry nitrogen purge before analysis. Theresults are presented in �gure 3.12. For eah of them, a setion is taken by averagingeleven lines within the thik blak line shown in panels a) of �gure 3.12.The results are in good agreement with the loalization of the dopants on the samples.The zero orresponds to the bulk.The measurements are reproduible after Vdc sweeping, for P+/P and N+/P: this meansthere is no memory e�et of the voltage on the P+ and N+ doped areas. For P+/N, thereproduibility is aeptable, but the SCM signal is lower ompared to the data obtainedfor the two previous samples, evidene that Vdc has a small e�et on both the P+ and Ndoped areas.E�etive doping onentrations in depth uniformity The e�etive doping onen-tration was measured on as-prepared silion doped patterns (i.e. with a native oxidationlayer) with a SIMS Camea IMS-5f instrument. The zone hosen to perform this analysisis not the SEM zone presented previously, but a zone where the doped patterns are seriesof line of 500 µm wide.To improve resolution, a 1 keV O+
2 (Cs+) primary beam for boron (phosphorus) pro�lingwere used. The primary beam is inident at 45◦. Sine an oxidized surfae improvesthe silion ion yield, the observations are performed at a pressure of 3×10−6 mbar. Theraster area is 200 µm. The spetrometer measured the emission of positive seondary ionslusters from silion surfae. Sputter rate has been determined from depth informationof a pro�ling referene sample to be 0.018 nm.s−1. Boron onentration was determinedfrom the Relative Sensitivity Fator relative to 28Si signal at 9.8×1022 atoms.m−3. Forthe phosphorus pro�ling, a 1 keV Cs+ primary beam was used.Figure 3.13 shows the pro�les obtained for P+, N and N+. The P pro�le is notrepresented in �gure 3.13, sine the doping values were below the instrument detetionlimit. However, a mean estimation of the surfae doping onentration was still possibleusing the wafer datasheet (eletrial spei�ations of the manufaturer).For both P+ and N+ doping onditions, SIMS measurements show the same order ofmagnitude as the nominal doping onentrations.The analysis shows also a non uniform in-depth doping onentrations, speially im-portant for N-doping with a variation of about two deades. This non uniformity istypially the sampling depth in photoemission and XPEEM. Moreover, the major ob-servation is a variation in dopant onentration near the surfae that is as yet not fullyunderstood. This non uniformity over the �rst nanometer an have the following origins:

• a measurement artifat a�eting partially the near-surfae pro�le due to an e�etof ion-indued roughness.
• residual doping atoms on the Si substrate after epitaxy, perhaps inorporated in
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Figure 3.13: Phosphorus and boron onentration depth pro�les in the silion samples.the native oxide, or due to segregation. However, in the ase of boron, the addi-tional atoms an be onsidered eletrially inative under the shape of lusters ininterstitial sites [243℄.
• a shadowing e�et of the inident beam produed by the initial sample roughness.In table 3.2 we ompare the required, nominal doping onentrations, with di�erentdoping onentrations relevant to photoemission measurements with XPS or XPEEM, asdedued from the SIMS pro�les of �gure 3.13:
• First we an onsider a doping onentration of interest in XPS, orresponding toan average onentration over the Si 2p photoeletron esape depth onerning 65%of the olleted signal. For a olletion angle of 90◦, this depth is determined by theinelasti mean free path whih is 2.96 nm in the ase of Si 2p in silion oxide [155℄.
• The seond relevant doping onentration Deff is integrated over the whole sam-pling depth 3λ (see �gure 2.4) taking into aount the relative ontributions to thephotoemission signal of three �rst layers of thikness equal to the esape depth. Wean express this e�etive doping onentration as:

Deff = 0.63×D1 + 0.23×D2 + 0.09×D3 , (3.9)where D1 is the doping onentration averaged over the �rst layer (3 nm depth),
D2 the one integrated over the seond layer (3 nm to 6 nm depth), and D3 the oneintegrated over the third layer (6 nm to 9 nm depth).From table 3.2, we see that Deff is similar to the doping onentration at 3 nm forboth P+ and N+ doping. Therefore, for both patterns, it is reasonable to approximateDeff by the doping at 3 nm. We give thus in table 3.3 a modi�ation of table 3.1 takinginto aount the experimental doping onentrations at 3 nm for all sample ombinations.



94 Patterned doped silion samples by loalized epitaxyDoping type Nominal doping Doping onentration Integrated dopingDoping onentration at 3 nm onentration(atoms.m−3) (atoms.m−3) (atoms.m−3)P+ Boron 2×1019 1×1019 1.3×1019P Boron 1×1015 4.0×1015 -N Phosphorus 1×1017 5.4×1017 6×1017N+ Phosphorus 4×1019 1.8×1019 1×1019Table 3.2: Nominal doping onentration and experimental one for eah kind of doping type inpatterned samples at 3 nm depth and integrated over 3 nm, deduted from �gure 3.13.Doping/bulk Conentration Vbi Total depletion Eletri �eld(atoms.m−3) (V) width maximum intensity(µm) (kV.mm−1)P+/P 1×1019/4×1015 0.869 0.533 -3.26N+/P 1.8×1019/4×1015 0.884 0.540 -3.29P+/N 1×1019/5.4×1017 0.996 0.050 -41.70Table 3.3: Built-in voltage, depletion width and maximal eletri �eld aross the juntion forexperimental doping onentrations.3.2.2.2 TopographyEven if the proess of loalised epitaxy is well ontrolled, the surfaes are not atomially�at. Some SEM images taken on P+/P sample ross-setion and plane view, show onboth large patterns and straight lines that topography is learly visible on the sample,espeially in the viinity of the pn juntions by ontrast variations in a) or simply by thestep di�erene between two zones in b).

Figure 3.14: a)In-plane SEM imaging of a sample surfae, and b) zoom on the juntion between thetwo doped zones P+/P. The images seem distorted beause the observation angle is 45◦.Topographi measurements were performed in KFM-tapping mode using a DigitalInstrument Nanosope IIIa Dimension 3100 AFM. Figure 3.15 onerns a larger patterns,



Sample fabriation and haraterization 95the 'zero'. To evaluate the topography, the step size values are quanti�ed in table 3.4.This information is of interest beause XPEEM imaging is sensitive to miroloal �eldsreated by the sample roughness [129℄.

Figure 3.15: AFM in tapping mode: topographi measurements of P+/P, N+/P and P+/N sampleson large pattern. The pro�les are taken along the thin blak line in the images.Sample Topography (nm)P+/P 20N+/P 20P+/N 75Table 3.4: Maximum topography measured by AFM on the patterns juntion.3.2.2.3 Patterns sizeDue to the reess step in the proess of fabriation samples, it is not possible to trustthe line widths given by the lithography mask. To have an independent estimation of thepattern sizes, lateral measurements were arried out on eah kind of sample by optialmirosopy.An optial mirograph overview of the SEM zone is shown in �gure 3.16 a): one learlydistinguishes the lines and the dots, loalized by respetively, a six and a seven in thetop right orner. The measurements obtained on suh patterns are presented in �gure3.16 b) in dark �eld optial mirosopy to enhane the ontrast between the two zones byhighlighting the topography present at the interfae bulk/doped zone. They are similarfor eah kind of sample, the doping onentration has no in�uene on the imaging.
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Figure 3.16: a) Overview of the SEM zone by Zeiss optial mirosope. b) Optial image of a patternof interest, here on P+/P sample.3.2.2.4 SummaryCustomized samples have been prepared by rigorous lean room methods. Complemen-tary tehniques have been used to fully haraterize them, quantifying dopant onentra-tion and surfae topography:
• SIMS pro�les show an heterogeneous pro�le for N-type doping whereas those forthe other doping are better, espeially on the analyse depth XPS and XPEEMare interested in, i.e. the three �rst nanometers. We ompared the onentrationdi�erene in measuring at 3 nm below the surfae with the integrated signal takinginto aount the relative ontributions to the photoemission signal of three �rstlayers of thikness equal to the esape depth. Sine the di�erene remains faint, weonsider for the following of the study the data at 3 nm.
• AFM measurements give a non negligible topography for all the samples, up to75 nm whih an have an impat on PEEM imaging, as will be disussed in hapter5.We now fous on the passivation protool to reah surfae �at band onditions for XPEEManalysis.3.3 Sample passivation3.3.1 ObjetiveIn the ase of unpassivated silion surfaes, the native oxide introdues a high densityof eletroni interfae states whih auses pinning of the Fermi level and band bending,modifying the measured silion binding energies. In some ases, this an yield to inversionof the expeted values of the ore-level binding energies of p and n doped silion. Forthe planar pn juntions imaged by energy-�ltered XPEEM, a potential onsequene is



Sample passivation 97ontrast inversion in both ore-level and seondary eletron imaging. Consequently, fordata interpretations from band bending, it is neessary to perform the analysis in near�at-band onditions. This is usually realized by deoxidation of the silion surfae, followedby a passivation proess whih saturates the silion dangling bonds.In the following, we present the methodology followed to attempt to reah a ontrol of thesilion surfae state. This was performed �rstly on dediated full wafer silion samplesbefore fousing on the doped patterns of interest.3.3.2 Literature review on silion passivationThe hemial ething of silion to obtain oxide-free surfaes has been studied for years.Sine 1970, the silion passivation by HydroFluori aid (HF), yielding hemially leanstable surfaes has beome a key step to improve industrial proesses [244℄. Hydrophobisurfaes were explained to be due to Si-F bonds sine their the relative strength is superiorto the Si-H one, respetively 6 eV against 3.6 eV [245℄. In the middle of the 1980s, thisidea has evolved thanks to the breakthroughs in haraterization, espeially infraredspetrosopy. Ubara et al. [246℄ onsidered that the Si-F bonds are unstable in HFsolutions due to a strong polarization of the Si bak-bonds: this failitates attak byHF moleules and results in a release of SiF4 moleules in solution whereas the surfaebeomes H-terminated.Yablonovith et al. [247℄ showed using multiple-internal-re�etion infrared spetrosopy(MIR), that the surfae appears to be overed by ovalent Si-H bonds, leaving virtuallyno surfae dangling bonds.The hemisorption system of hydrogen bonded to atomially lean silion was �rstlyexplained by Truks et al. [248℄ who tested the argument that H atoms should saturatedangling orbitals at the surfae of silion to form Si-H ovalent bonds. Thanks to ab-initiomoleular-orbital theory, they unraveled the mehanisms of HF ething. A shemati ofthe mehanisms leading to hydrogen-passivated silion surfaes is reprodued in �gure3.17. Part a) orresponds to the initial surfae upon oxide removal by HF where a -Ftermination of the silion dangling bonds an be found. The ioni nature of the Si-Fbond polarizes the silion bak-bond as follows:
≡ Si− − Si+F , (3.10)The polarization enables the insertion of HF into the silion bak bond, as an beseen in �gure 3.17 b). This leads to an hydrogenation of a silion atom from the seondlayer of the sample surfae. Repeating the same proess twie leads to a removal of thesilion atoms of the �rst layer as SiF4, in ) and d).This global mehanism an be then expressed by:

≡ Si− − Si+F3 +HF −→≡ SiH + SiF4 , (3.11)An attak of SiH bonds by HF is possible but the ativation barrier is signi�antlyhigher than the previous reation for Si-Si bond leavage:
≡ SiH + HF −→ ≡ SiF + H2 , (3.12)Hene, �uorine is indeed a minority speies on the surfae, and HF treatment results inan inert hydrogen-terminated surfae, whih is stable against native oxidation for several
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Figure 3.17: Shemati representation of the mehanisms of H-passivation [248℄.hours. Huang et al. [249℄ found that hydrogen termination of the dangling bonds onsilion (100) is an e�etive way to redue surfae gap states on n- or p- doped zones.Using XPS on several silion samples after an HF-ething with di�erent onentrations,they onluded that HF leaning passivates the surfaes eletrially. Above all, it ispossible to reah near-�at band onditions with a band bending less than 0.1 eV undersome onditions.MIR spetrosopy has been used by Chabal et al. [250℄ to identify the hemial natureof hemially oxidized silion surfaes. They showed that aqueous HF solutions of variousonentrations indue mirosopi roughness on both Si(111) and Si(100). It has beenfound that the pH of the HF solutions alters the roughness and the assoiated -H termi-nations at the surfae of the leaned samples. Higashi et al. [251℄ studied this e�et bymeasuring the SiH streth vibration with infrared absorption spetrosopy: the surfaesare the smoothest for an pH ethant ranging between 3 and 8. The lower the ethant pH,the rougher the sample surfae.Hene, whereas ething in aqueous HF produes atomially rough surfaes, the sametreatment in ammonium �uoride NH4F results in atomially �at ones with well orderedterraes whih extend thousands of angstroms [252℄. Thus, NH4F is a better ethant thanHF, but it is not perfet: the dissolved oxygen ontained in a 40% NH4F solution an beresponsible for eth-pits growth, observed by Wade et al. [253℄ by ex-situ STM.The leaning proedures an di�er from groups to groups [254, 255℄. However, it ispossible to �nd a reliable method of surfae preparation. This was proposed �rstly byHigashi et al. [251℄. The reipe onsists of three steps [256℄:
• Degreasing of the sample surfae.
• Ething/oxidization yles of the surfae.
• The �nal step, is the �nal ething using HF bu�ered with NH4F at 40 %. A quikdip in de-ionized water for a few seonds is then neessary to remove traes of�uorine at the surfae.This proess leads to a surfae state distribution whih an be signi�antly redued,down to 1.2×1010m−2.eV−1, obtained on atomially �at H-terminated silion [257, 258℄.Studies on wet hemial ething proedures are in progress to ontrol the stability of



Sample passivation 99passivation or the topography of the ethed surfae [259℄. Nowadays, improvements arestill possible and the passivated surfae an be stable against oxidation for at least threehours in atmosphere [260℄.3.3.3 The three-steps passivation protoolIn pratie, performing the leaning itself is not an easy task. We have tested variations inthe ething produt, the bath duration, and haraterized the results by XPS on full-sheetdoped silion samples de�ned in setion 3.2.1.2.3.3.3.1 Protool
• Degreasing is done with pure thrihlorethylene of VLSI quality for 30 minutes.The sample is rined in pure aetone, and then, in ultrapure deionized water with18 MΩ.m resistivity and an organi ontamination lower than 20 ppb.
• First ething is done for 30 minutes, using Bu�ered Oxide Ethants. BOE areblends of 49% HF and 40% NH4F in various predetermined ratios NH4F:HF. Here,the solution ratio was 7:1.
• The sample is then rinsed in deionized water before being dipped into a piranhasolution at 135◦C for 20 minutes. The role of this solution is to hemially reoxidizethe sample surfae. Piranha is a solution of H2O2 and H2SO4 in ratio 1/3-2/3.They are of VLSI quality and onentration: 96% for H2SO4 and 30% for H2O2,respetively.
• The sample is rinsed again before being ethed a seond time in the BOE bath,again for 30 minutes.
• This protool ends with a rinsing in ultrapure water whih allows to hek thehydrophobi nature of the surfae, and dried under N2.Dediated Te�on tweezers and baskets were used for all the steps of this leaning.3.3.3.2 First validations of the protoolXPS survey Survey spetra aquired on a full sheet silion doped sample surfae arepresented before and after passivation in �gure 3.18. These general spetra are repre-sentative of the whole surfae sine they have been aquired for several loations on thesample to validate the proess homogeneity.
• Before passivation, in a), the peaks visible are Si 2p and Si 2s, at 100 eV and 150 eVbinding energy respetively. The O 1s is learly observable at 530 eV, and a arbonC 1s peak appears at 285 eV, these two peaks are the signature of the native oxideand surfae ontamination.
• After passivation in b), the spetrum presents only residual traes of arbon oroxygen, validating the general passivation e�ieny.
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Figure 3.18: XPS survey san of silion doped surfae a) before and b) after the passivation using theprotool detailed previously. Photon energy: 1486.7 eV. FoV: 127 µm.
Fourier Transform InfraRed Spetrosopy analysis Infrared spetrosopy pro-vides an improved surfae sensitivity. It is partiularly suitable for investigating theatomi bonding on�guration of hydrogen on the surfae and studies to haraterize Si-Hlayers are still in progress [261, 262℄. Figures 3.19 a) and b) present the FTIR spetraolleted in Attenuated Total Re�etane (ATR) mode, over a large range of energies,expressed in wavenumber. It an be seen that the samples with high dopant onentra-tion, represented in b), N+ and P+, have an important absorption peak whih hides theSi-H vibrational modes of interest around 2100 m−1. The intensity of the tail of theabsorption peaks has to be removed to estimate the Si-H absorption mode.In the literature [263,264℄, no vibrational mode related to SiHO2 and SiHO3, respe-tively around 2200 m−1 and 2250 m−1 is observable, for a) and b) whih on�rms thepassivation e�ieny performed on all silion sample, indepdtly of their doping. Figure3.19 ) shows the spetral region 2000-2300 m−1, harateristi of the Si-H strethingmodes at 2084 m−1. The infrared absorption spetra of the samples presents as thedominant absorption band the Si-H strething mode. The presene of small ontribu-tions from either SiH2 or SiH3 modes [265℄ an be related to the surfae topography. Theratio di�ers from one sample to another, whih an be interpreted in terms of di�erentroughness depending on the doping onentration.To onlude, FTIR on�rms that Si-H is the dominant bonding at the sample surfaeafter passivation.
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Figure 3.19: FTIR spetra in ATR mode, for di�erent silion doped samples: P, N, N+, P+ in a) andb) large wave number range, and ) in the Si-H vibrational mode around 2100 m−1.3.3.4 XPS analysis of the passivation proess3.3.4.1 Samples and onditionsThe ARXPS analysis was performed on full wafer doped silion samples prepared byepitaxy similarly to the patterned samples presented in setion 3.2.1.1. The dopingvalues of these samples given in table 3.5 are measured by SIMS at 3 nm below thesurfae. They are the same order of magnitude than the patterned samples ones realledin the last olumn.Doping Doping onentration at 3 nm Doping onentration at 3 nmType Full wafer samples Patterned samples(atoms.m−3) (atoms.m−3)P+ 2.4×1019 1×1019P 4.0×1015 4.0×1015N 3.4×1017 5.4×1017N+ 1.6×1019 1.8×1019Table 3.5: Experimental doping onentration at 3 nm depth for full wafer samples for eah kind ofdoping type and omparison with doping onentration of patterned samples deduted from �gure 3.13.The analysis was performed on a multi-probe XPS system (Omiron Nanotehnology),see hapter 2 subsetion 2.1.1.6. A monohromatized AlKα radiation (photon energy of1486.7 eV) with an EA125 eletron analyser (radius 125 mm) were used. The analyser



102 Patterned doped silion samples by loalized epitaxypass energy was 50 eV, and the entrane slits 2 mm, yielding an overall energy resolutionof 0.70 eV.The analyser was operated in medium magni�ation mode, hene olleting the emittedphotoeletrons with a maximum aeptane angle of ±4◦.The Si 2p ore-level spetra were olleted at two olletion angles 90◦ and 15◦, yield-ing respetively sampling depth of 8.88 nm and 2.30 nm. This latter angle of 15◦ washosen sine it enables the maximum surfae sensitivity neessary for probing ultrathinoverlayers.3.3.4.2 Surfaes before passivationFigure 3.20 presents the Si 2p ore-level XPS spetra of the di�erent samples at thesetwo olletion angles.

Figure 3.20: Si 2p XPS spetra for di�erent silion doped samples a) before passivation and b) afterpassivation. Colour ode hosen: blue = n-doping, pink = p-doping. The spetra are exeptionallypresented by lines, and not by unjoined symbols sine they orresponds to smooth data in order toremove noise.



Sample passivation 103Comparing spetra at both angles before and after passivation in �gure 3.20 respe-tively a) and b), one learly sees the disappearane of the SiO2 peak around 103 eV,indiative of a suessful oxide removal from the surfae.Before passivation, the di�erene in sampling depth at the two angles is learly seen:the SiO2 peak intensity is the same order of magnitude at 15◦ as the omponent due tounoxidized Si in the range 98-100 eV, whereas it is muh weaker on spetra aquired at90◦. This an be understood in terms of sampling depth di�erenes:
• At 90◦, the sampling depth is important (d=8.8 nm), the analysis is less sensitiveto the native oxide if this latter is thin.
• At 15◦, the sampling depth is lower (d=2.3 nm), whih results in an enhanementof the oxidized silion signal on the spetra.The thikness of the native oxide was measured for eah full wafer samples using spe-tra olleted at 90◦, following the proedures desribed in the reent literature [266�269℄.The values were found to range between 1.15 nm and 1.8 nm with an unertainty orre-sponding to the unertainty of the inelasti mean free path taken at 20%. They have tobe ompared with the thikness results obtained on patterned samples, whih were foundto be ranging between 0.66 nm to 0.86 nm.After passivation, no oxide omponent is visible on the spetra, even at 15◦ where thesensitivity to the surfae is enhaned.3.3.4.3 Surfaes after passivation: laboratory XPS study on full wafer sam-plesResults and �ts Figure 3.21 presents the angle resolved Si 2p spetra for passivatedP+ and N+ surfaes after �tting. The ases of P and N doping are not detailed sine thespetrum shape was similar, however, the quantitative results of the �ts are presented intable 3.6.

Figure 3.21: Si 2p spetra for a) P+ and b) N+ doped zone at a olletion angle of 90◦.



104 Patterned doped silion samples by loalized epitaxyFor the �tting, a Shirley bakground is subtrated, and a gaussian-lorentzian line-shape is used, with a spin-orbit splitting of the Si 2p doublet of 0.603 eV. In a �rstapproximation, we onsidered a �xed full width at half maximum for the Si0 and Si-Homponents taken at 0.70 eV, lose to the overall energy resolution.
• The line shape for this Si-H peak and the Si0 are set at 100% gaussian. Thesevalues are kept onstant, whatever the dopant type, the dopant onentration, andthe olletion angle.
• The binding energies vary from a sample to another, but, for a given sample, theydo not hange signi�antly with the take-o� angle.The �ttings reveal three omponents. Besides the main Si0 peak, we must inludetwo additional omponents: a �rst one related to Si-H bonds and a seond one namedSi∗. The presene of Si-H is in agreement with the FTIR measurements presented inparagraph 3.3.3.2. The hemial shift of the Si-H peak relative to Si0 is +0.44 eV, inagreement with literature [270℄.To ahieve high quality �t for the spetra, a small ontribution appearing to the lowbinding energies, Si∗ set to Si0 -0.70 eV is added, with a peak line shape set at 100%gaussian.Table 3.6 shows the relative intensities of the Si0, Si∗ and Si-H omponents.Peak P+ P N N+15◦ 90◦ 15◦ 90◦ 15◦ 90◦ 15◦ 90◦Si∗ 8.45 10.05 38.31 16.65 3.45 9.88 2.29 9.13Si0 39.07 76.2 23.86 76.99 49.89 73.56 62.97 86.31Si-H 52.49 13.75 37.83 6.36 46.66 16.56 34.74 4.56Table 3.6: Relative ontributions of eah peak relative to the total Si 2p peak intensity in P, P+, Nand N+ ases at 90◦ and 15◦.The Si-H omponent From this table, it is possible to extrat some ommon trends:
• The Si-H peak ontribution is higher for a olleting angle of 15◦ than at 90◦,on�rming the loalisation of this bonding at the surfae.
• Conversely, the Si0 peak ontribution is higher for a olleting angle of 90◦ thanat 15◦. It is however worth noting that the Si0 variations between 90◦ and 15◦ arevariable from sample to sample.
• For P type doping, the onentration of Si∗ dereases with dereasing samplingdepth, as observed by Ying et al. [271, 272℄. The trend is similar for N doping butno omparison with literature was found.At grazing inidene, the analysis tehnique is more sensitive to the top most layersof the surfae, highlighting the presene of Si-H bounds. When probing deeper, the pho-toeletrons emitted from the bulk silion are greater and the tehnique is less sensitive



Sample passivation 105to the passivated layer at the surfae.The XPS experiments have been repeated, in order to test the passivation after expo-sure to two weeks ultra-high vauum. The resulting spetra were idential than the �rstones, with a quasi-omplete absene of native oxide and ontamination on the samplesurfae.The Si∗ omponent The additional Si∗ omponent is mentioned in several studieswhih are summarized in table 3.7. The hemial shift of this omponent relative to Si0is found to be -0.70 eV, in agreement with ∆S1 of table 3.7.In the literature, we �nd several detailed studies of silion passivation presenting thedeomposition of the Si 2p ore-level spetra. Whatever the surfae reonstrution type,some spetral omponents appear at low binding energies. Most of the studies ited intable 3.7 were performed with synhrotron radiation. In general, three additional peaks,labeled S1, S2 and S3 were observed lose to Si0 peak: S1, S2 are shifted to lower bind-ing energies whereas S3 is shifted to slightly higher binding energies. Therefore, our Si∗omponent orresponds to S1 omponent whereas S2 and S3 an not be separated fromthe Si0 peak, due to the low energy resolution of the experiment.Main Author Referene ∆S2 ∆S1 ∆S3 ReonstrutionLandemark [273℄ -0.23 -0.5 +0.22 Si(001)-4×2Kakiuhi [274℄ -0.23 -0.5 +0.23 Si(100)-2×1Himpsel [275℄ - -0.5 - Si(100)-2×1 and 7×7Karlsson [276℄ -0.264 - +0.19 Si(111)-1×1Karlsson [277℄ - -0.7,-0.8 +0.3,+0.4 Si(111)-7×7Chao [278℄ -0.21 -0.5 +0.21 Si(100)-2×1Cerofolini [279℄ -0.27 - +0.28 Si(100)-2×1Ying [271, 272℄ - -0.4 Si(100)-2×1 and poly-SiMizokawa [280℄ - -0.4 - Si(100)-2×1 and poly-SiYamashita [281℄ -0.21 -0.48 +0.24 Si(100)(4×2)Enta [282℄ - -0.5 +0.2 Si(100)Jolly [283℄ -0.21 -0.44 +0.19 Si(100)-2×1 and 7×7Gomoynova [284℄ -0.2 -0.7 +0.24,+0.28 Si(100)2×1 and Si(111)7×7Table 3.7: Binding energy shifts measured in eV, referened to bulk silion for di�erent passivatedsilion surfaes.We review the physial interpretations of both S1, S2 and S3 omponents:
• In ase of Si(100)-2×1, the S1 and S2 peaks are attributed to the dimers. For alean silion surfae reonstruted in this way, the atoms of the topmost layersform symmetri or asymmetri dimers [273℄. For symmetri model, the shifted S2omponent is due to one monolayer orresponding to ovalent dimer atoms [285,286℄, as presented in �gure 3.22 b).
• For an asymmetri dimer S1 is attributed to the up-dimer atom whereas and a



106 Patterned doped silion samples by loalized epitaxyseond omponent situated 0.06 eV above the Si0 omponent is assigned to thelower atom [278℄ as shown in �gure 3.22 ).
Figure 3.22: Setions through a) the Si seond layer, b) the Si (2×1) symmetri dimer surfae and b)the (2×1) asymmetri dimer surfae. The dimer bond is in the plane of the paper, the dimer rowsrunning perpendiularly out of the plane of the paper.

• The S3 omponent is attributed to the Si seond-layer atoms [274℄ and the subsur-fae atoms [281℄, as shown in �gure 3.22 a).
• Gomoynova et al. [284℄ onsider this S1 peak as dangling bonds of the rest atoms, asdoes Himpsel et al. and Grupp et al. [275,287℄ for 7×7 silion (111) reonstruted.
• Another group of studies led by Ying et al. [271, 272℄ and Mizokawa et al. [280℄ onheavily P-doped Si(100) and P-doped poly Si observed S1 at -0.4 eV with respet toSi0. They asribe it to silion atoms adjoining vaanies, voids or interstitial silionor phosphorus.
• Landemark, Kakiuhi and Chao [273, 274, 278℄ suggested that the peak S2 around-0.2 eV an be assigned to the silion third layer, but may also inlude ontributionsfrom surfae defets, as presented by Yamashita [288℄ and Karlsson [276℄.
• Jolly et al. onsider the two omponents S2 and S3 as interfaial omponents loseto the interfae between the native oxide and the surfae, due to a possible e�etof oxygen seond neighbors on the Si 2p binding energies [283℄.In our ase, no LEED data is available, onsequently, we an not draw a �rm onlu-sion on the surfae reonstrution. However, we refer to reent STM study on epitaxialsilion samples prepared with the same protool as ours whih showed a (2×1) reon-strution [242℄. We will almost remember that Si∗ an be a possible �ngerprint of residualdangling bonds at the passivated surfae.Binding energy values The binding energies dedued from the spetra �ts are givenin table 3.8. In �gure 3.23, we ompare the experimental values with values preditedfrom the SIMS derived doping onentrations in �at band onditions:
• The Si0 binding energy values BEth.3nm predited for �at band onditions, andderived from SIMS doping measurements at 3 nm.
• The Si0 binding energy values measured BEexp, referened relative to the Fermilevel whih depends on the doping type and onentration, as seen in equations 3.1and 3.2.



Sample passivation 107Si0P+ Si0P Si0N Si0N+

BEexp (eV) 99.12±0.35 99.58±0.35 99.58±0.35 99.73±0.35
BEth.3nm (eV) 98.77 98.97 99.76 99.85

BEth.3nm -BEexp -0.35 -0.61 +0.18 +0.12Si∗ proportion (%) 11.7 17.8 11.8 9.5Table 3.8: Binding energies BEexp for bulk silion Si0 for di�erent doping types extrated from XPSspetra deonvolution.

Figure 3.23: Si0 binding energy measurements for di�erent doping types, and omparison withpredited values from doping in �at band onditions.The binding energy values measured for both N and N+ doping are in good agreementwith those expeted from �at band onditions whereas for P samples, the di�erenebetween experimental and theoretial values is higher. Its is espeially important forP type doping where the di�erene reahes 0.62 eV. This an be related to the strongSi∗ ontribution in the Si 2p spetra with respet to the low Si-H one, whih an beresponsible to a stronger band bending, and thus, to a stronger shift, as presented in lastline of table 3.8 where the ratio Si∗

Si0+Si∗
is given for all doping.In ase of P doping, the ratio is really important and thus, an be related to a strongershift in terms of binding energy. However, though the ratio for P+ is better than for Ndoping, the measured binding energy is more shifted. We an give an explanation givenby Shlaf et al. whih have shown that a residual band bending due to the �uorine ov-erage an remain on silion doped patterns, depending on the doping density and HFonentration used for ething [289℄ sine an extremely small number of surfae states isrequired to pin the Fermi level.Fousing on the shifts in terms of Si0 binding energy values measured relatively to �atband onditions, a trend appears: the measured values are higher than theoretial onesin ase of P doping whereas they are lower for N doping. We observe the band bending



108 Patterned doped silion samples by loalized epitaxydiretion due to residual interfae states within the silion bandgap depending on thedoping type: the bands for a P doping are bent downwards (i.e. an inrease in termsof binding energy) whereas a N doping presents a band bending upwards, and thus, aderease in the measured binding energy.3.3.4.4 Case of passivated patterned samples: miro-XPS with XPEEMThe passivation study was performed on full wafer silion samples with the MXPS. Weompare now its e�ieny on passivated patterned ones by ore-level mirospetra a-quired with the NanoESCA by mirospetrosopy. The pass energy was 100 eV and theentrane slit width was 1 mm, giving the same overall energy resolution as the MXPSexperiment, i.e. 0.48 eV.Figure 3.24 presents Si 2p ore-level spetra aquired for a olleting angle of 90◦, onhighly doped silion P+ and N+.

Figure 3.24: Si 2p ore-level mirospetra of P+ and N+ aquired on full wafer and patterned samples.The spetra are similar and an be ompared, even for lightly doped zones whih arenot presented here. The ontribution of the di�erent omponents Si0, Si∗ and Si-H variesbetween full wafer samples and patterned ones: espeially, the Si∗ omponent seems



Sample passivation 109to be lower proportions when observed with the NanoESCA. As mentioned in setion3.3.4.2, the native oxide being thinner on patterned samples than on full wafer sampleswe expeted the passivation to be at least as e�ient on both kind of samples, whihis the ase. This validates our protool for the study of passivated patterned samplesobserved with the energy �ltered XPEEM.3.3.4.5 Synhrotron experiments: reproduibility of the passivationWe have also observed the Si 2p ore-level spetra for samples passivated in synhrotron,just before imaging in the SOLEIL premises, in a dediated hemistry laboratory. Thephoton energy tunability of synhrotron helps in probing a sampling depth lower than theone probed at 1486.7 eV (8.8 nm). At 128.9 eV and 700.3 eV, d orresponds respetivelyto 2.3 nm and 4.8 nm.We present in �gure 3.25 mirospetra extrated from ore-level image series aquiredwith the NanoESCA, for the two doped zones P+ and N+. The experimental onditionsare presented in table 4.14. We do not detail here the �tting spetra hoies hosen, thesewill be disussed in hapter 4 setion 4.2.2.

Figure 3.25: Si 2p ore-level mirospetra of P+ and N+ doping zones aquired at 128.9 eV and700.3 eV.



110 Patterned doped silion samples by loalized epitaxyContrary to ore-level laboratory spetra aquired also on passivated samples, we ob-serve oxide and suboxide omponents at binding energies higher than Si0 peak whihindiates the presene of a residual native oxide. The more important the photon en-ergy, the less the presene of suboxide omponents, whih on�rms that this oxide isthik. Though the passivation protool was kept onstant, the passivation performed atSOLEIL hemistry laboratory was less e�ient for these samples than for those observedin laboratory. We have to deal with a non reproduibility of the protool though it iswell ontrolled.3.4 Summary and onlusionsIn this hapter, we have �rst presented the design, the fabriation proess and the ex-tensive haraterizations performed on the patterned doped silion surfaes whih will beimaged with XPEEM and studied in the next hapters.The hoies for the sample design were driven by the neessity to realize variousdoping ombinations yielding di�erent eletrial harateristis of the resulting planarpn juntions, possibly a�eting the XPEEM images. We hose loalized epitaxy as thegrowth method for its low thermal budget and the in situ doping proess providingpotentially homogeneous in-depth doping onentration pro�les. These hoies resultedin three sample on�gurations:
• Two samples with di�erent doping ombinations (N+ and P+ patterns on P sub-strate) yielding similar juntion depletion with (550 nm) and a maximum eletri�eld aross of 3.3 kV.mm−1.
• One sample onsisting of P+ patterns on N substrate with a muh smaller depletionwidth (50 nm) resulting in a more than ten times larger eletri �eld aross thejuntion (41.7 kV.mm−1).The samples, proessed in the LETI lean rooms in six tehnologial steps, were thenharaterized extensively from the surfae topography and more partiularly the dopingin depth uniformity point of view. At the juntion, a residual step in the 20-75 nm wasfound. The doping onentration, measured by SIMS as a funtion of depth over 10 nm,on as-grown samples (i.e, before passivation) was found to be not perfetly uniform: vari-ations of half a deade for the patterns (N+ and P+ doping) and two deades for N doping(P doping onentration ould not be reliably determined for sensitivity reasons) weremeasured. The doping onentration at 3 nm depth, beyond whih doping variationswere found to be negligible (1/10 deade), and orresponding to the Si 2p photoeletronesape depth, was hosen as referene data for further quantitative determinations of theresidual band bending from photoemission data.In a seond step, we have aimed at produing deoxidized and passivated silion sur-faes in order to be as lose as possible to �at band onditions. Following literature, athree-step surfae passivation protool was performed and extensively haraterized onfull wafer samples (N+, P+, N and P doping), with the same doping onentration as thepatterned ones, using FTIR and espeially XPS.



Summary and onlusions 111First-order validations of the e�ieny and uniformity of this ex situ surfae preparationprotool showed e�etive deoxidation (ARXPS in surfae sensitive onditions) and pas-sivation of the obtained surfaes (Si-H bonds by FTIR). The obtained surfaes were thenmore extensively studied from aurate �ts of the high-resolution (0.7 eV) Si 2p ore-levelspetra, inluding Si-H bonding states.A pronouned shouldering to lower binding energy was found on all samples. This re-sulting Si∗ bonding state omponent was tentatively assigned to the so-alled S1 statesof silion atoms reported in the literature of mainly (but not exlusively) reonstrutedSi(100) surfaes studied by high-resolution photoeletron spetrosopy. This literaturestudy suggested also the existene of two other omponents S2 and S3 whih are of inter-est for the XPS analysis performed with synhrotron radiation, as presented in hapter4. The true origins of suh a omponent, however, is still matter of debate and variousinterpretations are suggested, inluding dimer surfae states and dangling bonds. There-fore, we annot onlude on the perfet e�ieny of our surfae preparation protool forthe passivation of the surfae eletroni states. We were able to qualitatively relate thisto a pronouned band bending found for both P+ and P dopings. Conversely, N dopedsurfaes have been observed in nearly �at band onditions, onsistent with a muh higherproportion of Si-H bonds and/or a muh lower proportion of Si∗ states. However, wefound it di�ult to make quantitative orrelations between the magnitude of the bandbending and the amount of defetive/passivated silion states.Finally, we presented omplementary XPS analyses on the patterned samples afterpassivation performed in di�erent environments, before laboratory XPS at LETI and be-fore synhrotron radiation experiments at SOLEIL. The results highlight that, in the mostsurfae sensitive onditions (130 eV photon energy exitation, equivalent to a 0.3 nm pho-toeletron esape depth), residual oxide overage remains. However, this oxide overageis not detetable under slightly inreased bulk sensitive onditions (700 eV exitation),indiative of sub-ML overage. Therefore, we onlude that the passivation proess is notreproduible between laboratory and synhrotron environments. This shows that for bothsets of sample (laboratory and synhrotron), a systemati study inluding areful spe-trosopi analyses at the mirosopi level must be performed for a proper interpretationof the images, as will be done in hapter 4.
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Chapter 4Energy-�ltered XPEEM of passivatedpatterned silion samples
Contents4.1 Seondary eletrons: work funtion mapping . . . . . . . . . . 1144.1.1 Experimental onditions and work funtion analysis protool . 1154.1.2 Work funtion mapping with laboratory exitation . . . . . . . 1164.1.3 Work funtion mapping with synhrotron radiation . . . . . . . 1194.1.4 Summary . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1224.2 Si 2p ore-level mirospetra and imaging . . . . . . . . . . . . 1234.2.1 Laboratory study . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1234.2.2 Synhrotron radiation study . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1284.2.3 Summary . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1374.3 Valene band mirospetrosopy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1374.3.1 Laboratory He I exitation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1384.3.2 Synhrotron exitation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1404.3.3 Summary . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1424.4 Conlusion . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 143This hapter is dediated to the results of the energy-�ltered XPEEM experimentsperformed on three patterned doped silion samples after passivation, the fabriationand haraterization of whih were presented in hapter 3. We present a full spetro-mirosopi analysis using all the harateristi eletrons aessible with the instrument:seondary eletrons, ore-level eletrons and valene band eletrons.In the following of this manusript, we will distinguish two sets of samples and exper-iments performed after passivation:

• patterned silion samples imaged with laboratory soure inluding an X-ray soure(1486.7 eV exitation energy) and a VUV soure (21.2 eV exitation energy).
• patterned silion samples studied with synhrotron radiation at two photon energies:128.9 eV and 700.3 eV. 113



114 Energy-filtered XPEEM of passivated patterned silion samples4.1 Seondary eletrons: work funtion mappingIn this setion, we ompare �rst the work-funtion mapping of silion patterned samplesaquired in laboratory after passivation. Then, we fous on synhrotron experiments,performed at the TEMPO beamline of the SOLEIL synhrotron for two exitations en-ergies.

Figure 4.1: Image series taken at threshold (exitation: 1486.7 eV) for di�erent energy (E-EF ) givenin the top right orner of eah image. The �eld of view is 62 µm. The intensity sale is given by themaximal value in the image 2048 a.u. or 4096 a.u.



Seondary eletrons: work funtion mapping 1154.1.1 Experimental onditions and work funtion analysis proto-olThe aquisition onditions at threshold are summarized for both laboratory and syn-hrotron analysis in table 4.1.Parameters Laboratory Synhrotron1486.7 eV 700.3 eV 128.9 eVExtrator voltage 12 kV 12 kV 12 kVContrast aperture 70 µm 70 µm 70 µmField of view 62 µm 62 µm 62 µmEntrane slit width 1 mm 0.5 mm 0.5 mmPass energy at threshold 50 eV 50 eV 50 eVAquisition time 120 s 1 s 5 sMCP voltage 900 V 900 V 900 VOverall energy resolution 0.33 eV 0.1 eV 0.1 eVTable 4.1: General aquisition ondition in laboratory and synhrotron environment for thresholdstudies.A typial example of image series at threshold orreted for dispersion in energy, andnoise and obtained on the samples is given in �gure 4.1. Beause here we perform energy-�ltered imaging, we do not observe the ontrast obtained in non �ltered PEEM or SEMwith P zones being usually brighter than N zones.We also show the threshold spetra olleted for di�erent areas of interest representedin oloured squares with a threshold shifted as a funtion of the loal work funtion in�gure 4.2 a). We are able to extrat from this threshold the loal work funtion value.

Figure 4.2: a) Image XPEEM of P+/P sample taken at threshold and spetra extrated from severalarea of interest. b) Work funtion mapping of N+/P sample and histogram dedued. (FoV:62 µm)The work funtion mapping is performed in a similar way, but pixel per pixel, using



116 Energy-filtered XPEEM of passivated patterned silion samplesthe protool detailed in hapter 2 setion 2.3.2. The oloured images presented throughthis setion are maps giving the loal work funtion obtained from the pixel per pixelerror funtion �t at threshold for all samples, as an be seen in �gure 4.2 b). Histogramsof work funtion values are extrated, in order to determine aurately the average workfuntion and the experimental unertainty of eah doped zone, determined by the FWHMof the peaks.4.1.2 Work funtion mapping with laboratory exitation4.1.2.1 ResultsThe work funtion mapping of the passivated samples is presented in �gure 4.3.

Figure 4.3: Work funtion mapping (exitation: 1486.7 eV) after passivation: a) P+/P, b) N+/P,and ) P+/N. The �eld of view is 62 µm.We have heked that the unertainty was not greater than 0.03 eV. For eah par-tiular area of interest, we note a narrow distribution of the work funtion, the resultsbeing that the map reprodues the original shape of the patterns, as seen from the images.Seondly, we notie noise on the maps. This is supposed to be due to the �ttingmethod used in the MATLAB program to minimize the error between experimental and�tting values.



Seondary eletrons: work funtion mapping 117Lastly, fousing on the N+/P sample, we observe a di�erent work funtion valuedepending on whether the N+ area of interest is a losed area (i.e. surrounded by Pdoping) or in an open zone. This behavior is not observed for the other samples. Inhapter 5, we will interpret this spei� phenomenon.The values dedued from this mapping are presented in table 4.2.Sample P+ P N N+P+/P 4.30±0.02 4.17±0.02 - -N+/P - 4.15±0.03 - 4.00±0.03 and 4.08±0.03P+/N 4.16±0.02 - 4.11±0.02 -WF 5.14 4.93 4.16 4.07Table 4.2: Work funtion values in eV measured from mapping after passivation.Based on equation 3.3, the last line of table 4.2 presents the theoretial work funtionvalues expeted in �at band onditions for the di�erent samples.4.1.2.2 InterpretationsWe start by omparing the experimental work funtion values obtained with the theo-retial ones in �at band onditions, shown in table 4.4. Firstly, we observe a reasonablygood oherene of the work funtion values for a similar doping in a di�erent sample,exept maybe for the N doping ase, and, to a less extent, for the P+ ase.Seondly, we omment on the work funtion values with respet to the theoretialones. We observe an exellent agreement for N doping. However, the values obtained forthe two P dopings are far from those expeted. In ase of P+ doping, the value derivedfrom mapping is 1 eV lower than the theoretial one, a di�erene orresponding to the sil-ion band gap. For P doping, the di�erene is also very high: 0.76 eV. We interpret thesedi�erenes as be due to band bending arising from a non omplete surfae passivation.The in�uene of band bending on the measured work funtion is illustrated in �gure 3.3:for P doping, strong band bending results in a strongly dereased work funtion, withrespet to �at band onditions. For N doping, the variation is opposite.We an relate tentatively the di�erenes observed between theoretial and experi-mental values with a sample-dependent quantity of eletroni surfae states. A spei�evidene of these surfae states due to residual dangling bonds was shown in the XPSstudy of hapter 3. The high resolution Si 2p ore-level spetra were shown to ontain aspetral omponent, Si∗, whih is assigned in the literature to various defets and arrange-ments in silion atoms of the outermost surfae layers. These defets are likely to indueeletroni states within the gap whih, in turn, produe band bending. This assumptionis veri�ed in table 4.3 whih shows a qualitative orrelation between the work funtiondi�erenes and the relative intensity of Si∗ states related to the Si0 states. Partiularly,the table shows that for both N doping whih exhibit a small work funtion di�erenewith theory, the relative number of Si∗ states is minimum. Conversely, for both P doping,we have a muh higher Si∗ proportion in relation with an higher work funtion di�erene.



118 Energy-filtered XPEEM of passivated patterned silion samplesDoping P+ P N N+Si∗ proportion (%) 13.0 17.8 11.8 9.5WFfb-WFexp. 0.98 0.76 0.05 0.03Table 4.3: Si∗ proportion related to the Si0 states and work funtion di�erene between experimentalWFexp. and theoretial �at band ase WFfb for eah doping type.This interpretation is based on the examination of ore-level spetra for full wafersamples. In �gure 3.24, we show that the shape of the Si∗ omponent, orrespondingmostly of the S1 ontribution, di�ers when onsidering patterned samples, more parti-ularly for P+ doping, we do not observe an important Si∗ ontribution. However, dueto the low energy resolution of the analysis, we annot exlude, on the pattern samples,the presene of strutural defets (identi�ed on synhrotron experiments by the S2 andS3 omponents [271, 272℄) giving rise to a non negligible density of surfae states.We now ompare for a same sample the work funtion shift ∆Φ between a patternedzone and a substrate zone. We de�ne the experimental work funtion shift, ∆Φ as:
∆Φ = ∆Φpattern −∆Φsubstrate. (4.1)Similarly, we onsider the same theoretial quantity ∆Φfb in ase of �at band ondi-tions, based on the doping values measured by SIMS at 3 nm depth, already onsideredfor the XPS study in hapter 3. Sample ∆Φfb ∆ΦP+/P 0.21 0.13N+/P 0.86 0.07P+/N 0.98 0.05Table 4.4: Work funtion di�erene in eV between two doped zones within eah sample, in theoretial�at band ase (fb) and experimental ase.Considering experimental measurements, all samples exhibit a di�erene between thetwo doped zones, but lower than expeted in �at band onditions. For homojuntions,the di�erene between the theoretial and experimental shifts is only about 50% whereasit is muh lower for the two heterojuntions. This has to be related to a anellatione�et due to the inverse variations of the band bending in P doped and N doped zones.From the image ontrast point of view, the work funtion relates the photoemissionthreshold of eah doping type without taking into aount the photoemission yield andthus, gives an estimation of the Fermi level position within the band gap. Thanks towork funtion maps, it is possible to loalize easily zones with di�erent doping.These remarks indiate that though the passivation of the samples P+/P, N+/P, andP+/N tends to remove both ontamination and native oxide, as seen previously, it doesnot imply neessarily that �at band onditions are obtained. These �rst observations ledon laboratory have allowed to make a �rst set of results. We omplete this study of workfuntion mapping by varying the photon energy thanks to synhrotron experiments onsimilar samples.



Seondary eletrons: work funtion mapping 1194.1.3 Work funtion mapping with synhrotron radiation4.1.3.1 Aquisition onditionsThe two nominal photon energies 130 eV and 700 eV were used with synhrotron radiation.The photon energy was alibrated by measuring the Fermi edge of the valene band of alean silver sample. Figure 4.4 presents the two XPS spetra aquired for a) 700 eV andb) 130 eV. It is easy to determine the true energies: 700.3 eV and 128.9 eV.

Figure 4.4: Photon energy alibration on lean Ag sample for nominal photon energies a) 700 eV andb) 130 eV.For estimating the overall energy resolution, we take into aount the spetral widthof the photon soure of the TEMPO beamline: this latter is alulated using the relation2.21. We �nd respetively 0.14 eV at 700.3 eV and 62 meV at 128.9 eV.Inluding the photon energy at 1486.7 eV, the sampling depth probed are summarized intable 4.5. Photons energy Sampling depth d(eV) (nm)128.9 2.3700.3 4.81486.7 8.8Table 4.5: Sampling depths depending on the photon exitation energy hosen.4.1.3.2 ResultsFor these experiments, passivation was performed just before imaging in the SOLEILpremises, in a dediated hemistry laboratory. Despite a similar passivation protool asfor the laboratory experiments was used, the equipment at our disposal was not exatlythe same.For imaging, we have hosen the 'zero' shaped patterns, sine these are present inlarge quantity at the sample surfae, thus enabling to keep fresh areas for an inrease
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Figure 4.5: XPEEM images at threshold for two photon energies 128.9 eV and 700.3 eV: a) P+/P, b)N+/P, and ) P+/N. The �eld of view is 62 µm.
reliability of the analysis. It is indeed notorious that surfaes exposed to synhrotronradiation an alter quikly with time [290℄.Figure 4.5 presents the work funtion maps generated from image series aquired attwo di�erent exitation energies. The olour sale is the same as for �gure 4.3.



Seondary eletrons: work funtion mapping 1214.1.3.3 CommentsHere again, the maps shows a lear work funtion ontrast between the di�erent dopedzones, and reprodues the original shape of the patterns, whatever the photon energy. Wean make similar omments as for the laboratory ase: partiularly the triple ontrast isobserved only for the N+/P sample. However, the maps learly show that the extratedwork funtions are di�erent than the laboratory ase. For the partiular N+/P ase, thiseven leads to inverted work funtion shifts ∆Φ between N+ and P zones, the P workfuntion being lower than the N+ ones. This is observed for both photon energies. Thevalues are presented in tables 4.6 and 4.7.Sample P+ P128.9 700.3 128.9 700.3P+/P 4.10±0.02 4.46±0.03 4.05±0.02 4.17±0.03N+/P - - 4.38±0.01 4.25±0.02P+/N 4.19±0.02 4.55±0.05 - -Flat band 5.14 4.93Table 4.6: Work funtion values in eV measured from mapping after passivation for two photonenergies 128.9 eV and 700.3 eV.Sample N N+128.9 700.3 128.9 700.3P+/P - - - -N+/P - - 4.44±0.01 4.56±0.03P+/N 4.16±0.01 4.42±0.02 - -Flat band 4.16 4.07Table 4.7: Work funtion values in eV measured from mapping after passivation for two photonenergies 128.9 eV and 700.3 eV.First, at a given photon energy we observe onsistent values for the two zones havingthe same doping level. This is partiularly true for P+ doping where the work fun-tion shifts between P+/P and P+/N are less than 0.1 eV for a given photon energy.For P doping, the di�erene is more important at 128.9 eV where it reahes 0.33 eV. Noomparison is possible for N dopings sine we have only one measurement at our disposal.The work funtion measurements, though onsistent with eah other, are far fromthose expeted from �at band ase. We are thus in presene of residual band bending.Depending on the doping type, we expet regarding �gure 3.3:
• For a given N doping, the work funtion dereases with the photon energy.
• For a given P doping, the work funtion inreases with the photon energy.This is veri�ed for P dopings, exept for P substrate of N+/P sample, but we have alreadyunderlined the inversion in the work funtion mapping between the two doped zones. For



122 Energy-filtered XPEEM of passivated patterned silion samplesN dopings, the expeted behavior is not observed, the work funtion inreasing with thephoton energy inrease.Similarly to the previous setion, we de�ne the work funtion shifts ∆Φ700.3 and
∆Φ128.9 between a pattern zone and a substrate zone and ompare them in table 4.8 with
∆Φfb for the �at band onditions ase.Sample ∆Φfb ∆Φ700.3 ∆Φ128.9P+/P 0.21 0.29 0.05N+/P 0.86 0.31 0.06P+/N 0.98 0.13 0.03Table 4.8: Work funtion di�erene in eV between two doped zones within eah sample, in theoretialase (th), and after passivation for photon soures of 1486.7 eV, 700.3 eV and 128.9 eV.We see that ∆Φ700.3 is systematially muh loser to ∆Φfb than at 128.9 eV or inlaboratory onditions (see table 4.4). This is an agreement with the assumption of thein�uene of SPV e�et. Reported in hapter 1 (see setion 1.5.2), it tends to �atten thebent bands at a semiondutor surfae upon high intensity photon illumination. At theTEMPO beamline, the photon �ux delivered by the undulator at 700.3 eV photon energyis higher by half a deade than the �ux delivered by the undulator at 128.9 eV, whih isonsistent with a more important shift in work funtion between the two doped zones atthe highest photon energy, assuming an in�uene of the SPV e�et.4.1.4 SummaryWork funtion mapping enables �rst to hek the uniformity and the e�ieny of thesample passivation. It is neessary to passivate the surfae, but �at band onditionsare not reahed and residual surfae states indue band bending. We have shown thatfor laboratory results, we �nd no inversion in terms of work-funtion value, whatever thesample onsidered, whereas an inversion has been observed at both 128.9 eV and 700.3 eVfor N+/P sample in synhrotron environment. Hene, work-funtion mapping is a goodtool to estimate the leaning e�ieny, but one has to be areful for interpretationsnot to forget the in�uene of residual band bending whih an invert work funtionmeasurements depending on the doping type and level.Depending on the photon energy, we have seen that:

• For N doping, the work funtion value dereases with the photon energy.
• For P doping, the work funtion value inreases with the photon energy.The di�erene in work funtion between two doped zones reahed better agreement withexpeted values in �at band onditions when the photon �ux is important, i.e., when theSPV adds its ontribution to unbend the bands.



Si 2p ore-level mirospetra and imaging 1234.2 Si 2p ore-level mirospetra and imagingIt is interesting now to show the NanoESCA apabilities in terms of pn juntions imagingwith high lateral and energy resolution. All images were aquired in similar aquisitiononditions. This setion is dediated to the analysis of ore-level PEEM imaging andhigh resolution XPS spetra aquired on the Si 2p peak after passivation in laboratoryand with synhrotron radiation obtained over these passivated doped samples.4.2.1 Laboratory study4.2.1.1 Si 2p XPEEM spetromirosopyExperimental onditions All images were aquired with similar aquisition ondi-tions for all samples, summarized in table 4.9.Parameters in laboratoryExtrator voltage 12 kVContrast aperture 500 µmField of view 62 µmEntrane slit width 1 mmPass energy 50 eVAquisition time 600 sMCP voltage 950 VOverall energy resolution 0.33 eVTable 4.9: General aquisition ondition in laboratory for ore-level study.We have hosen to privilegiate energy resolution whih means a lower ounting statis-tis. For this reasons, the imaging of the patterns used for work funtion mapping wasdi�ult. In order improve the signal-to-noise ratio of P+/P and P+/N samples, the a-quisition in laboratory was performed on a sample zone where one half of the �eld of viewis overed by eah doping type. However, for the sample with the highest Si0 intensity(N+/P sample), images were still reorded on the same patterned zone as the one usedfor seondary eletron study.Image series were reorded from 101.5 eV down to 98 eV with energy steps of 0.05 eV.Due to the low ounting statistis, the energy �ltered images are not presented. Instead,we present images representing the integrated silion intensity, after Shirley bakgroundsubtration, generated using the Multipak software.Results Figure 4.6 shows the ontrast obtained on the Si 2p integrated images. Inorder to present all ore-level images in the same onditions, we present the integratedintensity of Si0 peak, in the energy range 98 eV to 101.5 eV. This signal orrespondsto the true spatial distribution of the XPS silion intensity on passivated silion dopedpatterns.
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Figure 4.6: Energy-�ltered XPEEM images at the Si0 ore-level at 1486.7 eV photon energy (energyrange: 98 eV to 101.5 eV).Comments We have heked in setion 3.24 that no residual oxide was present on thesample surfae. Therefore, the ontrast obtained an not be explained in terms of dif-ferent attenuations of the bulk substrate signal by a surfae oxide. We still observe aontrast even if the surfae is deoxidized. This di�erene in intensity between the twodoped zones is unexpeted sine we assume that the silion density is the same for allsamples whatever the doping type and level.The olleted intensity from an area of interest ISi an be written as:

ISi ∝ ΦnSiσSiλSiTSi , (4.2)where Φ is the inident photon �ux per seond, nSi is the atomi density, σSi the pho-toionisation silion ross setion at 1486.7 eV, λSi is the inelasti mean free path and TSithe transmission on the double analyser for the Si 2p eletrons.Following this relation, we expet a similar intensity whatever the doping. Thereforethe ontrast observed in the integrated images annot be explained in terms of intensitydi�erenes arising from bulk photoemission. In ase of homojuntion P+/P, ontrast isfainter than heterojuntion but it is still observable: high doped pattern zones are brighterthan substrate zone for all samples. We will see that similar ontrasts in integrated ore-level images are found with synhrotron radiation. In the following, with a detailedexamination of the ore-level mirospetra we will tentatively explain the origin of thislatter.4.2.1.2 Si 2p mirospetrosopyExperimental onditions Spetra were reorded in mirospetrosopy mode, due tothe low signal-to-noise ratio of the spetra generated from the image series used in theprevious setion for the integrated ore-level images. To inrease this signal-to-noiseratio, spetra were aquired on �eld of view of 127 µm diameter in zones of homogeneousdoping. The pass energy was 100 eV and the entrane slits width 1 mm, giving an overallenergy resolution of 0.48 eV.Results The di�erent spetra are ompared for eah kind of patterned sample in �gure4.7. In this �gure, we onentrate on the Si0 omponent (binding energies range: 98 eVto 101.5 eV), the whole spetrum showing no oxide omponent being presented in �gure



Si 2p ore-level mirospetra and imaging 1253.24. We observe Si 2p spetra for the two doped zones, with lose binding energies, fora given sample. The shift in binding energy is the greatest on N+/P sample whereas itis the smallest for P+/N sample.

Figure 4.7: Si 2p ore-level mirospetra for eah kind of sample: a) P+/P, b) N+/P, and ) P+/N.The photon exitation energy is 1486.7 eV.We note that the shape of the Si 2p spetra di�ers from one doping to an other.Moreover, for a given sample, we observe that the brightest zone in the integrated Si0images (see image 4.6) orresponds to the one who has the largest Si 2p, i.e., the highestintegral intensity.Applying the deonvolution protool already established in hapter 3, we omparethe di�erent Si0 values for the di�erent doped zones after passivation. The Si0 bindingenergies are presented in table 4.10 and the �tting of the spetra are shown in �gure4.8. For a given doped area, the ore-level spetra were found to be the same from onesample to another, therefore, only one spetrum will be presented per doping ondition.However, table 4.10 is omplete: it summarizes the measured and alulated values forall doping type and level. Regarding the theoretial values, the binding energy for nearlyintrinsi silion being well-known and taken to be 99.35 eV.
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Figure 4.8: Si 2p ore-level deonvolution: a) P+, b) N+, ) P and d) N. The photon exitationenergy is 1486.7 eV.Sample P+ P N N+P+/P 99.21±0.26 99.46±0.25 - -N+/P - 99.47±0.25 - 99.85±0.26P+/N 99.30±0.25 - 99.35±0.25 -Flat Band onditions 98.82 99.03 99.80 99.89Table 4.10: Si0 binding energy in eV measured from XPS spetra. Theoretial values are also givenfor the doping level onsidered.Comments Binding energy analysis In table 4.10 we �rst observe an exellentreproduibility of the binding energy values for eah doping between two di�erent sampleslower than 0.1 eV. We fous now on the di�erene of the measured binding energies withrespet to the expeted values given by �at band onditions (still estimated from themeasured SIMS doping values at 3 nm depth). We observe that:
• For N+ doping, a good agreement is found, and for N doping, the measured bindingenergy is 0.45 eV lower than the expeted value.
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• For P+ and P doping, the binding energy is higher than the theoretial value by0.44 eV for P doping and up to 0.48 eV for P+ doping.Hene, for N+ doping, we an onlude that we are in nearly �at band onditions,whereas we observe onsistent band bending for N, P and P+ doping: i.e., lower bindingenergies for N doping, and higher binding energies for P doping. This last result onpatterned samples is onsistent with what we found from the work funtion mapping inthe previous setion (see table 4.3):
• The N and N+ doping areas were found to have work funtion very lose to theexpeted work funtion for �at band onditions.
• Conversely, for P doping, the work funtion di�erene of 0.76 eV was found, whihis omparable to the di�erene in the binding energies observed in the ore-levelspetra. Therefore, a reasonable onsisteny is observed between the ore-levelresults and the work funtion results derived from spetromirosopy data.Partiularly, we observe a really small di�erene in terms of binding energy betweenthe two doped zones for P+/N sample. This results has to be related to the probingdepth in these aquisition onditions: for a olleting angle of 90◦, we have to deal with

d=8.8 nm.The depletion width of the band bending an be estimated thanks to the Debye Length
LD, whih is a harateristi length: it is about 8LD for silion. Table 4.11 gives thewidths that an be expeted for the band bending at room temperature, i.e. 300 K.Doping/bulk Conentration Debye Length Depletion width(atoms.m−3) (nm) (nm)P+ 1×1019 1.3 10.4P 4×1015 64.8 518.4N 5.4×1017 5.6 44.8N+ 2×1019 0.9 7.4Table 4.11: Debye Length and depletion width alulated for theoretial doping levels and types.The higher the doping, the stronger the band bending, and the smaller the depletionwidth. This will a�et the binding energy measurements, if after passivation, there re-mains a residual density of surfae states on the sample surfae. Taking into aount theband bending diretion opposite for opposite doping type we an expet a redution ofthe di�erene in terms of binding energies for di�erent doping type and level.Fitting of the XPS mirospetra Referring to ore-level spetra aquired on fullwafer samples, we observe the non reproduibility of the passivation proess sine theproportions in terms of relative intensities of Si0, Si-H and Si∗ measured in table 4.12 arefar from those obtained in table 3.6. In �gure 4.8, we observe a small ontribution of theSi∗ omponent, even nil for P doping.Partiularly, the table 4.13 shows the Si ∗ ontribution relative to Si 0 one for eahdoping type, omparing with the di�erene in ore-level binding energy between the



128 Energy-filtered XPEEM of passivated patterned silion samplesSample onsidered P+/P N+/P P+/NDoping type P+ P N+ P P+ NSi∗ 11.43 - 3.72 - 3.52 2.14Si0 75.59 93.44 88.22 95.18 86.65 90.68Si-H 12.98 6.56 8.04 4.82 98.3 7.18Table 4.12: Relative ontributions of eah peak relative to the total Si 2p peak intensity in P, P+, Nand N+ doping type for the three samples of interest at 90◦.Sample onsidered P+/P N+/P P+/NDoping type P+ P N+ P P+ NSi∗ proportion (%) 13 1 3.9 - 3.9 2.3BEfb-BEexp. -0.40 -0.43 +0.04 -0.44 -0.44 +0.45Table 4.13: Si∗ proportion related to the Si0 states and binding di�erene between experimentalBEexp. and theoretial �at band ase BEfb for eah doping type of eah sample.measurement and the theoretial value expeted from doping onentrations given bySIMS at 3 nm.There is no systematially relation between the magnitude of the binding energy shiftsand the Si ∗ ontribution: though the ontribution of Si ∗ is faint, we observe importantshifts of the binding energy values with respet to expeted values. This is to relate tothe residual band bending whose depletion zone is probed in our aquisition onditions,but may also due to variations in the e�etive doping level. The passivation proessmight have removed the surfae layers from the sample surfae whih had higher doping,explaining the shift with the theoretial value expeted from doping onentrations givenby SIMS at 3 nm. We have also to assume that the shift an be inreased by a bandbending indued by �uorine overage [289℄.4.2.2 Synhrotron radiation study4.2.2.1 Si 2p spetromirosopy: imagesIn this setion, we fous on the same samples as the patterned ones imaged with seondaryeletrons for work funtion mapping (see subsetion 4.1.3), taking advantage of the highphoton �ux of synhrotron radiation enabling a muh higher ounting statistis than inlaboratory onditions.Experimental onditions The aquisition onditions on the silion doped patternsare summarized for both photon energies in table 4.14.The image series over the Si 2p ore-level were reorded from 105 eV down to 98 eVwith an energy step of 0.05 eV.Results In �gure 4.9, we fous on the integrated intensity images aquired on theSi0 peak, in the energy range 97 eV to 101.5 eV, and orreted from photoemissionbakground. Figure 4.10 presents seleted energy Si 2p images at two photon energies



Si 2p ore-level mirospetra and imaging 129Parameters Synhrotron700.3 eV 128.9 eVExtrator voltage 12 kV 12 kVContrast aperture 70 µm 70 µmField of view 62 µm 62 µmEntrane slit width 1 mm 1 mmPass energy 50 eV 50 eVAquisition time 120 s 60 sMCP voltage 930 V 930 VOverall energy resolution 0.244 eV 0.202 eVTable 4.14: General aquisition onditions in synhrotron environment.for two patterned samples. We onsider the ase of N+/P and P+/N sample to show aomplete set of results.

Figure 4.9: Energy-�ltered XPEEM images of the integrated Si0 intensity for di�erent exitationenergies for P+/P, N+/P and P+/N samples (energy range: 97 eV to 101.5 eV). At 700 eV, the higherSi 2p kineti energy yields to a smaller �eld of view.Comments
• In �gure 4.10, ontrast variations between patterned and substrate zone appear fordi�erent kineti energy. Contrast reversal appears on all doping types but for someenergies, it disappears when the photoemission yield is the same for both dopings.
• In �gure 4.9, we see that the intensity di�erene remains the same whatever thephoton energy for both P+/P and N+/P samples. This has to be related to therelative shift and shape of the mirospetra presented in the next setion. How-ever, for the partiular ase of N+/P, the intensity di�erene hanges. Moreover at
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Figure 4.10: Images of N+/P and P+/N samples taken from image series on the Si 2p ore level fortwo photon energies a) 700.3 eV and b) 128.9 eV.)128.9 eV a triple ontrast is observed, with the N+ doped losed zones being darkerthan the open ones. As already mentioned in setion 4.1, the N+/P sample exhibits



Si 2p ore-level mirospetra and imaging 131this peuliar behavior of triple ontrast in the work funtion maps. It is thereforereasonable to think that the inversion in the intensity di�erenes at 700.3 eV and128.9 eV is related to the triple ontrast phenomenon. This will be disussed inmore details in hapter 5.
• We an ompare the ore-level integrated images on Si0 peak in both laboratory andsynhrotron environment: we observe the same behavior, the highly doped patternzone being brighter than the substrate one, whatever the photon energy. As for thelaboratory ase, we will explain the ontrast in the integrated images by a di�erenein the width of the Si0 peak, seen on the spetra presented in the next setion.4.2.2.2 Si 2p spetromirosopy: spetraExperimental onditions The aquisition onditions are as follows:
• Image series through the Si 2p ore-level are aquired in 0.05 eV steps.
• Spetra were extrated from these image series after orreting for residual energydispersion. The areas of interest were squares of 20 pixels per side, whih orre-sponds to an area of (3.3× 3.3) µm2.Three zones have been hosen: a substrate zone, an open pattern zone, and a losedpattern zone.Results In �gure 4.11 we present the Si 2p ore-level mirospetra for the three samplesof interest at two photon energies. We note that the spetra at 128.9 eV show up oxide andsuboxide omponents whose magnitude depends on the onsidered zone. The intensity ofthe oxide and suboxide omponents relative to the Si0 one is weak. Considering a meanfree path at 128.9 eV of 0.3 nm, the oxide thikness is less than one monolayer. Moreover,the residual oxide is non uniform on the sample surfae, even within a zone of a tenth ofmirons: the surfae hemistry appears thus to be very dependent of the area onsidered.Comments A �rst remark about the mirospetra aquired on P+/N at a photonenergy of 700.3 eV an be done: the binding energies seem to be shifted towards lowvalues, down to 98 eV whih are really far from the energies measured at 128.9 eV.In the following, we will disuss about di�erent omments that an be done on thespetra presented in �gure 4.11, regarding: the peak shape, the intensity of the Si0 om-ponents, the detailed spetra �tting, the binding energy shifts, the relation between somespetral omponents and the ontrast obtained on images integrated over the whole Si2ppeak.Peak shape
• There is a residual oxide peak found for the most sensitive surfae onditions at128.9 eV. Therefore the passivation performed just before the synhrotron exper-iments at SOLEIL in the hemistry laboratory, did not remove ompletely thesurfae oxide. We note that the shape of the oxide part varies with the sample:for P+/N, an important signal of suboxides is observed, this signal being muh less
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Figure 4.11: Si 2p ore-level mirospetra for eah kind of sample: a) P+/P, b) N+/P, and ) P+/N.The photon energy is 128.9 eV on the left olumn and 700.3 eV on the right.important for both P+/P and N+/P samples. Moreover, we observe a non uniformdeoxidation sine the residual oxide peak is found systematially smaller for thesubstrate zone than for the pattern regions.
• Regarding the width of the Si0 omponent, we �nd systematially a broader peakat 128.9 eV than at 700.3 eV. This is related to the di�erenes in sampling depth



Si 2p ore-level mirospetra and imaging 133with the surfae omponents Si-H, S1, S2, S3 (see table 3.7 in passivation literaturesetion of hapter 3) being more pronouned, relative to the Si0 peak, at 128.9 eVthan at 700.3 eV.
• The substrate peaks are always better resolved in energy than the epitaxial dopedzone, whatever the photon energy. This an be related to the proportion of S3omponent in Si∗, in the Si 2p ore-level.Si0 intensity Despite the areas seleted for the extration of the Si 2p mirospetrahave exatly the same area, we observe a di�erene in the intensity of the Si0 peak withrespet to bakground at both energies:
• At 700.3 eV, we note that the Si 2p spetra intensity of the substrate zone issystematially higher than the intensity of the patterned zones. We an relate thisdi�erene to the intensity di�erenes observed in the integrated images presentedin �gure 4.9: despite the higher intensity of the Si0 omponent in the substrate,the brightest zone in the integrated images is always the highly doped pattern zonepresenting at �rst glane a lower intensity of the Si0 omponent.
• At 128.9 eV photon energy, the di�erenes in the Si0 intensity annot be diretlyrelated to the integrated images intensity di�erenes due to the oxide signal whihhanges depending on whether substrate or pattern zone are onsidered. However,the brightest zone in the integrated images is always the highly doped pattern zone.Spetra �tting Referring to table 3.7 we have hosen to inlude the S3, S2 and S1surfae omponents though their energy shift relative to the Si0 peak is at the limit ofour instrument apabilities in terms of energy resolution.The Si 2p peak at 700.3 eV is rather simple: it shows the bulk silion Si0, the bondsSi-H and the S2 and S3 omponents. The spetra at 128.9 eV is more omplex. Applyingthe basi �ve omponent deonvolution, simulating the Si0, silion sub-oxides and Si4+omponents and adding the peaks S3, S2 and Si-H is not enough. A omponent S1, shiftedby -0.4 eV relative to the bulk Si peak is neessary. The origin of these three omponentshas already been mentioned. These latter are due to defets or to di�erent layer beneaththe top most silion layers: either symmetri or asymmetri dimers, dangling bonds of therest atoms, silion adjoining vaanies, voids or interstitial silion, or the silion seondand third layers (see 3.3.4.3).The parameters for eah omponents are given in table 4.15 for the two photon energies.In the following �gure 4.12, we present the �tting of the ore-level mirospetra for eahdoping type, sine, for a same doping type, the spetra are similar.We present the binding energy measurements without orretion for the SPV sine wedo not know how this latter ats with a non-omplete passivated surfae. Moreover, dueto the di�erent oxidation degrees from a sample to another, we were not able to estimatethe variation in terms of SPV values depending on the oxide thikness.Tables 4.16 and 4.17 show the onentration ratio of eah omponent of interest aroundthe Si0 peak, i.e. without onsidering the oxide omponents. We present separately theS3 omponent shifted towards 0.2 eV relative to the Si0 peak, and add the ontributionsof S2 and S1 (named Si∗) shifted towards negative values with respet to Si0.
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Figure 4.12: Fitting of spetra aquired for two photon energies.



Si 2p ore-level mirospetra and imaging 135Peak 128.9 eV 700.3 eVEnergy position FWHM Energy position FWHMS1 -0.4 0.25 -0.4 0.28S2 -0.2 0.25 -0.2 0.28S3 +0.2 0.25 +0.2 0.28Si0 0 0.25 0 0.28Si1 +0.95 0.5 +0.95 0.5Si2 +1.7 0.7 +1.7 0.7Si3 +2.34 1.0 +2.34 1.1Si3 +3.6 1.13 +3.6 1.15Table 4.15: Fitting parameters taken for the di�erent Si 2p omponents. The energy position is givenrelative to the Si0 omponent. The spin-orbit splitting is �xed at 0.603 eV and the peak shape is hosen100% gaussian.Sample onsidered P+/P N+/P P+/NDoping type P+ P N+ P P+ NSi∗ 20.39 20.0 23.91 52.16 13.97 24.63S3 24.34 23.33 28.99 13.27 28.68 20.15Si0 46.05 46.19 36.96 24.69 37.87 43.66Si-H 9.22 7.48 10.14 9.88 19.48 11.56Si0 BEexp. 99.92 99.90 99.77 99.80 99.89 99.82Si0 BEfb. 98.82 99.03 99.89 99.03 98.82 99.80Si0 BEfb.-BEexp. -1.1 -0.87 +0.12 -0.77 +1.07 -0.02Table 4.16: Si∗=Si1+S2, S3 and Si-H proportions (%) related to the Si0 states and experimentalbinding energy BEexp. for Si0 at 128.9 eV.Sample onsidered P+/P N+/P P+/NDoping type P+ P N+ P P+ NSi∗ 9.34 6.17 16.26 42.09 9.822 3.17Si3 14.07 13.92 31.22 10.31 12.50 10.29Si0 73.48 78.18 48.56 44.91 74.70 81.27Si-H 3.11 1.74 3.96 2.69 2.98 5.27Si0 BEexp. 99.93 99.85 99.14 99.22 98.32 98.11Si0 BEfb. 98.82 99.03 99.89 99.03 98.82 99.80Si0 BEfb.-BEexp. -0.82 -0.52 +0.75 -0.19 +0.50 +1.69Table 4.17: Si∗=Si1+S2, S3 and Si-H proportions (%) related to the Si0 states and experimentalbinding energy BEexp. for Si0 at 700 eV.Binding energies We �rst note less band bending BEfb.-BEexp. at 700.3 eV than at128.9 eV, whih is expeted from �gure 3.3 when probing deeper the surfae, the bandbending tends to derease.We observe for all samples an inversion in terms of binding energies:
• Figure 4.12 presents well the inversion: when analysing the �gure from top to



136 Energy-filtered XPEEM of passivated patterned silion samplesbottom, i.e. from highly P doping to highly N doping, we observe a shift of thespetra towards low binding energies, whereas we expet the opposite behavior.
• The P+ binding energy is higher than P and N and the N+ is lower than P.
• For P+/P sample, the Si0 binding energy of P+ is greater than the P one. Thisshows, with respet to �gure 3.3, that the band bending at the P+/oxide interfaehas shifted the Si levels su�iently so that the 2 p ore-level in the P+ region has ahigher band bending than in the P region, i.e., the relative di�erene is smaller thanthe expeted �at band di�erene (0.08 eV at 700.3 eV and 0.02 eV and 128.9 eV forexperimental values (BEfb.-BEexp.) against -0.21 eV in �at band ase). This alsoimplies that the 2p binding energy measured is that of the bent bands, onsistentwith the XPS probing depth with respet to the expeted depletion width. However,suh inversion was not observed in work funtion mapping for these two energies.
• The same remark an be done for P+/N sample, where the Si0 binding energy of P+is greater than the N one. This inversion has not been observed in work funtionmapping. This an also be explained by a stronger band bending for the highlyP+ doped zone than for the lightly N zone, whih reates an inversion in terms ofbinding energy on the interfae oxide/sample.
• For N+/P sample, we have found trends for the two photon energies in good agree-ment with work funtion mapping: the inversion type is present, the P bindingenergy being higher than the N+ one.Moreover, we observe that the binding energy of P doping dereases with inreasingthe photon energy, exept for P+ doping in P+/P sample where it remains nearly on-stant. This behavior is the one expeted when probing the residual band bending for Pdoping, as seen in �gure 3.3. Conversely, for N dopings, we expet the opposite behav-ior, the Si0 binding energy inreasing with the photon energy inrease. We have alreadyobserved this unexpeted behavior in work funtion mapping (see 4.1.3).Image ontrast To �nish, we note a orrelation between �t and integrated images.In tables 4.16 and 4.17, we have highlighted the most important ontribution within theSi 2p spetra, for the two doped zones of eah sample. Thus, the brightest zone in theintegrated Si0 ore-level image is the one where the proportion of S3 is the most impor-tant. The di�erent ontributions below the Si0 peak, i.e. S1 and S2 are summarized inthe omponent Si∗. Laboratory spetra have shown that the relative intensity of Si∗ om-ponent, determine the brightest zone in the ore-level image: the higher its ontributionin a doped zone, the brightest this zone. This remark is also veri�ed on integrated imagestaken on Si 2p peak in laboratory: the brightest zone is the one where the Si∗ omponentis more important. However, it onerns in this ase the S1 omponent whereas the S3peak is integrated in the Si0 peak.With synhrotron radiation, we have found the same behavior, not onsidering Si∗, butthe S3 omponent, observed 0.2 eV above the Si0 peak. It is assumed to be interfaialomponents due to a possible e�et of oxygen seond neighbor on the Si 2p binding en-ergy. The higher the relative intensity of the S3 omponent with respet to the Si 2ppeak, the brighter the zone, whatever the relative intensity of the Si∗ omponent.



Valene band mirospetrosopy 137Jolly et al. onsider that S2 and S3 an also be related to silion lose to the interfaebetween the native oxide and the surfae, negatively harged with respet to the bulk. Weassume thus, that the most important ontribution between S2 and S3 on the one side,and S1 on the other depends on the sample surfae state. As a result, if the passivationis not omplete, for a given oxidation state, one ontribution will be stronger, enhaningthe ontrast in ore-level imaging.4.2.3 SummaryThanks to the spatially resolved ore-level measurement, we have shown that residualband bending is dependent on the doped zone onsidered. It is important to under-stand the in�uene of passivation on the sample surfae at the spetrosopi level. XPSmirospetrosopy and spetromirosopy performed respetively in laboratory and syn-hrotron environment have outlined the di�ulty to obtain similar surfae states. As aresult, and depending on the sampling depth, di�erent oxidation states are observed onthe sample surfae, varying from a sample to another. Hene, we do not observe ele-troni states in �at band onditions, but we have to deal with a residual band bending. Inlaboratory, we observe Si 2p binding energy shifts in good agreement with the expetedband bending diretion depending on the doping type and level. Moreover, these resultsare in good agreement with those obtained using seondary eletrons.We expet using synhrotron radiation, that the variation of photon energy probes thisband bending, i.e.:
• For P doping, the binding energy measured dereases with the photon energy in-rease.
• For N doping, the binding energy measured inreases with the photon energy in-rease.We an assume thanks to the ore-level measurements that there is a residual band bend-ing that an be probed when varying the photon exitation energy. However, though thisis veri�ed for P dopings, we observe an unexpeted behavior for N doping, already ob-served using seondary eletron with synhrotron radiation.Regarding the ontrast on integrated Si0 images, for all samples, we have seen thatthe highly doped zone was always the brightest. Thanks to the detailed �tting of themirospetra, we have shown that the ontrast in the integrated Si0 images is due tosubtle hanges in the outermost surfae layers.4.3 Valene band mirospetrosopyFrom the previous results, we have seen that depending on the surfae onsidered, residualband bending was more or less pronouned. In this setion we bring additional experi-mental evidene from the analysis of the VBM by VUV and synhrotron experiments.



138 Energy-filtered XPEEM of passivated patterned silion samples4.3.1 Laboratory He I exitation4.3.1.1 Experimental onditionsValene band mirospetra have been aquired near the top of the valene band up to theFermi level in laboratory, using the HeI exitation soure at 21.2 eV. The experimentalonditions are:
• The pass energy of the double hemispherial analyser is 50 eV,
• The slits width is 1 mm.
• The spetra are the result of 20 sans over the binding energy range from 13 eV to-1 eV, with a step of 0.025 eV.This analysis performed in laboratory with the HeI soure is arried on the samepassivated samples as those used for ore-level and threshold spetromirosopy (seesetions 4.1.2 and 4.2.1.2).4.3.1.2 ResultsThe spetra were orreted from the HeI β at 23.09 eV, and HeI γ at 23.74 eV ontributionsemitted from the Helium soure, respetively 1.8% and 0.5% of the HeI α intensity at21.2 eV otherwise, in some ases, negative values of the Fermi energy an be found.In �gure 4.13, a small but signi�ant ontribution from the Si 3p orbitals, situated around3 eV below the Fermi level whih omes from the underlying substrate. We an extratfrom these spetra the upper edges of the Si 3p orbitals. These Valene Band Maximum(VBM) are determined by taking intersetion between the best straight line �tting theSi 3p leading edge and the base line. A �rst determination of the valene band onsets ispresented in table 4.18 for eah kind of sample.Sample P+/P N+/P P+/NDoping type P+ P N+ P P+ NSi 3p 0.44 0.61 0.76 0.37 0.45 0.52Si 3pfb 0.03 0.23 1.11 0.23 0.03 1.02Si 3pfb-Si 3pexp. -0.41 -0.38 0.35 -0.14 -0.42 0.50Core-level Si0fb-Si0exp. -0.40 -0.43 0.04 -0.44 -0.48 0.45Table 4.18: Valene Band Maximum extrated on P+/P, N+/P and P+/N after passivation at21.2 eV.4.3.1.3 CommentsWe ompare in the same table 4.18 the experimental Si 3p onsets, to those expet in �atband onditions, Si 3pfb de�ned as:

Si3pfb = EgSi

2
−∆EFdoping, (4.3)where EgSi is the silion band gap.
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Figure 4.13: Top of valene band spetra aquired for the four samples types, before and afterpassivation in laboratory, using an He I lamp: a) P+/P, b) N+/P, and ) P+/N.
The VBM measured are far from the expeted values in �at band onditions, but arein good agreement for a given doping type. The trend of the VBM variation with dopingtype is in good agreement with what expeted: for a given sample, the VBM of P dopingis lower than the one of N doping. Moreover, for a P doping, the higher the doping, thelower the VBM, and for a N doping the higher the doping, the higher the VBM.Observing the di�erene between experimental VBM and theoretial one Si 3pfb-Si3pexp., we measure shifts in good agreement with the di�erene found at ore-level foreah sample between experimental Si0 binding energy and theoretial one (see table 4.10).Those shifts are realled in last line of table 4.18. The band bending measured for eahdoping type and level is in good agreement with the one probed at ore-level.



140 Energy-filtered XPEEM of passivated patterned silion samples4.3.2 Synhrotron exitation4.3.2.1 Experimental onditionsThis analysis is arried on the same passivated samples as those observed at ore-leveland threshold with the synhrotron soure at 128.9 eV and 700.3 eV. The spetra areaquired from 5 eV to -2 eV by step of 0.025 eV.4.3.2.2 ResultsValene band spetra reorded in synhrotron environment on passivated samples arepresented in �gure 4.14. The Si 3p valene band onset is determined by the sampleprotool as previous setion i.e. extrapolating the upper edge of the peak to zero.4.3.2.3 Spetra analysisThe Si 3p orbitals are learly visible at 128.9 eV, however, their ontributions an varyfrom a doping type to another:
• On the P+/P, their intensity is slightly more important in the P substrate zone,than in the highly p-doped zone. This is to put in relation with the Si 2p ore-level spetra aquired at the same photon energy in �gure 4.11. The residual oxidepresent on the sample surfae at this energy is more important on the P+ zone thanon the P one: it is obvious that the thiker, the better hiding the Si 3p density ofstates.
• The same remark an be done on the N+/P sample, the residual native oxide beingmore important on the highly N+ zone, the ontribution of the Si 3p orbital issmaller, ompared to the P bulk one.
• The 3 p intensities of the two doped zones in sample P+/N, are similar, suggestinga more homogeneous passivation.
• At 700.3 eV, the valene band spetra aquired on P+/N sample present, as forSi 2p spetra shift towards low binding energies, giving a negative VBM. It seemsthat at this photon energy, for this sample, the results are not orret and annotbe taken into aount.In terms of VMB, tables 4.19 and 4.20 summarizes the values interpolated from thespetra for the two photon energies.Firstly, we fous on a given doping and a given photon energy, without onsideringthe P+/N sample at 700 eV due to its important shift not understood. We observe thatthe VBM measured are in good agreement, with a di�erene less than 0.2 eV.Seondly, we observe at 128.9 eV an inversion in terms of VBM for a given sample,either P+/P or P+/N: the VBM of the P+ doping should be less than the one of the Pand N dopings, whih is not observed. However, for N+/P sample, the VBM measuredof the N+ doping is more than the one of the P doping, as expeted. At 700.3 eV, thegood trend is observed for all samples.
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Figure 4.14: Top of valene band spetra aquired for the three sample types after passivation for twophoton energies 128.9 eV and 700.3 eV, for: a) P+/P, b) N+/P and ) P+/N.



142 Energy-filtered XPEEM of passivated patterned silion samplesSample onsidered P+/P N+/P P+/NDoping type P+ P N+ P P+ NSi 3pexp. 0.75 0.71 0.90 0.62 0.65 0.45Si 3pfb 0.03 0.23 1.11 0.23 0.03 1.02Si 3pfb-Si 3pexp. -0.72 -0.48 +0.21 -0.39 -0.62 + 0.57BEfb.-BEexp. -1.1 -0.87 +0.12 -0.77 +1.07 -0.79Table 4.19: Valene Band Maximum extrated after passivation at 128.9 eV on P+/P, N+/P andP+/N.Sample onsidered P+/P N+/P P+/NDoping type P+ P N+ P P+ NSi 3pexp. 0.28 0.55 0.35 0.20 -0.7 -1.2Si 3pfb 0.03 0.23 1.11 0.23 0.03 1.02Si 3pfb-Si 3pexp. -0.25 -0.32 +0.76 +0.03 +0.73 +2.22BEfb.-BEexp. -0.82 -0.52 +0.75 -0.19 +0.50 +0.92Table 4.20: Valene Band Maximum extrated after passivation at 700.3 eV on P+/P, N+/P andP+/N.What learly appears also, is that the di�erene between experimental valene bandonsets and theoretial ones are important whatever the samples. We expet a VBM shiftbetween two doped zones within a sample to be in the same range of values than ore-levelshifts measured in setion 4.2.2, and realled in last line of tables 4.19 and 4.20, but weobserve larger shifts. Moreover, some shifts present even a sign inversion, speially P+/Nsample at 700.3 eV and N+/P sample at 128.9 eV.We also note, that we probe the band bending when varying the photon energy: theVBM of P dopings dereases with the photon energy inrease. However, we do not observean inrease of the VBM for N dopings when inreasing the photon energy, but a dereaseof the VBM, like a P doping zone.4.3.3 SummaryThe determination of experimental band o�sets is an other way to probe the band bendingat the oxide/semiondutor interfae. We have found measurements in good agreementfor ore-level and VMB shifts from data obtained in laboratory. However, we have foundunexpeted variations in terms of VBM determination with synhrotron radiation. Weexpeted the trend:
• For N dopings, the VBM inreases with the photon energy inrease.
• For P dopings, the VBM dereases with the photon energy inrease.However, we �nd a similar behavior for N doping as those mentioned at seondary eletronand Si 2p ore-level levels, i.e. that N dopings behave like a P doping.



Conlusion 1434.4 ConlusionIn this hapter, we performed three kind of energy-�ltered XPEEM analyses on ourmiron-sized, passivated, patterned silion surfaes : (i) spetromirosopy at thresholdwith seondary eletrons, (ii) high-resolution Si 2p ore-level and valene band miro-spetrosopy and (iii) high-resolution Si 2p ore-level spetromirosopy. In eah ase,both laboratory and soft X-ray synhrotron exitations were used for re�ning the surfaesensitivity and inreasing the lateral and energy resolutions.Spetromirosopy with seondary eletrons enabled us to generate work funtionmaps of the doped silion patterns by a pixel-to-pixel �tting of the photoemission thresh-old. From a qualitative point of view, these maps �rst exhibit a narrow distribution ofthe work funtion and reprodued the expeted shape of the doped patterns, therebypointing on the uniformity of the doping at the mirosopi level. Seond, they highlightsystematially, independent of the exitation energy, a sample-dependent work funtionontrast behaviour from the lose doped zones : for both P+/P and P+/N samples, bothlose and opened zones had the same work funtion ; however, in the partiular ase ofthe N+/P sample, the work funtion of the lose zone is higher than in the opened zone,yielding a 'triple ontrast' in the image. Therefore, we show that the work funtion on-trast an be, depending on the doping ombinations, highly dependent on the geometryof the observed doped patterns. This triple ontrast will be interpreted in hapter 5.From a quantitative point of view, we observed sample-dependent di�erenes of themeasured work funtion with respet to the expeted value determined from the dopinglevel measured by SIMS at 3 nm depth (see hapter 3) and for �at band onditions. Withlaboratory exitation, the di�erenes are minimal for N doping, but are in the 0.8-1 eVrange for both P and P+ doping. Therefore, for the patterned zones with high N andP doping, we observe that �at band onditions are not reahed. This in�uenes in animportant way the resulting pattern/substrate ontrast in both work funtion and energy-�ltered threshold images. With synhrotron radiation, the di�erene with the �at bandvalue follows a similar trend, however it is redued in ase of signi�ant higher soure�ux (700.3 eV) ompared to lower ones (128.9 eV). This is interpreted in terms of surfaephotovoltage with a resulting derease of the magnitude of the band bending.Regarding Si 2p ore-level analyses, we followed a ombined spetromirosopi, miro-spetrosopi and imaging approah fousing on the ontrast obtained in images of theintegrated Si0 intensity ('integrated Si0 images'). For both laboratory and synhrotronexitations, the highest energy resolution (respetively 330 and 200-244 meV) ever on-sidered for imaging silion patterned strutures were used.First, similarly to the work funtion images, the triple ontrast on the N+/P sampleis observed again in the integrated Si0 images.Seond, whatever the exitation energy, we �nd an unexpeted pattern/substrate on-trast in the integrated Si0 images whih annot be explained by a di�erent attenuation ofthe photoemitted intensity due a surfae oxide, sine the miro- Si 2p spetra reveal no



144 Energy-filtered XPEEM of passivated patterned silion samplesor very little oxide (< 1 ML) in the ultimate surfae-sensitive onditions (hν=128.9 eV).Instead, a more or less defetive and hydrogen-passivated outermost surfae layer, indu-ing a variable overall width of the Si 2p ore-level, is found responsible for the observedontrast.The H-passivated features in the Si 2p miro-spetra, along with the defetive statesalready introdued in hapter 3 on the full-wafer samples (Si∗ as possible dimer statesreported by various works in the literature), are learly evidened thanks to the veryhigh energy resolution of the analysis at the mirosopi level. The evidene of thesedefetive silion surfae states in a proportion depending on both the sample and thepattern/substrate zone, (between 13% and nearly 50% the Si0 intensity) brings supportto our previous assumption of measured loal work funtions in�uened by a more or lesspronoued band bending.Suh a band bending is further onsistently evidened from the measured Si 2p bind-ing energies in ore-level spetromirosopi and valene band miro-spetrosopi data.However, it remains di�ult to make a systemati quantitative orrelation to relate themagnitude of the band bending and the overall quantity of defet states. Nevertheless, wehave shown that the ontrast in Si 2p ore-level integrated images of arefully deoxizedsurfaes ontain information related to di�erenes in the outermost surfae silion layer.
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146 Disussion of the energy-filtered XPEEM imaging of pn juntionsPrevious hapters have also shown the full �eld imaging apabilities to extrat infor-mation of prime interest with good lateral and energy resolutions. However, it is neessaryto take into aount the presene of a lateral eletri �eld aross pn juntions. Hene, wefous on their in�uene on PEEM imaging: SIMION simulations of pn juntions observedby PEEM are desribed. The main results are presented and ompared with experiments.5.1 Contrast of threshold XPEEM images5.1.1 De�nition of the ontrastResults presented in this setion are related to other hapters of the manusript. Wefous on the in�uene of passivation and of photon exitation energy on doping induedontrast at threshold imaging.We have analysed the intensities extrated from areas in image series taken at thresh-old using a laboratory X-ray soure at 1486.7 eV (see 2.2.3) and orreted for non isohro-matiity. These images were those used for performing work-funtion mapping in hapter3. The area of interest are hosen to be squares of 15 pixels side, whih orresponds toa surfae of 1.08 µm2. Three areas are ompared, as an be seen in �gure 5.1:
• intensity oming from the substrate (red),
• intensity oming from the doped zone (green),
• intensity oming from the doped zone enlosed within the substrate pattern (blue).

Figure 5.1: Image XPEEM of P+/P sample taken at threshold. The photon energy is 700.3 eV.



Contrast of threshold XPEEM images 147Sine we onsider image series at threshold orreted for dispersion in energy, andnoise, equation 1.8 an be simpli�ed, and gives:
C =

Idep − Isub
Idep + Isub

. (5.1)This parameter will be used to quantify the ontrast evolution with doping type andlevel through this setion, regarding several studies that have been performed during thisthesis.5.1.2 Fators in�uening the ontrast5.1.2.1 In�uene of passivation on doping indued ontrastConditions SE ontrast is observed at threshold for all kind of samples: the energy�ltered images aquired as a funtion of kineti energy show variations in intensity be-tween the di�erent doped zones. We have �rstly deided to examine the experimentalseondary eletron distribution of silion doped zones depending on the sample surfaestate, providing the aquisition onditions remain as onstant as possible for all the ex-periments.For details regarding the aquisition onditions (see table 4.1), the slit width at theentrane of the analyzer is 1 mm, and the pass energy of the analyser 50 eV, whih givean overall energy resolution (photon+analyser) of 0.33 eV. Image series at threshold wereaquired as a funtion of photoeletron kineti energy with a 0.025 eV energy step withan aquisition time is 120 seonds per image.Results Thus, we ompare the SE yield when the surfae was overed with a nativeoxide, and after passivation. As an be seen in �gure 5.2, taking the ase of P+/P sample:
• Low energy seondary eletrons give rise to a positive doping ontrast, whih meansthat P substrate is brighter than P+ doped zone.
• For kineti energies in the range of 4.5 eV to 7 eV, SE give rise to a ontrast inversion,P+ beoming brighter than P-type. This inversion is visible on �ltered images, asan be seen in �gure 5.2 omparing those arbitrary hosen taken at 4.375 eV and5.225 eV.
• The ontrast extrated from image series is higher after passivation and appearsslightly shifted towards higher kineti energies.
• The ontrast dereases with kineti energy.The results for the two other samples N+/P and P+/N are given in �gure 5.3.We on�rm that the native oxide attenuates the doping ontrast. Moreover, shiftsour in the position of ontrast maximum depending on the sample leanliness. Theseare presented in table 5.1.We an note that the smallest shift of the maximum ontrast is the one of the homo-juntion P+/P. We ompare also in table 5.2 the maximum of ontrast Cmax obtained
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Figure 5.2: Contrast CP/P+ dependene on kineti energy before and after passivation for P+/Psample. The images inserted have been extrated from image series for two kineti energies:(E-Ef )=4.375 eV and 5.225 eV.

Figure 5.3: Contrast dependene with the sample surfae state and kineti energy for a) N+/P and b)P+/N.for the sample onsidered, with the work funtion di�erene ∆Φ between the two dopedzones, before and after passivation. Results orresponding to work-funtion measure-ments after passivation have already been presented in table 4.4. Although the work



Contrast of threshold XPEEM images 149Sample Maximum ontrast shift(eV)P+/P +0.10N+/P +0.58P+/N -0.38Table 5.1: Maximum ontrast shift measured for passivated samples, with respet to kineti energymeasured on samples before passivation.funtion analysis before passivation is not shown in hapter 4, we give here the work-funtion measurement extrated from the image series.Sample Before passivation After passivation
∆Φ Cmax ∆Φ Cmax(eV) (%) (eV) (%)P+/P 0.03 40 0.13 65N+/P 0.13 40 0.07 45P+/N 0.10 55 0.05 60Table 5.2: Maximum ontrast Cmax measured for samples before and after passivation, ompared withthe work funtion di�erene ∆Φ between the two doped zones.We �nd higher maximum of ontrast after passivation than before. Though the mostimportant ontrast is obtained for the passivated P+/P sample where the di�erene inwork funtion between the two doped zones is the highest, we �nd no real orrelationbetween the shift and perentage of maximum of ontrast obtained and the di�erene inwork funtion between the two doped zones for a given sample.We have then followed the study by analysing the ontrast behavior on image seriesaquired on passivated silion samples for three photon energies: 1486.7 eV in laboratory,and 128.9 eV and 700.3 eV with synhrotron radiation.5.1.2.2 In�uene of exitation energy on doping indued ontrastFigure 5.4 shows the ontrast evolution for eah kind of sample with the photon energy.What appears at �rst glane is the shift in kineti energy and the di�erenes in theintensities. The most interesting kineti energy range where a ontrast between the twodoped zones an be on�rmed is below 6 eV. The noise is more important above thisvalue.To quantify indiretly the photoyield di�erene between the di�erent doped zones, wehave hosen to integrate the ontrast from 3 eV to 6 eV and ompare them in �gure 5.4d). We an distinguish two trends for the ontrast evolution with the photon energy:

• A high ontrast when the photon soure is low, around 128.9 eV whih dereaseswith the inreasing energy. This is the ase of sample N+/P.
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Figure 5.4: Contrast taken at threshold for three photon energies for a) P+/P , b) N+/P and )P+/N. d) Contrast evolution of the integrated intensity between 3 eV and 6 eV, with the photon energy.The unertainty is estimated to be ±2%.
• A low ontrast for low photon energies whih inreases with this latter. This is thease of samples P+/P and P+/N. This an be due to defets and residual oxidewhih an be greater for P+ doped zone.Finally, we have ompared the photoemission yield of several doping zone dependingon the exitation energy.The set of samples we have at our disposal enables only to ompare two doping typesN+ and P+, sine ontrast requires a referene, we have hosen the P substrate.In suh a way, referring to the work performed by Hovorka, we use a modi�ed ontrastde�nition [138℄:

C =
(Idep − Isub)

Isub
. (5.2)Figure 5.5 a) and b) present an estimation of the ontrast di�erene between thesetwo doped zones for three photon energies. We have hosen to ompare the ontrastbetween the heavily doped zones for the two samples where the ontrast seems maximal,
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Figure 5.5: Contrast omparison between a) P+ and b) N+ relatively to P bulk taken at threshold forthree photon energies. ) Maximum ontrast measured for several photon energies for P+ and N+doping type.i.e., around 4.5 eV taking for referene the P substrate whih should be similar in thesetwo samples. The results are presented in �gure 5.5 ). We note that:
• The ontrast for P+ seems higher for high photon energies in �gure 5.5 a). TheP substrate keeps being brighter than the doped layer, exept in laboratory, forkineti energies varying between 4.5 eV to 6 eV.
• We observe in �gure 5.5 b) for N+ doped zone that the N type at 1486.7 eV isbrighter than P bulk for a kineti energy range between 3.9 eV and 4.375 eV anddi�erent from other measurements aquired in synhrotron, where the substrate Pis brighter than the heavily N doped zone.We annot dedue that one doping type is brighter than the other type, beause in ourase, the ontrast is in�uened not only by the seondary eletron distribution, but alsoby the di�erene in threshold between the two doped zones, as also onluded by Hovorkaet al. [138℄. However, �gure 5.5 ) leads to the onlusion that the ontrast between P+and P is smaller than the one between N+ and P, whatever the photon energy.



152 Disussion of the energy-filtered XPEEM imaging of pn juntions5.1.3 SummaryThe present setion reports the use of band pass energy-�ltered imaging for the obser-vation of dopant ontrast in silion doped samples. It was shown that dopant ontrastis learly observed in the energy-�ltered images, even when the surfae is overed by anative oxide.We have presented a study of the evolution of SE ontrast on image series aquiredwith an energy �ltered PEEM, regarding di�erent fators, suh as the in�uene of thesample surfae state. For this latter, we have shown that the ontrast is enhaned be-tween two doped zones when the surfae has been passivated. Other experiments basedon the exitation energy variations, and ombined with the theoretial explanations ofthe origin of this ontrast, highlight the di�ulty to well appreiate the physis governingsuh phenomenon. The ontrast is indeed in�uened not only by the seondary eletrondistribution, but also by the di�erene in threshold between the two doped zones. Thisis true almost for eletron mirosopy and photoemission mirosopy based tehniques.We will follow this hapter by fousing on the interpretation of the peuliar tripleontrast observed �rstly on PEEM imaging at threshold on N+/P sample, as mentionedin previous hapters.5.2 Triple ontrast of XPEEM imagesAmong the silion doped samples studied during this thesis, one has shown a peuliarbehavior whih has aught our attention: N+/P sample. As already mentioned, we havenot only to onsider a lassial ontrast between two dopings, but also a triple ontrastsine the highly n-doped zones present di�erent intensities depending on their area.We have dediated a speial setion to deepen the understanding of this phenomenon.We omplete our knowledge of this struture by presenting omplementary analysis teh-niques suh as KFM, SEM, ToF-SIMS, and FIB.5.2.1 XPEEM imaging at thresholdFigure 5.6 shows representative images from the threshold series aquired on the N+/Psample using three di�erent photon energies. We an see that the doping region withinthe 'zero' or the 'eight' pattern show a di�erent intensity than the open regions, givingrise to a triple ontrast on a sample ontaining only two doping levels. Moreover, onsingle images, a bright rim appears learly, as presented in �gure 5.6 for the SE emissionat low kineti energy. Varying the photon energy, the small n-doped zone enlosed byp-doped one does not respond in the same way as a large and open zone.
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Figure 5.6: Image XPEEM of N+/P pattern taken at threshold for three photon energies. The energy(E-Ef ) is given for eah image on the top right orner. Field of view is 62 µm.In the literature, the only previous report of this phenomenon in PEEM is by Hovorka[137, 138℄.
• In 2008, Hovorka et al. have observed a highly silion p-doped pattern on a n-substrate with a PEEM [138℄. Without energy �ltering, the losed p-doped zonehas the same intensity as th open p-doped regions whereas when applying a highpass �lter during the aquisition, a triple ontrast appears. Figure 5.7 presents one



154 Disussion of the energy-filtered XPEEM imaging of pn juntionsof their images where small p-doped zones surrounded by n-doped are brighter thanlarge areas. They explain this phenomena by the presene of surfae states whihenhane the photoeletron yield. In suh a ase, they onsider the dark rim visiblein �gure 5.7 b) to be due to topography.

Figure 5.7: Mirographs of p-type patterns 1019 m−3 on a 1015 m−3 n-type substrate [138℄. a) Fullphotoemission signal. b) Fast eletron signal.
• In a seond paper, they have presented n-type silion doped patterns on p-type sub-strate images where the ontrast varies with the doping onentration [137℄. Thereis a ontrast inversion as the sample voltage is varied, orresponding to a distribu-tion of work funtion due to the doping level, but additionally, for some retardingvoltages, a bright rim appears again on the exterior of the heavily doped patterns,(see �gure 5.8), however, no explanation is given for explaining this phenomenon.

Figure 5.8: PEEM mirographs of the hemially ethed sample with di�erently doped n-typestrutures on a lightly doped p-type substrate for various retarding voltages [137℄. The values given inoloured squares orrespond to the doping type and onentration.



Triple ontrast of XPEEM images 155To go further in the analysis of threshold image series, it is important not only tostudy the work-funtion mapping, but also to analyse the photoemission distributionover a wide kineti energy range of 3 eV to 10 eV for all photon energies. This is arriedout on N+/P passivated sample for three zones of interest of 1.08 µm2:
• Red zone orresponds to the slightly doped P substrate.
• Green zone orresponds to the highly doped N+ open area.
• Blue zone orresponds to the highly doped N+ losed area.The pro�les are gathered in �gure 5.9.

Figure 5.9: PEEM photoemission yield extrated for three area of interest for three photon energies:a) 1486.7 eV, b) 700.3 eV and ) 128.9 eV.A behavior non visible at 1486.7 eV appears in synhrotron environment: a thresholdshift for the highly N doped zone around (E-Ef=4.6 eV) is present on both open andlosed areas. No suh shift ours in spetra extrated from the other samples.The starting point to mention is that in order to perform the work-funtion extration,we use the �rst part of the threshold, sine we do not expet work funtion anisotropyon this sample and beause the extrated values were loser to the ones found on othersamples, respetively N+/N and P+/P for N+ and P.
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• For the open N+ zone, this threshold shift is present only for a photon energy of700.3 eV.
• For the losed N+ zone, the threshold shift ours already for a photon energy of128.9 eV, but appears stronger at 700.3 eV.
• This shift is not an artifat sine it does not our of the spetra extrated for theP substrate.
• At a photon energy of 1486.7 eV, no threshold shift an be seen for any zone.5.2.2 Core-level spetromirosopyWe have aquired ore-level image series on Si 2p peak with a photon soure at 128.9 eV.After bakground subtration, the resulting true ore-level image taken at 103.5 eV or-responding to the SiO2 omponent is presented in �gure 5.10 a). A variation in intensitylearly appears between the N+ zone enlosed and the large doped zone. The smallsquares represent the areas of interest of (2×2) µm2 de�ned for spetral extration. Theresulting ore level spetra are displayed in �gure 5.10 b). They present two main peaks,one due to the native oxide, around 103.5 eV and another from the underlying bulk Sisubstrate at 99.5 eV. The separation of these two peaks, about 4 eV, orresponds toSi0/Si4+, and re�ets the residual presene of a native oxide after passivation.

Figure 5.10: a) True-ore level Si 2p imaging of N+/P pattern at 103.5 eV after Shirley bakgroundsubtration. Area of interest taken for extrating spetra. b) Fits for ore-level Si 2p spetra obtainedfor di�erent doped zones.(Photon energy: 128.9 eV)What appears at �rst glane is the presene of native oxide, preferentially on highlyn-doped zone omparing to p substrate. The spetrum extrated from the enlosed N+doped zone presents peuliar features regarding its shape:
• Like open n-doped zone, it has a native oxide on its surfae, but its bulk positionis the one orresponding to the p-bulk.
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• The shift measured between the Si0 of the losed N+ zone and the P-doped zone is0.36 eV lower with respet to the open N+-doped zone.The spetra for both N+ open, N+ losed and P zones have been presented in �gure4.12 of hapter 4. A omparison with ore-level spetra aquired in synhrotron environ-ment from other samples is also done, where we an see that for both samples P+/P andP+/N, the losed doped zone presents a spetra similar than the open doped zone of theonsidered sample.Spetra are deomposed by the proedure proposed previously in table 4.15 of hapter4. Peaks position are presented in table 5.3 for exitation energies at 128.9 eV and 700.3 eVbut the values are not orreted for SPV.

Figure 5.11: Core-level spetra and best least square �ts using standard literature parameters for Si 2pon P+ doped zone after passivation, for a) 128.9 eV and b) 700.3 eV photon energy.The major drawbak onsidering these results is that we do not have valene band im-age series to extrat loally the valene band maximum from the small N+ area. However,the spetra deonvolutions of the enlosed area on�rms the trend, when onsidering thebinding energy of the di�erent Si 2p omponents:
• the peaks shape of this N losed zone spetrum are similar as those extrated fromopen N-doped area,
• the binding energies of the peaks orresponding to the N losed zone spetra aresituated at energies losed to those obtained for the �t of the P-doped spetra at128.9 eV. This is also the ase for spetra aquired 700.3 eV, but in a less extent.
• the higher the oxidized omponent onsidered, the lower the shift between openand losed N zone.5.2.3 Complementary analysesSample preparation We have emitted the hypothesis that for this sample, the epi-taxy was not well proessed, induing this strange ontrast. We have deided to study



158 Disussion of the energy-filtered XPEEM imaging of pn juntionsDopant Si0 SiH S3 Si1+ Si2+ Si3+ Si4+ S2 S1typeP at 99.79 100.23 99.99 100.74 101.54 - - 99.59 99.39128.90 eVN+ losed 99.77 100.21 99.97 100.74 101.52 102.27 103.57 99.57 99.27at 128.90 eVN+ open 99.64 100.08 99.84 100.59 101.54 102.27 103.44 99.43 99.20at 128.90 eVP at 99.22 99.66 99.42 100.17 - - - 99.11 98.72700.3 eVN+ losed 99.16 99.60 99.36 100.11 - - - 98.96 99.66at 700.3 eVN+ open 99.14 99.58 99.34 100.09 - - - 98.94 98.64at 700.3 eVTable 5.3: Energy position for N+ open, N+ losed and P zones Si 2p omponents with 128.9 eV and700.3 eV photon energy. The unertainty is ± 0.05 eVthe same silion doped patterns already observed by Barrett et al., sine their doping on-entration for the N+/P ombination was quite similar: 1×1020/1×1016 at.m−3 [222℄.For omparison with our sample, the doping is 1.8×1019/4×1015 at.m−3. The real dif-ferene with our sample is the realisation sine, in this ase, it orresponds to phosphorusimplantation on silion bulk.A preliminary study was arried out in the seond year of this thesis using syn-hrotron radiation. Although, passivation was not e�ient, and despite the native oxidestill present on the surfae, we were able to aquire image series at threshold.Thus, for a photon energy of 265 eV, we have realized the work funtion mapping,keeping the same protool as the one used in previous hapters. The �eld of view islarger, 70 µm, but the result is similar, as presented in �gure 5.12:
• The work funtion of the N+ losed zone is higher than the open zone one: 4.90 eVagainst 4.60 eV.
• A rim loalized at the exterior of the pattern presents a work funtion of 4.45 eV.
• The open highly n-doped zone has the same work funtion of the p-substrate.In �gure 5.12 b) we �nd the work funtion mapping presented in hapter 3.
• The work funtion of the N+ losed zone is higher than the open one: 4.73 eVagainst 4.5 eV, really lose to the p-doped value at 4.60 eV, whereas we expet thehighly doped patterns to have a smaller work funtion, loser to 4.45 eV.
• The bright rim has a work funtion of 4.45 eV.Sine we onsider silion samples with native oxide, we are not able to ompareabsolute work funtion values. We an however onlude that the work funtion trend of
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Figure 5.12: Work funtion mapping on N+/P pattern realized by: a) implantation (photon energy:265 eV) and b) epitaxy (photon energy: 1486.7 eV).the two samples presenting the same silion doped patterns, with losed doping patternsis the same, with peuliarities:
• A small di�erene in work funtion values between the p-doped substrate and theopen n-doped zone. Due to the presene of an oxide on the sample surfae, weare far from �at band onditions, and the band bending ourring at the interfaeoxide/semiondutor an be responsible.
• The losed n-doped zone presents a work funtion higher than the open n-dopedzone, whih is the opposite of what we expet.Sanning Eletron Mirosopy We have deided to image the pattern with SE not�ltered in energy, with a SEM.

Figure 5.13: SEM images of N+/P pattern for several setion tube voltage.The through-the-lens detetor within the SEM olumn helps to eliminate baksat-tered eletrons (BSE), as well as seond generation SE produed by BSE interations withthe objetive lens. Changing the input voltage of this detetor highlights the in�uene



160 Disussion of the energy-filtered XPEEM imaging of pn juntionsof BSE on triple ontrast, as an be seen in �gure 5.13. For a primary eletron beam at2 keV and a beam urrent of 0.21 nA, we have tuned the voltage between 0 V and 50 V,whih is the default value. The triple ontrast strongly appears at 0 V, when olletingBSE signal and the rim is also visible at the exterior of the p-doped pattern. At 50 V,the ontrast di�erene between the open and the losed N+ is still present but less marked.We have also observed this triple ontrast observing the seondary eletrons emittedfrom the sample with a FIB, whose primary beam radiation was Ga+ ions, 30 KeV energyand 28 pA urrent. These results imply that there is enhaned very low energy eletronemission ourring in this n-doped losed region on N+/P sample whatever the primarybeam type, photoni, eletroni or ioni.

Figure 5.14: SE image of N+/P aquired with FIB.Kelvin Fore Mirosopy KFM has also been performed on N+/P pattern non pas-sivated, i.e., one has to take into aount the presene of a native oxide on the samplesurfae. The results are presented in �gure 5.15.The oupling between topography and potential pro�les seems aurate. Regarding theblue one, the loalized epitaxy orresponding to the N+ doped pattern is higher of 25 nmthan the p-bulk substrate.In suh KFM on�guration it is important to keep in mind that the sample work fun-tion is measured with respet to the tip one. This latter is estimated to be 5.1 eV. Thepotential variations measured have to be related to this value.When plotted the red pro�le these potential variations from p-bulk towards n-loseddoped zone an be analysed: the resistivity dereases until it reahes an inversion typewithin the enlosed area. As a result, the work funtion measurements give:
• 4.6 eV for the p-bulk.
• The open n-doped area is lose to 4.7 eV.
• The losed n-doped zone has a work funtion whih is lower by 0.14 eV with respetto the open area value, whih orresponds to approximatively 4.85 eV.
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Figure 5.15: KFM map of N+/P pattern: a) topography and b) potential. VAC= 5V.The work funtion measurements performed by KFM and PEEM at 1486.7 eV beforepassivation presented in table 5.4. After passivation, based on results presented in hapter4, all work funtion values obtained by PEEM for di�erent photon energies are alsosummarized in the same table.Analysis N+
close N+

open PKFM (ox.) 4.85 4.70 4.60PEEM at 1486.7 eV (ox.) 4.73 4.60 4.50PEEM at 1486.7 eV (pass.) 4.08 4.00 4.15PEEM at 700.3 eV (pass.) 4.62 4.56 4.25PEEM at 128.9 eV (pass.) 4.65 4.44 4.38Expeted from �at band 4.16 4.16 4.93Table 5.4: XPEEM for di�erent exitation energy and KFM work funtion measurements ofpassivated N+/P pattern. Surfae state is realled in parenthesis (ox.: presene of native oxide beforepassivation, pass.: oxide removal by deoxidation proess presented in hapter 3. The unertainty isestimated less than 0.05 eV.The values obtained by both KFM tehnique and PEEM at 1486.7 eV before passiva-tion are in good agreement. After passivation, for measurements performed with energy�ltered PEEM, the N+ pattern zone work funtion is always higher than the open areaof the same doping, whatever the photon energy. All measurements are far from thetheoretial values expeted. We assume this shift to be due to residual band bending, asseen in hapter 3.For Eyben et al., surfae states play a dominant role in SSRM measurements, de-pending on the dopant onentration and distribution [291℄. The surfae harges reatevariations of doping onentration at the surfae shifting the juntion and even reatinginversion layers. But they onsider inversion type on low doped areas whereas we haveto onsider the ontrary, i.e. an inversion type over highly doped areas. Suh hypothesisan not be applied to explained our observations.



162 Disussion of the energy-filtered XPEEM imaging of pn juntionsSanning Capaitane Mirosopy Aware of suh a strange behavior, we revisit theSCM results already presented in hapter 3 setion 3.2.2.2. We quote the experimentalonditions: the tehnique is utilized at onstant voltage mode and the alternating urrentVac bias voltage applied to the sample is maintained at 1 V. For di�erent values of Vdc:-1 V, 0 V, +1 V, the hange in apaitane is reorded as a funtion of doping and arrieronentration under the tip, at a san rate of 0.1 Hz. After the Vdc sweeping, anothersan is done for -1 V to hek the good reproduibility of the measurements and theabsene of harging e�ets. Figure 5.16 is extrated from �gure 3.12 and orresponds toresults of N+/P ase.

Figure 5.16: SCM measurements on N+/P sample. The sans are presented for several Vdc values:a) -1 V, b) 0 V, ) +1 V, d) is the return to -1 V. The pro�les below are extrated from the zonepresented in a).Thus, a variation in SCM signal is learly visible at 0 V and +1 V, on the P substrate,at the position of the rim observed in PEEM at threshold.Time of Flight Seondary Ion Mass Spetrometry ToF SIMS analysis performedon this N+/P sample are presented in �gure 5.17. The abrasion is slow for the aquisitionof these images in order to keep the sample surfae harged in esium to optimize the ionyield, and also to avoid absorption of oxygen and hydrogen atoms. The abrasion speedis estimated to be 0.008 nm.s−1. Thus, the probed depth is 5 nm ± 2.5 nm.We are able to observe the repartition of oxygen on the surfae: as already mentioned,it is preferentially situated on N+ area, and estimated to be 1 nm thik, in good agreementwith our ore-level measurements. Several pro�les have been extrated, speially fromtwo di�erent zones in N+ area. They are visible in oloured shapes on �gure 5.17 and arepresented in �gure 5.17 b), we hoose respetively:
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• Red orresponds to the N+ losed area.
• Green orresponds to the N+ large area.These pro�les give phosphorus onentrations, respetively for the open and losedzones: 4×1019 at.m−3 and 1.8×1019 at.m−3. The unertainty on the P− onentrationbeing ±10-20 %, we an dedue that no variation in doping onentration between theopen doped zone and the losed zone is measured. The triple ontrast is therefore, notan e�et of doping variation.

Figure 5.17: ToF-SIMS imaging aquired on N+/P sample: a) Loalization of several speies: Total,Sum of rest, O−, 30Si− and P−. b) SIMS pro�les extrated from oloured shapes presented in a).Moreover, this measurement is in good agreement with the SIMS measurement per-formed in hapter 3 (see �g. 3.13) to determine the e�etive doping onentrations on azone where the doped patterns are series of line of 500 µm wide: the epitaxy is homoge-neous on the sample surfae.Disussion This triple ontrast annot be interpreted in terms of fully depleted zonesine the thikness and the area of the N+ doped layer are too important to allow suhstate with respet to typial depletion widths. We explain suh ontrast by a hargingphenomena, based on the eletrial harge transfer priniple.As already established, this peuliar ontrast ours only with the doping ombinationN+/P, the other sample P+/N whose dopant onentrations are lose, presents only theexpeted ontrast between the two doped zones.The highly n-doped zone is surrounded by p-doped zone not only in the surfae plane, butalso in depth, on 100 nm. We have assumed that this surrounded zone has to be onsideredlike a diode in 3D: the depletion zone ats like an insulator surrounding the highly dopedlayers whih beomes a apaitor. An eletrial �eld ours within this spae hargezone, pointing from n- to p- type. When measuring a potential thanks to the KFM tip,or measuring the kineti energy of an eletron with a spetrometer, it is important to keepa losed loop between the sample and the instrument. Charges have to pass through the



164 Disussion of the energy-filtered XPEEM imaging of pn juntionsentire system. However, in our ase, due to the diode reated, the eletri �eld preventsthe eletrons to be arried to the surfae, from p- type towards n-, as shematiallyrepresented in �gure 5.18. As a result, no redistribution of the harges ours: theeletrons photoemitted from the surfae of the N+ losed zone are not replaed by othersoming from the substrate. A harging e�et ours, the holes onentration inreasing,and the Fermi level being likely to derease towards the valene band. This ould explainthe higher work funtion value measured on losed N+ doped zones relative to the openone. Moreover, this e�et is temporary, until it reahes equilibrium. We assume that thethreshold shift observed on XPEEM in spetromirosopy mode orresponds to the nonequilibrium state of the system.

Figure 5.18: Shemati representation of N+/P sample as a diode.Suh explanation an explain why this triple ontrast is not visible on the reversedsample P+/N: in this ase, though the diode is in bloked mode, sine the eletrial �eldin the depletion zone is well orientated from n- zone towards p-, it allows the arriers tobe transported, and thus, a good ondutivity between the two zones.This hypothesis an also brought a partial explanation on the origin of the brightrim on the exterior of the P pattern. Sine the harges are not able to pass through thedepletion zone, from p substrate towards highly n doped zone, they stay in the viinity ofthe P zone, and sine eletrons are more numerous, they are more likely to be observedaround this zone. However, this does not explain why this phenomena does not our onthe interfae of P substrate with the smallest N+ zones.It is also important to fous on the N+ large zones: triple ontrast is not so strongthan for losed zones however, it still ours sine the work funtion values measured byKFM or PEEM are inverted. A possible explanation of the fainter in�uene of the 3Dapaitor on measurements ould be to onsider the size of the area of interest. At a saleof few millimeters, what we onsider large N+ doped zones in PEEM �eld of view are alsosurrounded by a P substrate zone. Hene, this zone is also a apaitor, muh larger thanthe one orresponding to the small losed zones. As a result, though eletrons emittedfrom the highly doped zone are not replaed in this large area, we expet a better hargeredistribution on the sample surfae, and thus, a lower in�uene of this harging e�et



Triple ontrast of XPEEM images 165on seondary eletron imaging.To �nish, we have realized ondutive short iruits from the losed n-doped zonetowards the open one to allow a better eletrial ontat between the two doped zones,and thus, to allow harges to be transfered. This was arried out by FIB milling over azone of (1×10) µm over a depth of 50 nm, and studied by KFM. Results are presentedin �gure 5.19. The potential of the losed n-doped zone onneted to the open zone ishigher than the isolated n-doped zone. Though its work funtion value is loser to theopen zone one, it is not the same. We an attribute this e�et to the ondutive shortiruit whih is not large enough to enable a perfet onnetion between the two zones.Moreover, the apaitor onsidered being the N+ zone in 3D, the harge transfer shouldbe also in 3D rather than in a plane. An optimization possible should be to mill deeper,towards 150 nm to reate a better short iruit between the two doped zones.

Figure 5.19: AFM topography and potential mapping on two 'zero' patterns, whose one N+ losedzone is onneted to the large zone: a) vertial and b) horizontal analysis to hek whether the variationin potential measurement is an artifat. Milled area (Ga+/30kV/28pA, targeted depth: 50 nm,measured 40 nm. VAC= 5 V.)
5.2.4 DisussionA peuliar triple ontrast on N+/P sample has been observed by energy-�ltered PEEM,whatever the photon energy and whatever the sample fabriation (implantation or loal-ized epitaxy). This triple ontrast was also observed whatever the nature of the exitationbeam, i.e. eletrons by SEM and ions by FIB. Spetromirosopy studies performed atthreshold and ore-level were ombined with omplementary analysis tehniques: KFM toompare the loal work funtion values by another method than work funtion mappingwith PEEM, and ToF SIMS to verify that no variations in loal doping onentrationbetween the large doped zone and the losed one our. We have assumed, regarding allthese results, that a harging e�et ours in the highly N+ doped zone, more importantin the losed zone than in the open zone due to the di�erene in terms of area dimensions.We now fous on the in�uene of loal eletri �eld aross pn juntions on PEEM imaging.



166 Disussion of the energy-filtered XPEEM imaging of pn juntions5.3 SIMION simulationsIn this setion, we present a numerial simulation of PEEM optis to alulate the PEEMimaging of a pn juntion. We use the industry standard ode SIMION [131℄ version 8.0.This software provides all the requirements neessary to simulate with high auray andanalytially solve the mehanisms in several instrument on�gurations. This eletrostatiand magneti �eld modeling software uses a �nite di�erene method and traes the mo-tion of partiles using a fourth-order Runge-Kutta integrator.The organisation of this setion is as follows: a �rst part is dediated to the pre-sentation of the simpli�ed PEEM model used, and the methodology hosen for thesesimulations. The seond part deals with simulations performed to highlight the in�ueneof lateral eletri �eld aross pn juntions on PEEM imaging. The variations of photo-eletron trajetories as a funtion of several fators are studied independently. Lastly weshow that lateral eletri �eld are not the only fator responsible for image variations inPEEM, and that it is important to take into aount the ombination of both eletrialand physial topographies. This idea is developed on the basis of dark �eld imaging inPEEM.We ompare eah simulation type with the real observations obtained with the Na-noESCA. The aim is to present qualitative orrelations between simulation and experi-ment.5.3.1 Methodology5.3.1.1 Modeling the PEEM olumnWith respet to our energy-�ltered PEEM instrument, we an mention the study on-duted by Zouros et al. [292, 293℄ on Hemispherial De�etor Analysers to modelize thepartile orbits in suh systems, and also the work performed by Sise et al. [294℄ to opti-mize the fringing �eld aberrations of HDAs. Tonner et al. [198℄ did pioneer simulations ofthe tolerane limits for aberrations of the various optial omponents of an eletrostatiPEEM with a band pass energy �lter. The objetive lens and the PEEM aeleration�eld have also been modeled by Feng et al. [295℄.For this qualitative approah of the in�uene of lateral eletri �eld aross a pn devieon PEEM imaging, the simulations were done using a simple PEEM model, onsistingof the athode, an immersion objetive lens and the sreen. The immersion objetivelens simulated here is modeled thanks to eletrostati lenses formed of losely spaedylindrial eletrodes. The paper of Sise et al. [296℄ is interesting to understand the re-quirements needed to hoose the best parameter values in a three-element lens, the foalproperties depending on both lens geometry and the voltage ratio between the eletrodes.For simpliity, in our model, the projetive lenses have not been taken into aountto magnify the �nal image. The di�erent parts of the PEEM olumn are de�ned underpotential arrays: the eletrodes are de�ned as points on a grid, and in the ompleteworkbenh, points of equal potential form a onneted eletrode.



SIMION simulations 167The PEEM olumn is de�ned so as to be similar to the NanoESCA olumn. It ispresented in �gure 5.20 a) and ): the sample is near ground potential, positioned at1.8 mm in front of the immersion lens omposed of three eletrodes: the extrator whihan be set up to 15 kV, the fous eletrode, and the olumn eletrode. A movable irularontrast aperture with sharp edges of 70 µm diameter, typially used for high-resolutionimaging, is entered in the optial axis, in the bakfoal plane of the immersion lensfor bright �eld imaging. It an be shifted by a ertain value o�-axis when simulatingdark-�eld imaging, as presented in paragraph 5.3.3. In this on�guration, the PEEMmagni�ation is assumed to be ×44. This measurement was performed by measuring thesimulated image size of a sample induing no deviation of photoeletron trajetories.

Figure 5.20: Presentation of the simpli�ed PEEM olumn: a) PEEM optial elements, b) SIMIONoverview, ) Zoom on the PEEM �rst elements simulated by SIMION.The eletrode potentials are optimized for the best fousing: an objet point on thesample surfae orresponds exatly to an image point on the sreen, as an be seen in �g-ure 5.20 b). Moreover, the simulations are in good agreement with the overall NanoESCAbehavior, as presented in �gure 5.21. In vauum, the emission of the photoeletrons withlow kineti energy, speially from the sample's regions near the optial axis should betransmitted through the ontrast aperture of the PEEM olumn. For higher kineti ener-gies, the transmission dereases, and photoeletrons are likely to hit the ontrast aperture
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Figure 5.21: Magni�ation behavior of the PEEM olumn: a) NanoESCA real ase, b) PEEMsimpli�ed SIMION ase. The sale in y-oordinates in b) is di�erent than a) due to simpli�ations, butthe behavior is the same.or other elements.5.3.1.2 The partiles modelFor lighter and faster simulations, we onsider here a pn juntion in 1D, i.e., that thepartiles emitted from the surfae are emitted from a given plane whih rosses the dif-ferent doped zones of the pn juntion modelized.For the purpose of these analyses, simulated photoeletrons are emitted from point soureson the sample surfae with di�erent initial angles and energies. They esape under theshape of bunhes: eah bunh is omposed of seven partiles, with initial starting anglesin the range from -10◦ to +10◦ and an interval of 4◦, as an be seen in �gure 5.22 a).Their energy an be varied from 0.1 eV to 100 eV. 204 beams are de�ned in this way,uniformly spaed, in a plane parallel to the sample surfae but rossing the pn juntion.The fous eletrode voltage of the PEEM olumn is thus adapted to keep the image wellfoused onto the sreen, depending on the partiles kineti energy.In this simulation, we do not are about eletrons in the solid, on their way to the sur-fae. The anisotropy of the SE emission in the vauum is governed by a refration e�etat the interfae sample/vauum, as presented by Henke et al. [165,297℄ and Cazaux [117℄.The angular distribution in vauum is given by a solid angle emission whih depends onthe kineti energy of eletrons in the solid, and on the inner angle of inidene at the in-terfae with vauum, onsidering an isotropi intern inidene. It an reah large angles,even ± 90◦ in some partiular onditions, before total re�etion within the material. Wehave hosen to use eletrons with a restrited one for small take-o� angles. Thus, we donot take into aount the full spherial and hromati aberrations, sine angles are small,but this aspet is out of the sope of our study.Image ontrast an be haraterized by the urrent density distribution perpendiu-larly to the sample surfae. This eletron density distribution an be extrated from the



SIMION simulations 169diret ray-trae in a given plane. In our ase, most of the time, we onsider the planeorresponding to the image plane of the PEEM olumn, i.e., the plane orrespondingto the PEEM sreen. However, we will also present some eletron density distributiontaken at the sample surfae to observe the distribution on the objet plane. These twoplanes of interest are represented in �gure 5.20 b) by red arrows. The position at whiheah partile rosses this seleted plane is omputed and reorded in oordinates (y,z)expressed in millimeters and an be loalized by red spots in the simulation sreen, asshown in �gure 5.22 in the viinity of the sample surfae a) or b) on the image plane.Note that, for the simulations, x is perpendiular to the surfae.

Figure 5.22: a) Presentation of the photoeletron model adopted at the sample surfae, and b) ontothe sreen.Sine a �nite number of partiles is simulated in the form of bunhes, some noise inthe simulation appears when representing the photoeletron urrent density, in the guiseof undulations. To minimize it, a moving average over the �ve nearest neighbors wasapplied on the distribution density data obtained by SIMION simulations.5.3.1.3 The juntion modelVoltage ontrast obtained by applying a bias on a sample is not studied here, beauseonly loal potential variations due to a di�erene in work funtion within the sampleare of interest in this hapter. We do not onsider either the di�erene in photoyieldregarding the doping type and onentration of eah zone of the pn juntion. Eletrodevoltages representing the built-in voltage have been hosen in order to highlight only thee�ets of the lateral eletri �eld on the image formed in PEEM. In partiular, dopingonentrations were not onsidered sine as a �rst step, we are interested in qualitativerather than quantitative simulations.Sine we are interested in the variation of the pn juntion position regarding the in-�uene of several fators, we onsider two symmetrial pn juntions. We expet from thisdouble juntion to observe symmetrial pro�les, and thus, we avoid the unertainty inabsolute position of a single juntion.This system is simulated by two linear voltage drops over a setion of 3 µm, hene reatinga double juntion depending on the voltages applied on the struture, as an be seen on�gure 5.23: a) either npn, i.e. a p-doped region surrounded by two n-doped regions, or b)pnp, a p-doped region surrounded by two n-doped regions. It is important to notie that
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Figure 5.23: Presentation of the two simulated juntions: a) pnp, b) npn. p-zone is simulated by apotential at 0 V, n-zone by a potential at 1 V.in our simulations, we do not take into aount the non linear variation of the eletrial�eld within the depletion, as presented in �gure 1.1 d).The spae harge zone is sampled in equal setions of 35 nm width eah and an beadapted to the desired width. The depletion zone hosen in our ase is 350 nm. Thesedevies were realized with a geometri �le to failitate numerial adjustments.Considering the near-surfae region of the sample, as an be seen in �gure 5.24, thephotoeletrons emitted from the regions where there are no eletri �eld pass through theolumn without any perturbation. Partiles emitted from regions near a juntion, whereloal �elds are present, are deviated. Depending on the juntion type, either npn in ase5.24 a) or pnp in ase b), the photoeletron trajetories are deviated in the oppositeand symmetrial diretion. The eletrial �eld intensity in the depletion zone is maximalwhere the partile photourrent density is the lowest, as presented in blak, in �gure 5.24) for the two types of juntion. The symmetry of the two pro�les learly appears.The red pro�les given in right part of �gure 5.24 present for the two types of juntion,the smoothing improvement when applying an average over the �ve nearest neighbors tothe raw data: the blak urve orresponds to the raw data, the red one to the data afternoise redution.This improvement onerning the noise minimization proessing is similar to the oneadopted by Sangwan et al. [298℄. In their publiation, they simulate the de�etions ofthe photoeletron trajetories due to voltage ontrast when applying a bias on the pnjuntion within a PEEM without ontrast aperture. The simulations are also done withSIMION and �gure 5.25 represents a typial result they obtained. More preisely, thisgraph shows the photoeletron density distribution within the raw data, and after one,or two averages over �ve nearest neighbors. This averaging method seems oherent andwell appropriate.The pro�les showed by Sangwan et al. are qualitatively in good agreement with ourpro�les presented in �gure 5.22 ). This agreement supports the methodology we havehosen for simulating the photoeletron trajetories within a simpli�ed PEEM olumn.
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Figure 5.24: Top: photoeletron trajetories modi�ed due to lateral eletri �eld. Bottom: lose-up ofthe pn juntion and the photoeletron trajetories near the surfae in ase of a) npn juntion, and b)pnp juntion. Right part of eah ase: simulation results when plotting the eletron urrent density onthe sample plane (blak), and the average (red) hosen to minimize the numerial noise.

Figure 5.25: Digitized density of eletrons d0(x) and smoother distributions obtained by doing onerunning average over �ve nearest neighbors, d1(x) and after a seond average d2(x) [298℄.For the following of this hapter, the smooth simulation results are presented under theshape of lines, and not symbols, for reasons of good visibility.We have hosen to present in �gure 5.26 the photoeletrons density distribution atthe sample level for two omplete types of struture: npn and pnp juntions. The aimis only to understand �gure 5.24 in terms of density distribution. A variation in thephotoeletrons distribution ours: partiles are deviated, rossing the same trajetoriesthan others non deviated, hene inreasing the loal density in the viinity of the samplesurfae. As it will be presented in this hapter, this behavior is onserved through thePEEM olumn, leading thus on the sreen plane the same variations in the loal intensityof the image as those observed in the sample viinity, with the exeption of the magni�-ation fator due to the olumn.The photoeletron urrent density desribes a peak whose maximum is reahed for thehighest potentials aross the depletion zone, i.e. when it reahes 1 V. On the ontrary, theurrent distribution is the lowest, representing a dip in the urrent distribution, for the
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Figure 5.26: Eletron density distribution through the sample in two ases: npn juntion (blak), andpnp one (red) for photoeletron kineti energy of 0.1 eV.�rst potential variations next to 0 V. The symmetry in the pattern image in the viinityof the spae harge region is learly notied: in the ase of npn juntion, the peaks aremore distant than the two red ones orresponding to the pnp struture juntion, sine itshigh potentials are within the entered n-doped zone for the latter.Another point to mention is the image reversal with respet to the objet orientation, thathappens in this PEEM on�guration, sine it only uses one lens for the magni�ation. Inour simulations, sine the pn juntion objet is symmetrial in the vertial axis, and sinewe onsider the pn juntion only in one dimension, it an be negleted and the resultswill not be modi�ed, but it should be important for more sophistiated eletron optissimulations.5.3.2 In�uene of eletri �eld on PEEM imagingThere are two ways to simulate a PEEM olumn, depending on the presene or not, of aontrast aperture (CA):
• The �rst PEEM model, presented brie�y, without ontrast aperture, has alreadybeen studied by various authors, speially Nepijko et al. who have done onsiderablework on ases we will present in this setion [122, 129, 136, 299℄. Sangwan et al.must also been mentioned [298℄. They haraterized the voltage ontrast in PEEM,and modelize it �rstly numerially, thanks to SIMION simulations, and seondlymeasured it on images, based on the work of Nepijko's alulations.
• The seond model, the PEEM olumn designed with a ontrast aperture, is lessfrequent in the literature. We have only enountered it one time, thanks again tothe work led by Nepijko et al. [300℄. They present the potential mapping of a pnjuntion using an eletron emission mirosope and study the image ontrast as



SIMION simulations 173a funtion of beam restrition. They therefore onentrate on dark �eld imaging.Though the paper is omprehensive, few simulations are presented.Thus, we have foused our studies on the more realisti PEEM model, i.e. with re-strition of the beam due to a ontrast aperture. However, we will start this setion bybrie�y presenting the easier ase, to validate the PEEM olumn model, without a on-trast aperture.In the following, we will study the various parameters whih have to be taken into a-ount when trying to have a general overview of the fators in�uening the photoeletrontrajetories. They an be either due to the sample itself, or due to the PEEM olumnparameters. Most of the time, both parameters ontribute to de�et the harged parti-les. We will thus study the di�erent fator in�uene separately, before inreasing thedi�ulty by adding them. We intend, for eah ase where it has been possible, to om-pare simulations with real experiment, in order to better appreiate the surfae physisand eletron optis governing the observed images.5.3.2.1 PEEM without ontrast apertureWe onsider here a PEEM olumn without ontrast aperture, i.e., without restrition ofthe beam [300℄. Adding a ontrast aperture is not as easy as it seems, thus, during thisthesis, we have started to study the easiest ase, to test the partiles behavior in theolumn. We have tuned the photoeletron kineti energy in a large range of values: fromthreshold, around 0.1 eV for the lowest values, to ore-level typial of 100 eV. The resultsin the photoeletron urrent density at the sample surfae, and on the image plane arepresented respetively in �gure 5.27 a) and b) for two kinds of strutures: npn or pnpjuntions.Figure 5.27 shows the density of photoeletron distribution resulting a) on the sampleplane, and b) on the image plane. As an be seen, this distribution is dependent on thepartile kineti energy: for a given extrator voltage, and for a given lateral eletri �eldaross the pn juntion, the density distribution varies with the photoeletrons kinetienergy. At high kineti energy (higher than 10 eV), the distribution of the partileseither on both sample and image plane is homogeneous, and no ontrast indued bythe loal eletrial �eld of the juntion between the di�erent doped zones is visible.The photoeletron trajetories are more de�eted at low kineti energy: the pn juntionappears like a dark and bright stripe.We observe also that depending on the struture of interest, i.e. the position of then zone relatively to the p zone, the partiles are always deviated towards the n-dopedzone: the dark stripe is always on the p side of the juntion. In npn (pnp) ase, thistends to enlarge (shrink) the p (n) pattern in the sample plane a). As a result, for astruture presenting the same pattern with reversed doping, the loalization of the pnjuntion shifts in the opposite diretion.When omparing the photoeletron distribution in the objet and the image planes, aentral zone broadened in the sample plane, appears smaller on the image plane than theimage of a entral zone shrunk in the sample plane: the p stripe of the npn juntion issmaller than the n stripe of the pnp in the objet plane whereas its image is larger. Thishas to be analyzed in terms of eletron distribution: a broadening in the sample planemeans that eletrons are leaving this zone to strengthen the neighbor zone. As a result,
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Figure 5.27: Density of eletrons distribution depending on their kineti energy for npn or pnpstrutures: a) at their esape of the sample and b) onto the PEEM sreen. The PEEM extrator voltageis set onstant at 12 kV. The legend in the enter of the �gure is the same for all the graphs.in the image, the pn juntion will be shifted relative to the zone where there is a lak ofeletrons, i.e. shrinking the imaged pattern.We have measured ∆, the separation between the two juntions in the eletron densitydistribution, as an be seen in �gure 5.27 a). We ompare it to the expeted struturevalue of 3 nm wide, applying the magni�ation ×44. However, in suh ase, the shift is
∆ takes into aount twie the real position shift due to the in�uene of the extrator�eld δx. For photoeletrons having a kineti energy of 0.1 eV, we �nd respetively δxvalues of -3 µm in npn ase whereas the shift is the same order of magnitude (measuredat +2.5 µm) but in the reverse diretion in pnp ase. This simulation on�rms the sym-metrial behavior of these two strutures.This trend agrees with the previous studies ited, and qualitatively validates the modelwe would set up to simulate the PEEM image. Sine the di�erene between simulationsof npn or pnp strutures is only the diretion of the juntion shift, we present only thease of the npn struture in the following of this setion.



SIMION simulations 1755.3.2.2 PEEM with ontrast apertureWhen a ontrast aperture is inserted in the bak foal plane of the immersion lens,photoeletrons deviated by loal eletri �eld presented in �gure 5.28 a) are stoppedby this new element, as showed in b). The redistribution of the photoeletron urrentdensity, still present, is modi�ed in ) and implies a hange of brightness in the imagein d). In terms of 2D imaging, the juntion is loalized by a dark stripe surrounded bybright zones orresponding to the doped zones. Sine we study a symmetrial pattern,the image is symmetrial relative to the entral doped zone, with two dark stripes oneah side of this zone, as shematially represented in d).

Figure 5.28: Photoeletron trajetories at di�erent planes through the PEEM olumn: a) on thesample surfae, b) at the ontrast aperture, ) on the sreen. Figure d) represents the resulting 2Dimage of the pn juntion expeted on the CCD amera. The planes of interest where the eletrondensity distribution is analysed are given by red arrows and orresponds to the sample surfae and thesreen plane.On the sreen, the peaks in the photoeletron density distribution present due to thepresene of loal eletri �eld when there are no restritions of the beam disappear. Themore deviated photoeletrons are stopped by the ontrast aperture, and the density on thesreen stays low. This explains why the struture observed when there are no restritionof the beam (peak+dip) is replaed by deeper and larger well. Without ontrast aperture,the blak intensity pro�le in �gure 5.29 is the one expeted in the viinity of the depletionzones. When a ontrast aperture is inserted in the PEEM olumn, a larger well, in redpro�le, highlights the loalization of the juntion.5.3.2.3 Varying the extrator voltageSimulations In order to hek whether there is an in�uene of the aelerating voltageof the PEEM olumn on the pro�les, the extrator voltage has been tuned on a rangereahing nearly the double of the lowest value, here 8 kV. The fous eletrode voltage isalso shifted to keep the image foal plane onstant. We have onsidered the ase where
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Figure 5.29: Eletron density distribution of a npn juntion onto the PEEM sreen in two ases: withand without ontrast aperture. The photoeletrons kineti energy is hosen to be 0.1 eV.the photoeletrons are the most sensitive to the perturbation of loal eletri �eld, i.e.when their kineti energy is the lowest, at 0.1 eV.This perturbation inludes:
• the in�uene of the PEEM extrator lens �eld Eext = Uext/d, where d is the distanebetween the athode and the extrator lens of the PEEM olumn.
• the in�uene of the eletri �eld arising from the juntion Ej =

−dV
dx

.The ombination of these two �elds gives rise to a resulting vetor Eres = Eext + Ej .As mentioned previously, to avoid the unertainty on the position of a pn juntion,we onsider two symmetrial juntions. For several extrator voltage values, we havemeasured∆, the separation between the two juntions in the eletron density distribution,as an be seen in �gure 5.30 a). However, in suh ase, a shift of∆ takes into aount twiethe real juntion shift δx due to the in�uene of the extrator �eld. Results presentedin table 5.5 are orreted from this e�et, presenting the position shift for a single pnjuntion. Uext 8 kV 10 kV 12 kV 15 kV
∆ (µm) 2.52 2.68 2.80 2.86
δx (µm) -0.24 -0.16 -0.10 -0.07Table 5.5: Lateral measurements of the separation between the two juntions ∆ and position shift δxof a single juntion dedued from the sreen plane and simulated for di�erent extrator voltages.The shift of the double pn juntion pro�le resulting varies signi�antly, as an be seenin �gure 5.30 a). The separation between the two juntions ∆ has to be ompared withthe size of the juntion simulated, and expeted to be 3 µm wide (see setion 5.3.1.3).
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Figure 5.30: a) Density of eletron distribution at the sample surfae depending on the extratorvoltage of the PEEM olumn. b) Sheme showing the in�uene on the photoeletrons of lateral eletri�eld aross a pn juntion (red) and of extrator voltage (green) depending on its value. The vetor sumof these fores is represented in blue.Figure 5.31, shows that the real position shift due to the in�uene of the juntion eletri�eld δx dereases with inreasing the extrator voltage. At 15 kV, it is nearly nil.

Figure 5.31: Juntion width simulated for di�erent extrator voltages.We an summarize this explanation: the low photoeletrons emitted from the surfaeare sensitive to both �elds, the one emitted from the juntion, and the other reated bythe extrator lens. At 15 kV, they are more in�uened by the high extrator �eld andare deviated by the loal eletri �eld present aross the juntion. The behavior whihan be deduted from this simulation, is that the higher the extrator �eld, the less de-viated the photoeletrons by the loal eletri �eld aross the juntion (being equal to



178 Disussion of the energy-filtered XPEEM imaging of pn juntions2.86 kV.mm−1), and the more aurate the image aquired.For a low extrator voltage at 8 kV, the eletri �eld applied by the extrator is 4.44 kV.mm−1,the partiles are more in�uened by the lateral eletri �eld aross the juntion, than at15 kV, where the eletri �eld is 8.33 kV.mm−1. Figure 5.30 b) shows the resultant eletri�eld vetor for the two extreme values of extrator voltages 8 kV and 15 kV. Green arrowsrepresent the fore applied on the partiles by the eletri �eld aross the depletion zone,whih is kept onstant, and red ones represent the fore applied by the extrator voltage.The resulting vetor orresponding to the ombination of both �elds is represented inblue. Its deviation is obviously the least for the highest PEEM extrator voltage.Experiments We an now fous on pn juntion images obtained at threshold for twoextrator voltages: 12 kV and 15 kV whih orrespond to the experimental used values.For a kineti energy of (E − EF )=4.75 eV, we have been able to extrat the intensitypro�le of the zero shape presented in the left part of �gure 5.32.The measured dimensions of the pattern vary with the extrator voltage: the resultspresented at the right part show the di�ulty in loalizing the pn juntion: the patternpro�le obtained with an extrator voltage of 12 kV (blak) seems slightly shrunk relativeto the pro�le obtained at 15 kV (red) by 0.9 %. This is the same onlusion we haveextrated from our simulations.

Figure 5.32: Intensity pro�le of a pn juntion taken at threshold ((E − EF )=4.75 eV) for twoextrator voltages: 12 kV (blak) and 15 kV (red).The pattern size found is 29.89 µm at 12 kV against 30.15 µm at 15 kV: for a highextrator voltage it reahes values loser than the one expeted obtained using an optialmirosope (31.79 µm, see �gure 3.16). Thus, the pattern sizes extrated from imageat low kineti energy are loser to the ones obtained using an optial mirosope, whenusing a high extrator voltage.It is interesting to ompare patterns with suh important lateral eletrial �elds, andpatterns with no signi�ant eletrial �elds. We an thus ompare pn juntions with



SIMION simulations 179SiGe strutures, presented in hapter 2. A good evidene of the di�erene between thesetwo samples is obviously via lateral resolution measurement. Table 5.6 summarizes thedi�erent measurements obtained at threshold, for the two strutures shown in �gure5.33, for a given energy, a ontrast aperture diameter of 70 µm, and for the two extratorvoltages 12 kV and 15 kV.

Figure 5.33: Images at threshold (E − EF )=4.5 eV for the two samples of interest: a) SiGestruture, b) pn juntion. The lateral resolution is measured from the intensity pro�le extrated alongthe line ut aross the patterns.Struture type Eletri �eld Lateral resolution Lateral resolutionat 12 kV at 15 kVEj Eext=6.66 kV.mm−1 Eext=8.33 kV.mm−1SiGe Ej << Eext 107.4±21.8 88.4±17.8pn juntion Ej ≈ Eext 484.2±50.6 353.7±40.2Table 5.6: Lateral resolution measurements given in nanometers at threshold for two strutures.
• When the struture does not present a signi�ant lateral eletrial �eld, the lateralresolution measured is, as expeted, the same order of magnitude as the PEEMontrast aperture expressed in nanometers [236℄. In our ase, we are lose to 70 nmwhen observing the SiGe struture.
• On the ontrary, when the eletrial �elds are non negligible ompared to the ex-trator voltage, as in the pn juntion ase, the lateral resolution is four time biggerthan expeted. Thus lateral eletrial �eld aross a struture an signi�antly limitthe spatial resolution in PEEM.5.3.2.4 Varying the photoeletron kineti energySimulations The previous setion has already demonstrated the in�uene of the pho-toeletron kineti energy for given PEEM onditions on their trajetory, speially whenonsidering a PEEM olumn without restrition of the beam, as seen in �gure 5.27 onboth sample and sreen planes.



180 Disussion of the energy-filtered XPEEM imaging of pn juntionsHere we on�rm the validity of our more omplete PEEM olumn model, inludingthe ontrast aperture in the bak foal plane of the extrator lens. These density ofeletron distributions are presented for an extrator voltage of 12 kV and a npn juntion,varying the photoeletron kineti energy between 0.1 eV to 100 eV.

Figure 5.34: Photoeletron urrent density distribution on the PEEM image, depending on thepartiles kineti energy.
• The juntion position shifts with the photoeletron kineti energy lower than 1 eV:the higher the kineti energy, the larger the width ∆ between the two wells, andthe lower the shift due to loal eletrial �eld. These shifts are in the same orderof magnitude than those found with previous simulations 5.5. We present in table5.7 the juntion shift evolution δx with the photoeletrons kineti energy.Kineti Energy 0.1 eV 0.5 eV 1 eV 10 eV 100 eV

∆ (µm) 2.55 2.64 2.80 - -
δx (µm) -0.23 -0.18 -0.12 - -Table 5.7: Lateral measurements of the separation between the two juntions ∆ and position shift δxof a single juntion dedued from the sreen plane and simulated for di�erent extrator voltages.

• Partiles with very low kineti energy, from 0.1 eV to 1 eV are strongly de�etedinduing an highly ontrasted image of the depletion width of the juntion: thewells orresponding to a lak of photoeletron urrent density distribution are verydeep. In suh ases, the deviation means the juntion loalisation is not possiblewithout knowing the model to dedue its position.
• When the partiles are far from photoemission threshold, for example between 10 eVand 100 eV, they are less depleted by the lateral eletri �eld. They pass through



SIMION simulations 181the PEEM olumn and the harateristi wells of the npn struture at low kinetienergy are no longer visible on the simulated urves. In this ase, the position ofthe juntion may be aurately determined from the doping ontrast with a spatialresolution lose to that of the PEEM.The same behavior than the one observed in �gure 5.27 b) is indeed observed on thesimulations of �gure 5.34: the faster the partiles, the less important the well, the lessdeviated the partiles.Experiments We present lateral measurements obtained near threshold for two kinetienergies, visible in �gure 5.35. They were performed at di�erent loalization of the patternto better average the experimental value, and also to hek the in�uene of the patternitself due to the presene or not of several eletri �eld diretions, in the viinity of themeasurement.

Figure 5.35: Images obtained for an extrator voltage of 12 kV, at threshold: a) (E − EF )=4.10 eV,b) (E − EF )=4.75 eV. The lateral measurements are determined from the intensity pro�le extratedalong the oloured line ut aross the patterns.The di�erene between experimental values and measured optial ones are important.We an assume that this is not only due to the presene of a loal lateral eletrial �eldaross the juntion (due to a di�erene in work funtion between the two doped zonesof 0.13 eV), but we have to deal with physial topography that an be tenth of nanome-ters. However, sine, during the image series aquisition, these topographies do not havehanged, we assume that the relative shift between the two measurements is due to theloal eletrial �eld aross the juntion. No di�erene in lateral measurement is foundregarding the zone hosen for the measurement. The average di�erene in the patternsize between the images taken at two kineti energies is 1.2 µm.



182 Disussion of the energy-filtered XPEEM imaging of pn juntionsThus the pattern image taken at a kineti energy of 4.75 eV is larger than the oneobtained at 4.10 eV, and loser to the values obtained optially. Thus, we an on�rm thedependene of the pattern size measurement to the partiles kineti energy for a onstantextrator voltage: the higher the partiles, the less deviated by the eletri �eld.5.3.2.5 Varying the lateral eletrial �elds through the depletion zoneSimulations In the pn juntion on�guration onsidered, with a built-in voltage of1 V, we expet a lateral �eld of 2.86 kV.mm−1 on the surfae, non negligible with theperpendiular �eld in the PEEM, whih is 6.66 kV.mm−1 for an extrator voltage of12 kV. The resulting �eld vetor in�uening the photoeletron trajetories represented inblue in �gure 5.36 shows the extent of the lateral eletri �eld aross the juntion.

Figure 5.36: Sheme of the di�erent eletri �eld ontributions in a PEEM, at the athode level.Table 5.8 shows the alulated lateral eletri �eld strength aross the pn juntiondepending on the built-in voltage simulated for a onstant depletion width of 350 nm.When the built-in potential di�erene over the depletion width is low, the eletri �eldis low, and has less in�uene on the photoeletron trajetories ompared to the eletri�eld due to the extrator eletrode.Built-in voltage Lateral eletri �eld Ej Eext/EjV kV.mm−10.05 0.14 47.60.5 1.43 4.701 2.86 2.301.5 4.29 1.55Table 5.8: Lateral eletri �eld Ej and Eext/Ej ratio as a funtion of built-in voltage onsideredthrough the depletion zone of a pn juntion.Figure 5.37 a) presents simulations of the photoeletron urrent density distributionat the sample surfae for several built-in voltages varying between 0.05 V to 1.5 V. We



SIMION simulations 183observe that the photoeletrons emitted from a surfae where the built-in voltage is faint,i.e. the eletri �eld aross the juntion is low, the partiles are not deviated by thislatter.Figure 5.37 b) shows the evolution between the maximum urrent density relative tothe Eext/Ej ratio given in table 5.8 in order to haraterize the in�uene of the built-involtage. Sine no ontrast ours in the density of eletron distribution for a low built-involtage of 0.05 eV, we do not present it. However, a trend is learly visible: the smaller theratio between the eletri �eld of the extrator lens and the juntion, the more deviatedthe partiles, and the more important the density distribution variations.

Figure 5.37: a) Density of eletrons distribution at their esape of the sample depending on thepotential gradient through the depletion zone. b) Representation of the evolution between maximalurrent density and Eext/Ej ratio.To �nish this setion, one has to onsider the resulting image on the PEEM sreen,as presented in �gure 5.38.The depletion zone represented by the wells in the photoeletron urrent density isonly visible for high built-in potentials, more than 0.5 V in the simulated ases. Thismeans that for low potential through the depletion zone, the photoeletrons pass throughthe PEEM olumn without any ut-o� due to the presene of the ontrast aperture.On the sreen, the distribution is homogeneous. On the ontrary, when the built-inpotential is stronger, the photoeletrons are deviated by the eletri �eld aross thejuntion,produing an inhomogeneous urrent density distribution on the sreen. To gofurther with this idea: the well width in the image inreases with the built-in potential,1 V and 1.5 V, whereas no ontrast is seen for other built-in value. We note also par-tiularly that an in-built potential of 0.05 V is very lose to the limiting ase of no pnjuntion.Experiments We an illustrate this behavior taking images at threshold for two sili-on doped samples presenting di�erent built-in potential. We have hosen the samplespresented in �gure 5.39 a) P+/P and b) P+/N sine the work funtion di�erene ∆Φ
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Figure 5.38: Density of eletrons distribution on the sreen, depending on the potential gradientaross the depletion zone.between the two doped zones are faint at 128.9 eV, respetively 0.05 eV and 0.03 eV forP+/P and P+/N (see table 4.8). This onsideration is partiularly of interest sine itvalidates that the shift measured is not in�uened by an eletrial topography due topotential variations aross the juntion, but is only due to the presene of a loal lateraleletri �eld aross this juntion.The images were taken from image series at threshold, with a photon exitation soureat 128.9 eV. The energy (E −EF )=4.45 eV has been hosen to allow a good ontrastbetween the di�erent doped zones. The intensity pro�les have been extrated along theblak (red) line ut on P+/P sample (P+/N), aross the doped pattern.The width Ψmeasured for the two samples is di�erent: the red pattern, orrespondingto the sample P+/N where the built-in potential is the highest, is larger than the blakone.The e�et of the lateral eletri �eld an be quanti�ed, though the signal intensity isnoisy, when measuring one pattern side alled Ψ:
• ΨP+/N=8.86 µm,
• ΨP+/P=8.36 µm.In omparison, the measurement obtained with the optial mirosope Ψoptical, whihis not in�uened by the loal eletri �eld aross the juntion, is 7.9 µm.The same analysis was performed for images series taken at threshold using laboratoryX-ray soure (photon energy: 1486.7 eV) on N+/P and P+/N samples. The work funtiondi�erene ∆Φ between the two doped zones was faint, respetively 0.07 eV and 0.05 eV forN+/P and P+/N samples. Table 5.9 summarizes the pattern size di�erene with PEEMmeasurement and optial one, the juntion shift δx and realls the ratio Eext/Ej for theanalysis onditions (see table 3.3).
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Figure 5.39: Images of a) P+/P and b) P+/N taken at threshold (E − EF )=4.45 eV and intensitypro�le extrated aross the lineuts.Photon soure 1486.7 eV 128.9 eVSample onsidered N+/P P+/N P+/P P+/N
∆Φ (eV) 0.07 0.05 0.05 0.03

Ψoptical-Ψ (µm) 0.69 1.12 -0.46 -0.96
δx 0.34 0.56 -0.23 -0.48Eext/Ej 4.06 0.33 4.09 0.33Table 5.9: Lateral shift δx measured on silion doped patterns depending on the Eext/Ej ratio, as afuntion of work funtion di�erene ∆Φ onsidered through the depletion zone of a pn juntion for twophoton energies.For a given kineti energy, and for a given extrator voltage, if we onsider a workfuntion di�erene aross the juntion, the pn juntion shifts measured are an evideneof the presene of this eletrial �eld aross the juntion. Moreover, for the two photonenergies, the shift of the juntion position measured is in good agreement when omparingvalues for lateral eletrial �elds in the same order of magnitude. Thus, we �nd a goodagreement with what should be expeted: the sample presenting a lower eletri �eldaross the juntion presents a width loser to that of optial mirosopy.5.3.2.6 ConlusionWe have shown that it is not possible to determine aurately the loalisation of a pnjuntion sine several fators in�uene the photoeletron trajetories.Depending on the PEEM imaging onditions, the partiles are in�uened by both the ex-trator �eld of the immersion lens and the loal lateral eletri �eld aross a pn juntion,



186 Disussion of the energy-filtered XPEEM imaging of pn juntionsresulting in a shift of the pn juntion. Hene, the highest the extrator voltage, the lessdeviated the photoeletrons by the loal eletrial �eld. On the ontrary, for a onstantextrator voltage, the highest the work funtion di�erene between the two doped zones,the more deviated the partiles.The kineti energy is also an important fator to take into aount: whatever the �eldsstrength, the higher the kineti energy, the less deviated the partiles.The image resulting an be interpreted by loal photoeletron urrent density distribu-tion. The more homogeneous it is, the less the in�uene of the juntion eletri �eld.The point of interest now is to �nd a way to experimentally highlight the presene ofthe lateral eletri �eld due to the built-in potential of the juntion in PEEM imaging.This an be done thanks to the dark �eld imaging tehnique detailed in the next setion.5.3.3 Dark �eld PEEM imaging5.3.3.1 PrinipleThe dark �eld imaging tehnique, based on the restrition of the photoeletron beam, ismore sensitive to the presene of eletri �eld and uses the partial ut-o� of the eletrontrajetories to obtain the distribution of these �elds aross the juntion.

Figure 5.40: Diagram of the image ontrast formation aused by the loal �elds under restrition ofthe eletron beam. a, unde�eted eletron beam; b, de�eted eletron beam due to loal �elds; K, objetplane; L, objetive lens; E, sreen [300℄.The priniple of this tehnique is well desribed by Nepijko et al. [300℄. A ontrastaperture situated in the bak foal plane of the immersion lens an be shifted o�-axis,hene restriting partially the eletron beam.Figure 5.40 represents the shemati diagram of dark �eld imaging in a PEEM: in abseneof eletri �eld oming from the surfae, the photoeletrons are not deviated a) and allthe partiles pass through the diaphragm. On the ontrary, under loal eletri �eld inb), the partiles deviated an be bloked by the ontrast aperture D whih is not enteredon the optial axis. The resulting image on the sreen appears darker than a zone wherethe partiles are not de�eted. This dark ontrast highlights the presene of loal �elds.



SIMION simulations 187This subsetion models the dark �eld phenomena using SIMION simulations. It isimportant to distinguish the in�uene of the photoeletron deviation due to the loaleletrial �eld aross the pn juntion from those due to the sample topography. Wehave hosen to present eletron optial simulations for both fators separately, beforeompleting the setion by simulating the in�uene on partiles under the ombination ofthese two e�ets.5.3.3.2 Dark �eld when only presene of lateral eletri �eldFigure 5.41 presents the SIMION simulations for a npn juntion: the photoeletron ur-rent density on the sreen is plotted for several shifts of 10 µm of the ontrast aperturefrom the optial axis. To better appreiate the deviation of the partiles, their kinetienergy is hosen the lowest: 0.1 eV. Central �gure in dark reminds the ase where theontrast aperture is entered on the optial axis: one reognizes the two wells orrespond-ing to the loalization of both side of the p-doped pattern. The simulation results aresimilar when the ontrast aperture was shifted on the one side from the optial axis a),or when it was shifted on the other side b).The more the ontrast aperture is shifted, the more one juntion side appears brighterwhereas the other seems to disappear. For sample regions where the photoeletron raysare deviated by the loal eletri �eld, some of them are stopped by the ontrast aperture,whih dereases the partiles distribution, hene limiting the urrent density observed.On the other side of the juntion, all the photoeletrons deviated an pass through thePEEM olumn and the urrent density observed on the sreen seems more important.For larger shifts, more than 40 µm, half the order of magnitude of the ontrast aperturediameter, the darkening ours not only on the depletion zone on one side of the juntion:the totality of the photoeletron density indeed dereases, this is why the distribution onthe sreen seems nearly nil.5.3.3.3 In�uene of topographyThe loal eletrostati miro�elds appearing aross a pn juntion due to a potential varia-tion through the depletion zone are not the only e�et to onsider: it is also important toonsider miro�elds reated by the topography of the sample surfae. These miro�eldsan deviate the partiles with low kineti energy, in the same way as the miro�eldsoming from the eletrial ontrast, as presented by Siegrist et al. [130℄. The eletronspassing through this miro�eld region are deviated, hene reating several areas withhigher or lower eletron urrent density in the image plane. The surfae roughness of thesample thus leads to a topographial image ontrast whih an be onsidered equivalentto a smooth surfae with an eletri potential distribution.In the next subsetion, the ontrast indued by topography is simulated to understandin whih proportions it an have a role on dark �eld imaging, ompared to the eletrialontrast. Figure 5.42 validates the PEEM model used when simulating a sample whosesurfae is not �at, but omposed by a step of 1 µm height, from left to right, �rstly thesimulation of the photoeletron trajetories deviated by the topography, and seondly theurrent density distribution in the image plane: a) orresponds to Nepijko's results, andb) our simulation results. Sine these simulations are both realized onsidering a PEEM
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Figure 5.41: Case of a npn juntion. Intensity distribution on the sreen for dark �eld imaging fordi�erent CA shifts: a) negative and b) positive. Inset: Sample simulated with dimensions, and potentialapplied to the npn juntion model. The blak and white drawings are guide line for the CA position.without ontrast aperture, one observes in the viinity of the sample both peak and wellin the urrent distribution, harateristi of the presene of loal �elds.
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Figure 5.42: Trajetory distribution and intensity distribution simulated on the sreen in a) NepijkoPEEM model [129℄ and in b) our NanoESCA model to on�rm its validity.Without lateral eletri �eld - Simulations The situation of a geometrial step of1 µm height on a smooth surfae has already been studied by both omputer simulationand analytial theory by Nepijko et al. [129℄. The step height used here is the sameorder of magnitude than the one whih an be enountered on our samples presentedin hapter 3. SSRM shows indeed a topography at the juntion between the two dopedregions whih an attain 70 nm. No voltage is applied to the sample eletrodes formingthe juntion. The photoeletron kineti energy is hosen to be still 0.1 eV to allow theomparison with �gure 5.41.A hange in the brightness due to redistribution of the eletron urrent density againours, as seen in �gure 5.43. A shift of the ontrast aperture within the bakfoal planeof the immersion lens highlights the topography in�uene on the photoeletron deviationon one side of the raised pattern.The simulations when shifting the diaphragm towards the other diretion ould havebeen presented, but they orrespond to the same symmetrial results as those presentedin �gure 5.41. For reasons of larity, we have hosen to simplify the �gure.In onlusion, within this simulation model, a sample without voltage ontrast but to-pography infers the same in�uene on the photoeletron trajetories than a �at samplewith eletri �eld. When realizing dark �eld imaging with PEEM the results are quitesimilar. In a real ase, one has to onsider both ontrasts: topographial and eletrialone. Next subsetion shows what kind of results one an expets from dark �eld imaging
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Figure 5.43: Intensity distribution simulated on the sreen for dark �eld imaging and di�erent CAshifts ∆. Inset: Sample simulated with dimensions, topography, and potential applied to the model. Theblak and white drawings are guide line for the CA position.With lateral eletri �eld - Simulations This subsetion shows the simulationsthe most realisti of miro�elds whih interfere with the photoeletrons emitted fromthe sample surfae. It takes into aount not only the eletri topography present at apn juntion, but also the physial topography of the sample. The results onern pho-toemitted eletrons with a kineti energy of 0.1 eV and transmitted through the PEEMolumn. The point of interest is the distribution of these partiles on the image planewhen onsidering dark �eld imaging.



SIMION simulations 191The data simulated looks like the ones already obtained in previous setions 5.3.3.2and 5.3.3.3 when shifting the ontrast aperture o�-axis. To avoid repetition, the onlygraph presented in this setion on �gure 5.44 ompares the eletron urrent density de-pending on the origin of the eletri �eld in two ases: a) with a entered ontrastaperture, and b) with a ontrast aperture having a ertain shift, hosen to be half itsdiameter, i.e. ± 30 µm.

Figure 5.44: In�uene of topography on PEEM imaging, for ases of eletri topography alone, lateralone alone, and the both ombined with: a) CA entered and b) CA shifted by ∆=± 30 µm.What appears is that the three possibilities of the origin of photoeletron deviation,either eletri topography alone, physial one, or both, give a similar results. The di�er-ene is only the well width whih inreases: it is at its maximum for the whole topographyin�uene, eletri and physial one. Indeed, the ombined e�et deviates more the pho-toeletrons by more than the sum of the deviations alulated separately.Given the simulation onditions, the physial topography of 70 nm has the lowestin�uene on the partile trajetories, followed by the eletri topography of 1 V due tothe juntion built-in voltage, the highest e�et being due to the two topographies boundtogether.



192 Disussion of the energy-filtered XPEEM imaging of pn juntionsWithout lateral eletri �eld - Experiments These simulations lead to the on-lusion that when realizing dark �eld imaging on real onditions, it is impossible todetermine the origin of the photoeletron urrent density perturbation more preisely.Thus, observing our silion doped samples at threshold, we are just able to visualize thepresene of these two �elds whih hange the signal from a side of the juntion to theother depending on the ontrast aperture shift and diretion. The edges of our patternsare preferentially darkened, as an be seen on �gure 5.45: those from the left, when theontrast aperture is shifted towards negative values (-49 µm), and the right ones, whenthe shift is positive (+48 µm). The graph in this �gure well presents the di�erene, andabove all, the omplementarity in dark �eld imaging between these two ontrast aperturepositions.

Figure 5.45: Dark �eld imaging on P+/N sample at threshold with a photon soure of 128.9 eV. Theintensity pro�le aross the lines is represented on the graph.We have aquired indeed three images:
• a �rst image with a ontrast aperture well entered on the optial axis,
• two other images with a ontrast aperture shifted symmetrially on eah side of theoptial axis.From these images, we have extrated the intensity pro�le aross a line ut, for eahposition of the ontrast aperture. The absene of peak orresponds to pattern edgeswhere the presene of lateral eletri �eld is veri�ed. Combining the two pro�les helps indetermining the omplete pro�le of the pattern, as obtained when the ontrast aperture iswell entered on the optial axis. This means that the dark �eld images helps is loalizingthe position of these eletrial �elds, without distortion.To �nish this setion, we have hosen to show in �gure 5.46 a more omplete setof dark �eld images obtained in synhrotron environment on P+/P sample, for the twophoton energies 700.3 eV and 128.9 eV.
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Figure 5.46: Dark �eld imaging on passivated P+/P sample at threshold with a photon soure of a)700.3 eV and b) 128.9 eV.
• At 128.9 eV, the ontrast on the edges is more pronouned than at 700.3 eV. Wean dedue that the seondary eletrons photoemitted from the �rst atomi layersof the sample are sensitive to the ombination of the �elds reated by both thesample roughness and the eletrial �elds aross the juntion. It may be linked tothe ontribution eletron-hole pairs oming from deeper in the sample, whih aremore numerous at 128.9 eV than at 700.3 eV.
• With a photon energy of 700.3 eV, eletrons ome from deeper in the sample. Theintensities are lower, but the e�et of loal �elds de�eting the partiles trajetoriesis still present.5.3.4 ConlusionSIMION simulations are well adapted to understand the image formation within a PEEMolumn. Contrast in PEEM imaging is due to the redistribution of the photoeletron den-sity due to a shift of the partile trajetories emitted from the sample surfae with verylow kineti energy and in�uened by the loal eletri �eld aross a pn juntion.The two �rst parts of this setion were dediated to the origin of the ontrast forma-tion in a PEEM olumn with a ontrast aperture, and its validation. This has been doneon a pn juntion model in 1D. When fousing on pn juntion imaging, one has to take intoaount di�erent fators that in�uene the photoeletron trajetories: the extrator �eldvoltage and the photoeletron kineti energy. The higher the partiles kineti energy, the



194 Disussion of the energy-filtered XPEEM imaging of pn juntionsless deviated sine they will be less in�uened by the loal eletri �eld. On the same way,the stronger the extrator eletri �eld, the less deviated the partiles sine this latterompensates the lateral deviation of the eletrial �eld due to the juntion. For thesereasons, the true position of the juntion is unknown. These onlusions have been ob-tained by simulations, in good agreement with examples taken from experimental results.PEEM an be utilized for visualizing the distribution of eletri �eld aross the jun-tion thanks to dark �eld imaging. This tehnique is based on the priniple of shiftingthe ontrast aperture towards two symetrial diretions relative to the optial axis of thePEEM olumn to stop the photoeletrons de�eted by the loal eletrial �eld, so thatthe juntion image will be modi�ed. Though this dark �eld imaging helps in highlightingphotoeletron deviations due to miroloal �elds, it is not possible to learly distinguishthe physial or eletri origin of these �elds. When onsidering pn juntions, dark �eldhelps in indiretly loalizing the physial juntion.5.4 ConlusionEnergy �ltered XPEEM appears to be a powerful tool for ontrast imaging at thresh-old. We have shown that ontrast between two doped zones is enhaned when observingpassivated samples. Sine the ontrast is in�uened not only by the seondary eletrondistribution, but also by the di�erene in threshold between the two doped zones, we annot dedue that one doping is brighter than another when varying the photon energywhen aquiring energy-�ltered image series. However, we also have studied ontrast evo-lution for two silion doped zones P+ and N+ using as referene the intensity of the Psubstrate, and integrating the ontrast at threshold. We have just determined that theontrast between the P+ zone and the P substrate was higher than the one between theN+ zone and the same subtrate, whatever the photon energy onsidered.In a seond part we have foused on the ontrast obtained on N+/P sample, sine, atriple ontrast appears on image series aquired at threshold whatever the photon energyonsidered: the losed doped zone presents a ontrast di�erent from the open zone, rel-ative to the substrate. We have performed ore-level analysis, and have determined thework-funtion mapping of this sample. The same observations were done on a sample fab-riated by implantation, with lose N+/P doping onentrations than those of the N+/Psample fabriated by loalized epitaxy to hek that it was not a problem of fabriationproess.We have also observed this triple ontrast with exitation soure of di�erent nature, ionsby FIB and eletrons by SEM. KFM measurement performed have shown that the po-tential variations observed in the work-funtion mapping with image series aquired byPEEM were not artifats: we still observe an inversion in the work funtions values, theN+ zone one being higher than the P one. Moreover, the N+ work funtion of the losedzone is always higher of 0.1 eV than the large N+ zone. ToF SIMS analysis have shownthe homogeneity between the open and the losed N+ doped zones in terms of dopingonentration. All these analysis have allowed us to onsider the origin of this tripleontrast to be due to harging e�et in the N+ zone, sine one has to onsider this zone



Conlusion 195isolated from the substrate by the depletion zone surrounding the pattern.Last part has shown that the photoeletrons emitted from the sample surfae aredeviated by the loal lateral eletri �eld existing aross a pn juntion. Thus, whenimaging silion doped pattern, one has to take into aount the in�uene of the devieitself on PEEM imaging: we are not able to determine the real position of the juntion.Several fators an improve the aquisition onditions, speially an inrease of the extra-tor voltage and imaging photoeletrons at high kineti energies. Regarding the sampleitself, a low di�erene of work funtion between the two doped zones indues less in�u-ene on the partiles trajetories. All these observations have been obtained by SIMIONsimulations, and on�rmed by experimental data observed in the several ases onsidered.Studying devies suh as pn juntion presenting loal lateral eletri �eld remainsa problem to determine aurately the loalization of the juntion, sine the partilestrajetory is strongly in�uened by the eletri �elds in their viinity. However, we haveused this e�et to determine qualitatively the presene of loal �elds on our samplessurfae thanks to dark �eld imaging applied to the PEEM tehnique. An improvementof this study ould have been to quantitatively haraterize these �elds: Nepijko et al.have studied the relation between the shift of eletrons due to loal eletri �elds and theurrent density distribution [122, 300℄. They interpret in this way the theory of ontrastformation to extrat qualitative distribution of eletri �elds from true images aquiredwith PEEM. The omputer simulations are proessed onsidering an analytial modelbased on an eletron emission mirosope without ontrast aperture.Sine the NanoESCA on�guration does not allow the appliation of a bias voltage on thesample surfae, we annot estimate the distribution of the eletri �elds strength in theway desribed by Nepijko [300℄ and Giesen [135℄. However, studying the redistributionin intensity from analysis of photoemission image series, we should be able to determinethe mirosopi distribution of surfae potential between two doped zones.



196 Disussion of the energy-filtered XPEEM imaging of pn juntions



Conlusion and outlooksThis thesis addresses the problem of spatially resolved spetrosopi imaging of model sys-tems semiondutor devies, planar silion pn juntions, using energy �ltered X-ray pho-toeletron emission mirosopy (XPEEM). In the light of inreasing demands on devieperformane at all sales (as spei�ed, for example, in the ITRS - the International Teh-nology Roadmap for Semiondutors) there is an ever inreasing need for non-destrutive,spatially resolved analysis tools. Energy-�ltered PEEM, ombining dea-nanometri spa-tial resolution with full spetrosopi sensitivity may be very omplementary to otherexisting methods (holographi TEM, SEM and near-�eld tehniques). In partiular thesensitivity of the photoeletron emission, and thus the ontrast in PEEM imaging, to theeletroni and hemial states of the surfae and near surfae region, makes it ideal forthe study of devies like patterned silion pn juntions. The depletion width on eitherside of the juntion varies from a few nm to mirons as a funtion of the doping levelwhih is preisely the spatial resolution overed by PEEM, making it an ideal tehniquefor imaging. However, in this ontext, understanding role of the built-in lateral eletri�eld aross a pn juntion in PEEM imaging is a major hallenge.The di�erent ontributions to the PEEM ontrast observed at a pn juntion havebeen identi�ed and desribed. Generally, the traditional method and proess used forreating doped patterns an ondition the surfae eletroni states. Sanning eletronand atomi fore mirosopy have shown that ion implantation through a mask an leadto ill-de�ned juntions on the sensitivity level of spatially resolved photoemission andimportant physial topography. Ion implantation indued damage an also ondition thee�etive doping level obtained. For these reasons loalized epitaxial growth, performed insix tehnologial steps in pre-ethed pits and hannels to form highly P+ and N+ dopedpatterns on either P or N substrates, was preferred and haraterized.The e�etive doping levels obtained using standard lean room tehniques showed depthpro�les with signi�ant variations from the nominal doping values. In fat, standardtehniques fail to produe homogeneous doping up to the sample surfae, in partiularfor high doping levels. Variations of half a deade for the patterns (N+ and P+ doping)and two deades for N doping (P doping onentration ould not be reliably determinedfor sensitivity reasons) were measured. Thus, the doping levels used for the interpretationof the XPEEM results were those determined using SIMS.The native oxide over the silion surfae is dependent on both doping type and level.Band bending at the oxide/silion interfae masks to a large extent the band line-upat the juntion. In order to isolate and identify the role of the built-in eletri �eld atthe juntion on the PEEM ontrast, we have developed a three step passivation protool197



198 Conlusion and outlookswhih an yield a surfae eletronially lose to �at band onditions. First, the nativeoxide is suitably ethed, then a hemial oxide is grown, forming a sharper interfae withthe silion, �nally this hemial oxide is ethed leaving a surfae with a higher degreeof passivation. However, even this optimized proess, following haraterization on fullwafers by X-ray photoeletron spetrosopy (XPS), is sample and laboratory dependent.In the Si 2p ore-level spetra, a pronouned shoulder at lower binding energy was foundon all samples. This was tentatively assigned to the so-alled S1 and S2 states of silionatoms reported in the literature of mainly (but not exlusively) reonstruted Si(100)surfaes studied by high-resolution photoeletron spetrosopy. A third surfae state, S3,at high binding energies is also observed. The true origins of suh a omponent, how-ever, are still matter of debate and various interpretations are suggested, inluding dimersurfae states and dangling bonds. We learly observe variations in the passivation asa funtion of the doping type and level, and there is evidene that from one hemistrylaboratory to another the passivation e�ieny varies.Under photon irradiation, the reation of eletron-hole pairs leads to a surfae photo-voltage (SPV) whih always ats to redue the band bending. The SPV depends on thephoton intensity and the e�etive mass and type of harge arriers. The magnitude ofthe SPV therefore hanges under laboratory X-ray irradiation and synhrotron radiationand, onsequently, must be taken into aount when interpreting photoemission results.We have therefore studied the silion patterns with PEEM using three di�erent pho-ton energies (1486.7 eV, 700.3 eV and 128.9 eV) providing three di�erent probing depths:8.8 nm, 4.8 nm and 2.3 nm, respetively. It is preferable in PEEM imaging to havestrutures in both dimensions on the sample surfae in order to optimize alignment.Thus although the ustomized samples presented arrays of doped patterns we have usedmainly the numerial labels, done with the same mask sine they provide pn juntionswith a variety of orientations within the PEEM �eld of view.XPEEM imaging of the work funtion and Si 2p ore levels, as well as Si 2p and va-lene band miro-spetrosopy have been arried out with both laboratory photon souresand synhrotron radiation. The lower photon intensity in laboratory onditions allowsa preise determination of the eletroni levels as a funtion of doping, although theenergy resolution is lower than that obtained using more intense synhrotron radiation.Spetromirosopy with seondary eletrons enabled us to generate work funtion mapsof the doped silion patterns by a pixel-to-pixel �tting of the photoemission threshold.We on�rm the overall eletroni struture expeted from the measured doping levels,the deviations from the theoretially expeted results are disussed mainly in the light ofpossible residual band bending. A systemati sample-dependent work funtion ontrastbehaviour is observed in the lose doped zones : for both P+/P and P+/N samples, bothlose and opened zones had the same work funtion ; however, in the partiular ase ofthe N+/P sample, the work funtion of the lose zone is higher than in the opened zone,yielding a 'triple ontrast' in the image.We show that the ontrast observed in ore level laboratory XPEEM an be prinipallyattributed to the energy levels of the silion surfae atoms. From a quantitative pointof view, we observed sample-dependent di�erenes of the measured work funtion with



199respet to the expeted value determined from the doping level measured by SIMS at adepth of 3 nm and for �at band onditions. With laboratory exitation, the di�erenesare minimal for N doping, but are in the 0.8-1 eV range for both P and P+ doping.Therefore, for the patterned zones with high N and P doping, �at band onditions arenot reahed. Defetive silion surfae states evidened from the �tting of the Si 2p orelevel miro-spetra, are present in proportions depending on both the sample and thepattern/substrate zone (between 13% and nearly 50% the Si0 intensity). However, itremains di�ult to make a systemati quantitative orrelation to relate the magnitudeof the band bending and the overall quantity of defet states.Any pn juntion has a built-in eletri �eld due to the band line-up aross the juntion.The built-in �elds in our juntions have been evaluated using numerial omputations.These values an then be used as input to numerial simulations of the PEEM ontrastto be expeted from a simple pn juntion array. The simulations have been done usingthe SIMION pakage. A basi PEEM olumn is simulated with, notably, the inlusion ofa ontrast aperture in the foal plane. The e�etive eletron emission angle is determinedby the vetor sum of the orthogonal extrator and the built-in lateral �elds. In order toidentify the spei� ontribution of the lateral �eld, the ontrast indued by the energyposition of the eletron emission on either side of the juntion is not taken into aount.A semi-quantitative omparison of this eletrial topography with the experimental re-sults obtained in threshold PEEM is presented. The model on�rms the observed ex-perimental tendenies. The lateral �eld shifts the apparent position of the juntion inPEEM. This shift depends on the photoeletron kineti energy. Dark �eld imaging ofthe juntion has also been simulated. Comparison with the experimental results showsthat it an be used to loalize the real juntion position by measuring the deviation ofthe emergent eletron beams.Miron-sized heavily doped n-type losed domains surrounded by a p-type substrate(N+/P sample) show an unusual triple ontrast, on�rmed by SEM and SSRM measure-ments. We show experimentally that it is not due to doping variations during epitaxybut may be explained by analogy with a diode, reated by the thin oxide wall observedin the ethed trenhes used for patterning. Thus the �nite n-type region harges underthe photon beam illumination. Short-iruiting the losed and open regions removes thee�et.Three potential axes of researh emerge from this work.
• Firstly, the hitherto used doping and passivation proedures do not neessarilyprodue sample surfaes ompatible with surfae analysis tehniques suh as pho-toeletron spetrosopy. Given the demand for devie performane optimization, itappears neessary to dediate onsiderable e�orts in understanding the �ner ultra-surfae mehanisms of passivation, partiularly for higher doping levels.
• Seondly, the modeling of PEEM ontrast over pn juntions is only in its infanyand also orresponds to atual trends as seen from the reent literature. Highresolution experimental PEEM analysis, using established protools, suh as thosein the patented method developed during this thesis, require a theoretial under-standing in order to enable reliable data interpretation. The next step is to inlude



200 Conlusion and outlooksontrast due to the initial state eletroni energy levels in the simulated ontrasts.
• Thirdly, the behaviour of highly n-doped miron sale patterns as diodes potentiallypaves the way to appliations, and is worth pursuing both from a fundamental andtehnologial point of view.Finally, an interesting way of pursuing this work is to extend the experimental methodto pn juntions fabriated in individual semidonduting nanostrutures suh as nanowires,as these latter are beoming widely studied due to their potential appliations in devies.The di�ulty in obtaining fully onsistent results using both laboratory soures andsynhrotron radiation underlines the extent to whih XPEEM is a surfae siene teh-nique. The ombination of laboratory based PEEM and synhrotron radiation extendsonsiderably the depth sensitivity, spatial and spetrosopi resolutions available. Samplestandards suitable for bulk sensitive analysis may not be su�iently stringent to permitreproduible PEEM measurements. On the other hand, it is preisely this extreme surfaesensitivity whih may allow some analytial breakthroughs in the further optimizationof silion-based and other semiondutor tehnologies. PEEM is not, as yet, suitablefor in-line haraterization, however, it appears neessary for indispensable high qualityo�-line studies using various tehniques in a omplementary way.
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202 Résumé6.1 IntrodutionCette thèse porte sur l'analyse de motifs de siliium dopé, sous forme de jontionspn planaires, à l'aide d'un mirosope à émission de photoéletrons �ltré en énergie(XPEEM). Elle se onentre sur deux aspets prinipaux :
• Caratérisation életrique et himique de es motifs en fontion de l'état de surfae.
• In�uene des éhantillons sur les onditions d'imagerie PEEM.Une nouvelle génération de mirosopes à émission de photoéletrons �ltrés en énergiea été utilisée pour la aratérisation de es dispositifs, à la fois en laboratoire et en en-vironnement synhrotron. La omplémentarité en terme de gamme d'énergie aessible,grâe à une brillante soure X de laboratoire d'une part, et au rayonnement synhrotrond'autre part, nous a permis d'améliorer notre ompréhension des jontions pn. Utilisantune imagerie életronique de surfae plein-hamp, et instrument mesure diretement, enfontion des types de dopage et de la onentration de part de d'autre de la jontion,mais également en fontion de l'état de surfae des éhantillons étudiés, les variationsspatiales du travail de sortie, des niveaux életroniques de ÷ur et des états de valene.Tout d'abord, nous avons onçu, produit et aratérisé une série de jontions pnplanaires, a�n de sonder les niveaux életroniques de part et d'autre de la jontion, auniveau de la zone de déplétion. Cependant, la présene d'un oxyde natif à la surfaedes éhantillons empêhant une analyse en onditions de bandes plates, nous avons aupréalable optimisé un protoole de passivation a�n de remédier à e problème.La seonde partie de notre étude est dédiée aux onditions d'imagerie elles-mêmes,ar observer des strutures telles que les jontions pn néessite de prendre en ompteleur in�uene sur l'imagerie 2D des dopants en XPEEM. Nous nous intéressons ainsiplus partiulièrement au hamp életrique latéral présent au niveau des jontions pnqui dévie les trajetoires des photoéletrons émis de la surfae, altérant les mesures derésolution latérale en imagerie PEEM. A�n de mieux omprendre son in�uene ainsi queelle d'autres fateurs, nous illustrons les simulations par des résultats expérimentaux.6.2 Positionnement de la tehnique XPEEM dans laaratérisation 2D de dopantsAlors que l'industrie de la miroéletronique s'applique à onevoir des dispositifs de plusen plus performants, un besoin de aratérisation életrique et himique à di�érenteséhelles se développe : on souhaite pouvoir observer des strutures sur plusieurs mirons(systèmes HFET pour les appliations de puissane, miro-systèmes) mais égalementdesendre à quelques nanomètres (transistors CMOS pour le noeud 22 nm). Il est ainsinéessaire de développer des tehniques de aratérisation omplémentaires pour satisfairees di�érents besoins : elles doivent être apables non seulement d'imager les distributionsdes dopants, mais également de pouvoir fournir une analyse quantitative de es derniersà partir du ontraste obtenu. Il est ainsi important d'avoir une bonne ompréhension



Positionnement de la tehnique XPEEM dans la aratérisation 2D de dopants 203des méanismes de ontraste lorsqu'on herhe à déterminer une mesure quantitative duontraste obtenu sur des semi-onduteurs dopés.La jontion pn est une bonne struture de base pour valider les interprétations du on-traste en imagerie et nous nous sommes foalisés sur ette dernière pour notre étude.Di�érentes tehniques d'analyse sont dédiées à la artographie 2D des dopants etregroupent des méthodes très variées qui peuvent être lassées en fontion du type desonde utilisée [16℄ :
• Les tehniques de faiseaux d'ions, telles que la spetrométrie de masse SIMS etl'imagerie ToF-SIMS.
• Les tehniques de hamp prohe, parmi elles les mirosopies KFM, SCM et SSRM.
• Les tehniques de mirosopie életronique telles que le mirosope életronique àbalayage (MEB) et l'holographie életronique.
• Les tehniques de mirosopie ionique type sonde atomique.
• Les tehniques basées sur la mirosopie de photoémission, omme le SPEM et lePEEM.Nous avons mis en avant les omplémentarités entre es di�érentes tehniques entermes de préparation d'éhantillon, résolution latérale, apaités de quanti�ation desdopants, gamme de sensibilité aux onentrations de dopants et sensibilité en profondeurde l'analyse.Parmi les tehniques de mirosopie életronique, la méthode basée sur l'utilisationd'une olonne de mirosope à émission de photoéletrons (PEEM) est partiulièrementintéressante grâe à sa grande sensibilité de surfae et grâe aux méanismes de on-traste spéi�ques qu'elle est apable d'étudier, tel le ontraste de travail de sortie. Nousavons onstaté au ours d'une étude bibliographique que les expérienes menées surl'interprétation du ontraste en imagerie PEEM sur des éhantillons de siliium depuisune dizaine d'années étaient limitées à ause d'une absene de �ltrage en énergie sur lesinstruments, et de l'utilisation de soures souvent réduites à l'ultraviolet basse énergie.De plus, nous avons vu que le ontr�le de l'état de surfae des éhantillons est égalementimportant, et qu'il est préférable d'éviter un oxyde natif en surfae ou une ontaminationarbonnée. Nous avons onlu qu'une étude en imagerie spetrosopique, 'est-à-dire �l-trée en énergie, était néessaire pour mieux omprendre les méanismes de ontraste surdes motifs de siliium dopés.La partiularité de notre étude est ainsi l'utilisation de tehnique XPEEM �ltrée en én-ergie, qui orrespond à de la spetrosopie de photoéletrons (XPS) résolue spatialement.Combiné à l'utilisation de soures X à haute énergie de photons, plus partiulièrementune soure X à haute énergie de photon, et le rayonnement synhrotron, notre instru-ment est en mesure d'imager le ontraste orrespondant aux vrais életrons seondaires,en évitant l'in�uene de transitions indiretes. Son système de �ltrage en énergie permetd'aquérir des informations spetrosopiques de la surfae de l'éhantillon pour toutes les



204 Résumégammes d'énergie de photoéletrons (niveau de ÷ur et bande de valene). Nous pouvonsdon étudier le ontraste obtenu sur des jontions pn en fontion de la position en énergierelative des niveaux életroniques étudiés.6.3 XPEEM �ltré en énergie : le NanoESCA6.3.1 PrinipeCet instrument de dernière génération est omposé tout d'abord d'une olonne életron-ique (le PEEM), onstituée de lentilles életrostatiques et d'une ouverture de ontrasteplaée dans le plan foal image de la lentille objetif. L'éhantillon est à un potentielprohe de zéro, la lentille d'extration est portée à une haute tension, jusqu'à 15 kV. Ledéteteur, permettant d'obtenir une image de la surfae après grandissement de l'objetdans la olonne PEEM, est omposé de trois éléments : une galette de miroanaux(MCP) pour ampli�er le signal életronique, un éran �uoresent pour onvertir les éle-trons en photons, et une améra CCD qui image l'éran.Le NanoESCA utilise omme �ltre en énergie un analyseur de type hémisphérique. Cedernier se omporte omme un �ltre passe-bande qui permet d'e�etuer une analysePEEM spetrosopique. La �gure 6.1 montre les trois modes d'opération du NanoESCA :imagerie direte non �ltrée (1), spetrosopie loalisée (2) et imagerie �ltrée en énergie(3).

Figure 6.1: a) Représentation shématique des di�érents modes d'opération du NanoESCA [209℄. b)Photographie de l'instrument : 1 et 3 : MCP, 2 : olonne PEEM, 4 : soure X, et 5 : IDEA [201℄.Les életrons dans la olonne PEEM sont à basse énergie inétique, environ 1 keV, equi onfère à l'instrument une transmission importante, même pour les faibles énergiesde passage. Mais la réelle partiularité du NanoESCA est son �ltrage en énergie qui est,non pas basé sur un seul analyseur hémisphérique, mais sur un double analyseur dontles deux hémisphères sont ouplés par une lentille de transfert (IDEA). La symétrie du�ltrage en énergie élimine les aberrations hromatiques et sphériques du système, e quid'une part permet l'emploi de fentes d'entrée et de sortie réduites améliorant la transmis-



XPEEM �ltré en énergie : le NanoESCA 205sion, et d'autre part, réduit les aberrations de l'instrument à elles de la lentille extrateur.Les soures de rayonnement disponibles sur un tel système sont variées : elles peuventaller de l'ultraviolet (UV) (grâe à des soures merure ou deutérium), à l'UV plus lointain(ave des soures He I and He II), en passant par les rayons X (AlKα optimisée enlaboratoire ou faiseau de lumière synhrotron).Ce spetromirosope permet ainsi d'imager :
• la région du seuil de photoémission a�n d'aéder aux variations spatiales du travailde sortie,
• la distribution latérale des espèes et états himiques en présene grâe aux niveauxde ÷ur,
• la artographie des variations spatiales dans la densité d'états, grâe à la région dela bande de valene et du niveau de Fermi.Un hangement de la polarisation de l'éhantillon dans la olonne PEEM permet defaire varier l'énergie inétique (E−EF ) et d'enregistrer une séquene d'images en fontionde l'énergie des életrons seondaires. Cette série d'images se présente sous la forme dedonnées en 3D : I(x,y,E − EF ), omme shématiquement représenté sur la �gure 6.2 a).Il est possible d'extraire des informations au seuil, niveau de ÷ur ou bande de valenepixel par pixel si l'intensité du signal dans l'image est su�sante.

Figure 6.2: a) Représentation 3D de la série d'images aquise : I(x,y,E). b) Contraste en imagerie de÷ur sur la transition Si 2p de zones fortement dopées N sur un substrat dopé P. L'épaisseur d'oxydeest fontion du dopage.La fore de ette tehnique est ainsi d'observer les variations des espèes himiques enprésene à la surfae de notre éhantillon. La �gure 6.2 b) montre ainsi une série d'imagesaquises au niveau de ÷ur 2p du siliium de surfaes dopées N+ sur un substrat dopé P.Ces images ont été aquises au synhrotron ave une énergie de photons de 160 eV. Desmirospetres ont été extraits de la série d'images sur les deux types de dopage.On note ainsi une variation de la forme du spetre Si 2p en fontion du type de dopage :



206 Résumébien que présentant une omposante oxyde similaire située vers les hautes énergies deliaisons, le pi Si0 est très di�érent selon le dopage P (rouge) ou le dopage N+ (vert). Deplus, le ontraste visible en imagerie sur les zones dopées se traduit par une variation auniveau de l'intensité du pi Si0 : le spetromirosope permet de déterminer les variationsd'épaisseur d'oxyde au niveau des zones dopées. Le signal Si0 étant plus atténué sur lazone P que sur la zone N+, l'oxyde y est plus épais.6.3.2 Optimisation des onditions d'imagerie et mesure de réso-lution latéraleUn premier travail de ette thèse a onsisté à optimiser les onditions d'imagerie, pluspartiulièrement au niveau de la orretion d'astigmatisme de la olonne PEEM. Il adonné lieu au dép�t d'un brevet et a également permis d'obtenir des mesures de résolutionlatérale au niveau de ÷ur ave une soure X de laboratoire à l'état de l'art. Un protoolede prétraitement des images pour enlever les bruits dus aux défauts du apteur (pixelshauds, o�set, non uniformité du CCD) a été mis en plae a�n d'améliorer la qualité del'information obtenue.Grâe au prétraitement des images, nous avons ainsi pu augmenter le rapport signalsur bruit de séries d'images aquises sur une struture de Si/SiGe épitaxié, observée enoupe au niveau 2p3/2 du germanium. Après orretion du bruit de fond de Shirley, nousavons obtenu une image XPS du niveau de ÷ur Ge2p3/2, présenté en �gure 6.3 (soureX monohromatique à 1486.7 eV). Nous avons ainsi atteint une résolution latérale à l'étatde l'art mondial : (477± 110) nm ave une résolution en énergie de 0.56 eV [221, 235℄.

Figure 6.3: Couhes épitaxiées de Si/SiGe observées en oupe a) au seuil et b) à l'énergie de ÷ur266.4 eV, orrigée du bruit de fond de photoémission. Enart : pro�l d'intensité extrait de la régionenadrée dans l'image et �t obtenu à partir d'une fontion erreur omplémentaire [221℄.



Etude de motifs de siliium dopés 2076.4 Etude de motifs de siliium dopés6.4.1 Fabriation des éhantillonsA�n de aratériser au mieux les jontions pn par spetromirosopie, nous avons faitréaliser spéialement un lot d'éhantillons dans les salles blanhes du LETI. Les ritèresde hoix tehnologiques ont été pensés a�n de répondre au mieux aux besoins de ettethèse. Nous avons ainsi privilégié un dopage par épitaxie loalisée ne néessitant pas dehautes températures a�n d'éviter le maximum de di�usion des dopants au niveau de lajontion.Quatre ombinaisons de dopants, représentées shématiquement sur la �gure 6.4, ont étéréalisées. Seulement trois seront étudiées par la suite et nommées: P+/P, N+/P et P+/N.

Figure 6.4: Présentation des di�érents éhantillons réés dans e lot de plaques : P+/P, N+/P,N+/N, P+/N.La mesure de onentration des dopants a été extraite de pro�ls SIMS à 3 nm sousla surfae, e qui orrespond à une intensité dans le spetre XPS émise par 65% dusignal d'intérêt pris à un angle de olletion de 90◦. Nous avons par la suite utilisé esvaleurs pour déterminer quantitativement la ourbure de bande résiduelle des donnéesspetrosopiques aquises.Une topographie résiduelle de la surfae des éhantillons a été mesurée par AFM : unemarhe au niveau de la jontion de hauteur omprise entre 20 nm et 75 nm a été trouvéeen fontion de l'éhantillon onsidéré.La partiularité de es éhantillons réside dans les hamps életriques latéraux :
• Deux éhantillons P+/P et N+/P présentent des zones de déplétion de largeur im-portante (environ 500 nm) et un hamp életrique latéral maximal au niveau de ettejontion omparables, respetivement environ 3.26 kV.mm−1 et 3.29 kV.mm−1.
• Un éhantillon, P+/N qui présente une zone de déplétion beauoup plus étroite(50 nm) e qui entraîne une valeur maximale du hamp életrique latéral au niveaude ette jontion dix fois plus importante (41.7 kV.mm−1).



208 RésuméNous présentons par la suite les résultats obtenus ave deux jeux de trois éhantil-lons, les premiers en laboratoire et les seonds au synhrotron. Ces études ombinentdes résultats obtenus ave une soure X à 1486.7 eV d'énergie de photons, et ave unrayonnement synhrotron à deux énergies : 128.9 eV et 700.3 eV (après alibration sur unéhantillon d'argent). Les profondeurs sondées à es di�érentes énergies sont résuméesdans le tableau 6.1. Energie de photons Profondeur sondée(eV) (nm)128.9 2.3700.3 4.81486.7 8.8Table 6.1: Profondeurs sondées en fontion de l'énergie de photons utilisée.6.4.2 Préparation des surfaes : passivation des éhantillonsA�n de déterminer l'alignement des bandes au niveau de la jontion pn, il faut auparavants'a�ranhir d'une ourbure de bande existante à l'interfae surfae de l'éhantillon/oxydenatif dû à la présene d'états de surfae, omme représenté sur la �gure 6.5 a�n de serapproher de onditions de bandes plates.

Figure 6.5: Courbure de bande en 3D représentée shématiquement dans deux plans, respetivement(x,y) et (z) [222℄.Une passivation des éhantillons par aide �uoridrique (HF) est ainsi néessaire [244,247, 250℄. Nous avons hoisi un mélange de gravure BOE omposé de HF à 49% et de�uorure d'ammonium NH4F à 40% dans les proportions 1:7. Le protoole de traitementhoisi est elui proposé par Higashi et al. [251, 257℄. Il a été optimisé au ours de ettethèse et omporte trois étapes :
• Dégraissage de l'éhantillon par thrihloréthylène,
• Gravure/oxidation himique de la surfae par yles de HF et de solution piranha(H2SO4 à 96% et H2O2 à 30% dans les proportions 2/3-1/3) hau�ée à 135◦C,
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• Gravure �nale ave solution BOE.Nous avons aratérisé de façon approfondie la qualité de la passivation réalisée surnos éhantillons. Pour e faire, nous avons étudié des éhantillons de siliium dopé pleineplaque ave un instrument permettant de réaliser des mesures spetrosopiques résoluesen angle. Ces éhantillons ont été fabriqués par épitaxie loalisée, ave des onentra-tions de dopants prohes des valeurs obtenues sur les éhantillons présentant des motifs,omme vu en setion 3.2.1.1.Avant passivation, nous avons mesuré un oxyde natif à la surfae de es éhantillonspleine plaque, dont l'épaisseur était omprise entre 1.15 nm et 1.8 nm (en prenant uneinertitude sur la mesure orrespondant à elle du libre parours moyen des photoéle-trons dans le siliium de 20 %).Après passivation, des spetres Si 2p aquis à di�érentes zones de la surfae ont montréune homogénéité globale du proédé. De plus, même pour des onditions d'aquisitionsensibles à la surfae (pour un angle de olletion de 15◦, orrespondant à une profondeursondée de 2.3 nm), auun pi d'oxyde n'est visible.Des mirospetres loaux au niveau de oeur Si 2p ont également été aquis pour unangle de olletion de 90◦, orrespondant à une profondeur sondée de 8.8 nm. Nous noussommes foalisés par la suite sur leur déonvolution.Des analyses FTIR ont on�rmé la présene de liaisons Si-H à la surfae du siliium,e qui nous a permis d'intégrer une omposante dans notre déonvolution du spetre Si2p située à une énergie de liaison 0.44 eV au-dessus de la omposante Si0.La déonvolution du spetre Si 2p présentée en partie gauhe de la �gure 6.6 a égale-ment permis de mettre en évidene une omposante aratéristique de l'état de surfaeaprès passivation, située à une énergie de liaison 0.7 eV inférieure à elle du Si0 et dontde nombreuses observations ont été on�rmées par une étude bibliographique 3.7. Cesétudes ont pour la plupart été réalisées sur des éhantillons de siliium passivé ave unrayonnement synhrotron.Nous pouvons séparer deux ontributions dans les énergies de liaisons inférieures àelles du pi Si0, à savoir S1 (-0.5 eV;-0.7 eV), S2 (-0.2 eV) et une ontribution S3 (+0.2 eV)au-dessus du pi Si0. Nous retiendrons que la litterature donne à es pis des originesvariées, mais toujours impliquant des hangements subtils des premières ouhes de lasurfae de siliium. Nous pouvons iter : des défauts dans la matrie, un réarrangementde la struture du siliium en dimères (symétriques ou assymétriques), des liaisons pen-dantes, des atomes siliium interstiiels, mais également des e�ets dus aux deuxièmes ettroisièmes ouhes sous la surfae.Dans notre étude en laboratoire, nous supposons que la omposante Si∗ observée àSi0-0.7 eV orrespond à S1. Nous ne sommes pas en mesure de résoudre les omposantesS2 et S3 à ause du manque de résolution en énergie de l'expériene. Nous avons on-staté que plus la proportion de Si-H dans le spetre était importante, plus on observaitdes éhantillons dans les onditions prohes des bandes plates. En revanhe, si la pro-portion de Si∗ était importante, on s'en éloignait. Nous n'avons ependant pas été en
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Figure 6.6: Miro-spetres niveau de ÷ur Si 2p sur les zones P+ et N+ aquis sur les éhantillonspleine plaque et les éhantillons présentant des motifs. Les spetres obtenus sur les zones P et N nesont pas présentés ar très similaires à eux des zones fortement dopées.mesure de orréler quantitativement la ourbure de bande résiduelle ave la variation dela porportion de Si-H par rapport à Si∗.Nous avons poursuivi notre étude sur la qualité du proédé de passivation en réal-isant ette fois l'étude sur les éhantillons de siliium à motifs ave le NanoESCA. Cesderniers présentaient avant passivation une épaisseur d'oxyde légèrement inférieure àelle des éhantillons pleine plaque, à savoir dans des valeurs omprises entre 0.66 nm et0.86 nm. Les spetres Si 2p présentés en partie droite de la �gure 6.6 sont très similairesà eux obtenus sur les pleines plaques, 'est-à-dire qu'auune omposante d'oxyde n'estvisible. Cependant, en nous penhant sur la déonvolution de es spetres, nous onsta-tons d'importantes variations de l'intensité relative des omposantes Si-H et S1 dans lespetre Si 2p, e qui suggère une variabilité dans la qualité de la surfae après passivation.De plus, nous avons obtenu des mirospetres niveau de ÷ur Si 2p en utilisant lerayonnement synhrotron à deux énergies. A 128.9 eV, qui orrespond à une analyse



Etude de motifs de siliium dopés 211extrêmement sensible à la surfae (nous onsidérons pour une énergie de photon de 130eV un libre parours moyen des photoéletrons de 0.3 nm) un oxyde résiduel est observé.A 700.3 eV, et oxyde est quasiment indétetable, e qui signi�que la faible épaisseur dee dernier, inférieur à une mono-ouhe. Ainsi, e proédé, même maîtrisé, est trop om-plexe pour être failement reprodutible. Pour les analyses en laboratoire (hν=1486.7 eV)auune omposante d'oxyde n'apparaît alors qu'elle est visible sur les spetres obtenus ensynhrotron: la passivation réalisée dans le laboratoire de himie du synhrotron SOLEILa été moins e�ae que elle en laboratoire.Le proédé de passivation ne permet pas d'atteindre les onditions idéales de bandesplates :
• D'un point de vue himique, e proédé permet de s'a�ranhir de l'oxyde natif à lasurfae de l'éhantillon.
• D'un point de vue életronique, il paraît di�ile de supprimer tous les états desurfae résiduels. Ces derniers sont responsables d'un anrage du niveau de Fermidonnant lieu à une ourbure de bande résiduelle à la surfae du semi-onduteur.6.4.3 Analyse spetromirosopique des éhantillonsNous avons réalisé une étude spetromirosopique omplète de motifs de siliium pas-sivés, en étudiant toutes les gammes d'énergie aessibles ave le NanoESCA, à savoiréletrons seondaires, photoéletrons de ÷ur et de la bande de valene. Nous avonsréalisé ette étude en laboratoire ave une soure X à 1486.7 eV et en utilisant le rayon-nement synhrotron aux énergies 128.9 eV et 700.3 eV.Dans les di�érentes expérienes, les onditions d'aquisition sont restées relativementsimilaires. La plus grande di�érene est au niveau des temps d'aquisition des sériesd'images. Ces paramètres sont présentés dans le tableau 6.2.Paramètres En laboratoire Au synhrotron1486.7 eV 700.3 eV 128.9 eVTension d'extrateur 12 kV 12 kV 12 kVOuverture de ontraste 70 µm 70 µm 70 µmDiamètre hamp de vue 62 µm 62 µm 62 µmEnergie de passage 50 eV 50 eV 50 eVSeuilLargeur fente d'entrée 1 mm 0.5 mm 0.5 mmTemps aquisition et tension MCP 120 s (900 V) 1 s (900 V) 5 s (900 V)Résolution énergétique 0.33 eV 0.1 eV 0.1 eVNiveau de ÷urLargeur fente d'entrée 1 mm 1 mm 1 mmTemps aquisition et tension MCP 600 s (950 V) 120 s (930 V) 60 s (930 V)Résolution énergétique 0.33 eV 0.244 eV 0.202 eVTable 6.2: Conditions générales d'aquisition du NanoESCA en laboratoire et au synhrotron.



212 Résumé6.4.3.1 Analyse spetrosopique omplèteAu seuil La artographie du travail de sortie, obtenue à partir des séries d'imagesorrigées de la dispersion en énergie dans le hamp de vue a été réalisée en laboratoire etau synhrotron. Elle a été obtenue en extrayant pixel par pixel le pro�l d'intensité au seuil,et en déterminant de e dernier une mesure loale du travail de sortie, omme présentéen �gure 6.7 a). De ette artographie, nous traçons l'histogramme des valeurs, visibleen �gure 6.7 b), pour en déduire les valeurs moyennes du travail de sortie des di�érenteszones d'intérêt, dont l'inertitude est donnée par la largeur à mi-hauteur (FWHM) desdi�érents pis.

Figure 6.7: a) Image XPEEM de l'éhantillon P+/P au seuil et mirospetres extraits de di�érenteszones d'intérêt. b) Cartographie du travail de sortie pour l'éhantillon N+/P et histogramme déduit desvaleurs de travail de sortie dans le hamp de vue. (Champ de vue :62 µm)D'un point de vue qualitatif, nous avons tout d'abord observé que les valeurs de travailobtenues étaient dans une gamme réaliste et étroite de valeurs. De plus la artographiedu travail de sortie re�était bien le motif original des strutures observées, e qui nous apermis de valider l'uniformité du dopage au niveau mirosopique.Nous avons onstaté que quelle que soit l'énergie de photon utilisée, le ontraste de tra-vail de sortie obtenu au niveau de la zone fermée (entourée par le substrat) dépendaitdu dopage onsidéré : pour les éhantillons P+/P et P+/N, les zones fortement dopées(respetivement P+ et N+) présentent le même travail de sortie. En revanhe, dans leas de l'éhantillon N+/P, le travail de sortie de la zone ouverte est plus grand que eluide la zone fermée. Ce phénomène, déjà visible sur les images individuelles prises dans lesbasses énergies au seuil est appelé 'triple ontraste' et sera étudié de façon plus appro-fondie dans la partie 6.5.3.D'un point de vue quantitatif, la artographie du travail de sortie nous a permisd'observer des mesures de travail de sortie re�étant une ourbure de bande à l'interfaesemi-onduteur/vide due à des états de surfae résiduels après passivation des éhantil-lons.



Etude de motifs de siliium dopés 213Nous avons observé en laboratoire une bonne orrélation ave e que nous attendions, àsavoir un travail de sortie qui diminue lorsque l'énergie de photons augmente, et pour ledopage P un travail de sortie qui augmente lorsque l'énergie de photons augmente. Leséarts de mesure pour les dopages N sont faibles mais peuvent varier dans une gamme de0.8-1 eV pour les dopages P et P+. Ainsi, nous n'avons pas observé les éhantillons dansles onditions de bandes plates.En utilisant le rayonnement synhrotron, nous avons également trouvé des di�érenesentre les valeurs de travail de sortie mesurées et elles attendues à partir des mesuresde dopage SIMS prises à 3 nm en onditions de bandes plates on�rmant une ourburede bandes résiduelle après passivation. De plus, nous avons noté une di�érene plusimportante pour un �ux de photons faible (à 128.9 eV) que pour un �ux important (à700.3 eV) : nous avons attribué et e�et au photopotentiel de surfae (SPV) qui tend àaplatir la ourbure de bande résiduelle, d'autant plus que le �ux de photons à la surfaede l'éhantillon est important.Analyse niveau de ÷ur et bande de valene Nous avons par la suite réaliséune étude omplète au niveau de ÷ur Si 2p par mirospetrosopie en laboratoire etspetromirosopie au synhrotron.Les spetres aquis en laboratoire sont semblables à eux présentés en partie droite dela �gure 6.6. Ils présentent les omposantes Si-H et S1 dans des proportions très variablesmais sans trae de sous oxyde.Les spetres aquis au synhrotron ont montré des variations en terme d'état de la surfaeaprès passivation : les spetres aquis à 128.9 eV présentent même di�érentes omposantesd'oxyde et de sous-oxydes. De plus, nous avons observé une désoxydation non uniformeen fontion du dopage onsidéré dans le hamp de vue. Les densités d'états de surfaesont ainsi très variables et nous n'observons pas les éhantillons dans des onditions debandes plates.Nous avons réalisé des déonvolutions de es spetres, telles que présentées en �gure 6.8pour lesquelles nous faisons apparaître les trois omposantes S1, S2 et S3 (f tableau 3.7).Nous avons onstaté que les spetres à 128.9 eV étaient moins bien résolus qu'à 700.3 eV :nous relions ette di�érene à la profondeur d'analyse sondée à es deux énergies, et à laproportion relative des omposantes de surfae Si-H, S1, S2 et S3 qui sont en plus grandnombre à 128.9 eV qu'à 700.3 eV. De la même façon, nous avons onstaté que les spetresSi 2p aquis sur le substrat étaient plus résolus que eux aquis sur les zones fortementdopées, à ause de la présene de es mêmes omposantes dans des proportions variées.
• Pour les dopages N, l'énergie de liaison augmente ave l'augmentation de l'énergiede photons.
• Pour les dopages P, l'énergie de liaison diminue ave l'augmentation de l'énergie dephotons.L'extrapolation des seuils de bandes permet de déterminer le maximum de la bandede valene (VBM) en fontion du dopage. Nous avons pu le orréler ave les résultatsobtenus sur les niveaux de ÷ur Si 2p. Nous avons observé le omportement suivant :
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Figure 6.8: Déonvolution des spetres Si 2p obtenus à deux énergies de photons.
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• Pour les dopages N, le VBM augmente ave l'augmentation de l'énergie de photons.
• Pour les dopages P, le VBM diminue ave l'augmentation de l'énergie de photons.Cependant, nous n'avons pas pu relier quantitativement les éart de ourbure de bandemesurés et les proportions relatives mesurées des éléments S1, S2 et S3.6.4.4 Contraste en XPEEM en imagerie niveau de ÷ur sur piSi 2pNous avons réalisé des séries d'images niveau de ÷ur sur haque éhantillon en labo-ratoire et en environnement synhrotron. Nous nous sommes foalisés sur le pi Si 2pentre 98 eV et 101.5 eV, sans prendre en ompte les omposantes aux plus hautes éner-gies orrespondant à de l'oxyde résiduel à la surfae des éhantillons. Nous avons intégrél'intensité du niveau de ÷ur sur la totalité du pi et orrigé l'image résultante du bruitde fond de Shirley à l'aide du logiiel Multipak. Les images sont présentées en �gure 6.9.Nous notons le triple ontraste visible sur les images intégrées pour l'éhantillon N+/P,qui sera étudié plus en détail en partie 6.5.3.

Figure 6.9: Imagerie niveau de ÷ur intégrée sur le pi Si 2p (gamme d'énergie onsidérée : 98 eV à101.5 eV) sur les éhantillons P+/P, N+/P et P+/N pour les trois énergies de photon onsidérées.



216 RésuméConernant les hamps de vue hoisis, nous avons onservé les motifs 'zéro' pour lesétudes au synhrotron grâe au bon rapport signal sur bruit obtenu de part le �ux im-portant du faiseau synhrotron. Au laboratoire, le �ux de la soure X étant plus faible,nous avons hoisi pour les deux éhantillons (P+/P et P+/N) pour lesquelles le signalsur bruit était minimal, à savoir un hamp de vue dans lequel les deux zones dopéesétaient équitablement réparties dans les proportions 50-50. L'éhantillon N+/P présen-tant quant à lui un rapport signal sur bruit su�samment important, nous sommes restéssur le hamp de vue présentant le motif 'huit'.Nous remarquons que la zone la plus brillante, quelle que soit l'énergie de photons etquel que soit le type de dopage onsidéré, orrespond toujours à la zone la plus dopée, lesubstrat étant toujours plus sombre. Nous avions véri�é à 1486.7 eV qu'il n'y avait pasd'oxyde résiduel présent à la surfae de l'éhantillon et que sur les analyses synhrotron,l'oxyde résiduel était inférieur à une monoouhe : le ontraste ne peut pas être inter-prété en terme de di�érenes d'atténuation du signal du susbtrat atténué par l'oxyde ensurfae. Nous observons bien un ontraste même si la surfae est désoxydée, alors que ladensité de siliium pour les di�érents dopages est la même.En observant la forme des spetres Si 2p aquis en laboratoire et au synhrotron,nous avons onstaté que la largeur du pi Si0, et don son intensité intégrale variait enfontion de la zone onsidérée. La �gure 6.10 illustre bien ette remarque en présentantles spetres obtenus en laboratoire sur les deux types de dopage de l'éhantillon P+/N.

Figure 6.10: Spetres Si 2p (gamme d'énergie onsidérée : 98 eV à 101.5 eV) obtenus sur les deuxtypes de dopage de l'éhantillon P+/N (hν=1486.8 eV).Grâe à une déonvolution détaillée du pi Si 2p à 128.9 eV et 700.3 eV pour déterminerles omposantes spetrales et leurs proportions dans l'intensité globale du spetre, nousavons mis en évidene que :
• En laboratoire, la omposante S1 est responsable de l'élargissement du pi Si 2p etdu ontraste observé : plus la proportion de S1 est élevée dans une zone et plusette dernière paraît brillante sur l'image intégrée.
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• Au synhrotron, 'est la proportion de la omposante S3 qui détermine réellementla zone la plus brillante.D'après Jolly et al., l'une des origines possibles de S2 et S3 pourrait être liée à l'in�uened'atomes d'oxygène seond voisins résiduels ave les atomes de siliium de la surfae.Nous supposons don que le ontraste au niveau de ÷ur dépend de l'état de la surfaeaprès passivation. Nous avons vu que et état varie d'un nettoyage himique à l'autre,entraînant la prédominane de l'une des deux omposantes S1 ou S3 au signal Si0 quiin�uene alors le ontraste en imagerie niveau de ÷ur intégrée.6.5 Imagerie XPEEM �ltrée en énergie de jontions pn6.5.1 Contraste en XPEEM au seuil de photoémissionLa artographie 2D de dopants obtenue en életrons seondaires à l'aide d'un mirosopeéletronique reste une tehnique très utilisée de nos jours, mais le ontraste obtenu peutavoir des origines variées qui limitent la résolution spatiale des images. Nous distinguonsainsi :
• Contraste matériel et de travail de sortie [126℄,
• Contraste d'absorption,
• Contraste magnétique [95℄,
• Contraste topographique et e�et d'ombrage [129, 130℄,
• Contraste életrique [134, 135℄.Nous dressons maintenant plus partiulièrement un état de l'art des interprétationsavanées pour expliquer le ontraste obtenu en mirosopie életronique sur les jontionsde siliium pn. Les variations du rendement des életrons seondaires peuvent être auséespar di�érents fateurs :
• Des e�ets de ourbure de bande dus à des hangements d'a�nité életronique rel-ative à la barrière de potentiel Vbi existant dans la zone de déplétion au travers dela jontion [106, 107℄
• Un hangement de la hauteur de la barrière Shottky à la surfae de l'éhantillon dûà la présene d'états de surfae dans le gap réés par une ontamination arbonée[112, 115, 116℄ ou un oxyde natif [94, 103, 108, 119℄.
• Un hangement dans la profondeur d'éhappement dû à un taux d'atténuation deséletrons photoexités, di�usés et réabsorbés qui réent des paires életron-trou avedes rendements dépendant du dopage [75, 79, 113℄.
• Des e�ets ausés par des hamps életriques présents à la surfae des jontions pnqui perturbent les trajetoires de ertains életrons photoémis [83, 84, 122℄.



218 Résumé6.5.2 Contraste au seuil de photoémissionNous onsidérons dans ette étude des séries d'images aquises au seuil, orrigées de ladispersion en énergie et du bruit. Nous avons étudié l'évolution du paramètre ontraste
C dé�ni à partir de l'intensité du substrat Isub et elle de la zone dopée Idep, par :

C =
Idep − Isub
Idep + Isub

. (6.1)In�uene de la passivation sur le ontraste au seuil de photoémission Nousavons omparé en laboratoire le rendement de photoémission de la zone dopée et dusubstrat pour les trois types d'éhantillons, en gardant des onditions d'aquisition on-stantes. Nous ne présentons en �gure 6.11 que le résultat obtenu pour l'éhantillon P/P+mais des remarques similaires ont été faites sur les autres éhantillons dans le manusrit:
• Le ontraste extrait de es séries d'images est plus important après passivation. Ilapparaît légèrement déalé vers les hautes énergies inétiques. Une inversion deontraste est même visible sur les images �ltrées en bas de la �gure 6.11, prisesarbitrairement à 4.375 eV et 5.225 eV.
• Le ontraste diminue ave l'énergie inétique des életrons seondaires.In�uene de l'énergie de photons sur le ontraste au seuil de photoémissionNous avons observé deux tendanes en fontion de l'énergie de photons utilisée :
• Lorsque la soure de photons est faible, de l'ordre de 128.9 eV, le ontraste est élevéet diminue ave l'augmentation de l'énergie de photons. C'est le as de l'éhantillonN+/P.
• A faible énergie de photons, le ontraste est faible, puis augmente ave l'augmentationde elle-i. C'est le as des éhantillons P+/P and P+/N.Etude du rendement de photoémission Nous terminé ette étude en omparantle rendement de photoémission des dopages N+ et P+ en prenant le substrat P pourréférene. En nous basant sur le travail réalisé par Hovorka, nous utilisons ii une dé�ni-tion de ontraste modi�ée [138℄ :

C =
(Idep − Isub)

Isub
. (6.2)Le ontraste étant in�uené non seulement par la distribution des életrons se-ondaires, mais également par la di�érene entre les seuils de photoémission des deuxzones dopées, nous n'avons pas pu déterminer de ette étude quelle zone avait le rende-ment le meilleur [138℄.
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Figure 6.11: Evolution du ontraste CP/P+ en fontion de l'énergie inétique des életronsseondaires avant et après passivation. Les images présentées ont été extraites des séries à deuxénergies inétiques : (E-Ef )=4.375 eV and 5.225 eV.6.5.3 Triple ontraste en imagerie PEEMLes résultats de la setion préédente mettent en valeur les possibilités du NanoESCAen terme d'évaluation du ontraste sur des images au seuil en fontion du type et de laonentration des dopants dans des motifs de siliium dopés. Cependant, nos études nousont permis de nous penher sur un as atypique de triple ontraste. Celui-i n'apparaîtque dans le as de l'éhantillon N+/P.Imagerie PEEM au seuil Nous avons observé une di�érene de ontraste au seuilentre la zone dopée large et elle plus petite entourée par le substrat. Ce triple ontrastevisible en XPEEM ave une soure de photons X à di�érentes énergies a également étéobservé ave des faiseaux d'exitation de di�érentes natures, à savoir életronique parMEB et ionique par FIB (ions Ga+ à 30 KeV et 28 pA), omme présenté respetivementen �gure 6.12 b) et ).Cette observation a déjà été faite par Hovorka dans la litérature, pour deux études[137,138℄. Il suggère que e phénomène peut être dû à des états de surfae qui augmententle rendement de photoémission.Nous avons extrait des séries d'images au seuil, pour les trois énergie de photons,les spetres de photoémission pour trois zones : le substrat, la zone dopée N+ ouverteet la zone dopée N+ fermée. Nous avons ainsi onstaté des variations dans le seuil de
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Figure 6.12: Image de l'éhantillon N+/P en : a) XPEEM, b) SEM, ) FIB.photoémission :
• Pour la zone ouverte dopée N+, un déalage progressif du seuil de photoémissionapparaît à 700.3 eV.
• Pour la zone fermée N+, e déalage progressif du seuil est déjà présent à 128.9 eV,mais apparaît plus marqué à 700.3 eV.
• Ce déalage seuil n'est pas un artéfat ar il n'est pas visible sur le spetre extraitdu substrat P, quelle que soit l'énergie de photons.Imagerie PEEM niveau de ÷ur La �gure 6.13 représente les mirospetres loalisésextraits d'une série d'images au niveau de ÷ur Si 2p. Le spetre de la zone dopée N+ouverte présente les aratéristiques ombinées de elles de la zone fermée et du substrat.Comme pour la zone N+ ouverte, il a un oxyde natif à sa surfae, mais la position duSi0 orrespond à l'énergie de elle du substrat. Cette remarque a été véri�ée aux deuxénergies 128.9 eV et 700.3 eV par des déonvolutions préises.Préparation de l'éhantillon Nous avons dans un premier temps véri�é par ToF-SIMS que le dopage était uniforme dans les deux zones N+ ouvertes et fermées. Nousavons également véri�é que e phénomène n'était pas dû au proédé de fabriation parépitaxie de l'éhantillon. Nous avons ainsi omparé deux éhantillons non passivés :l'un réalisé par épitaxie et l'autre faisant partie d'une étude préédente [222℄ réaliséepar implantation ave la même gamme de dopage : 1×1020/1×1016 at.m−3 ontre1.8×1019/4×1015 at.m−3 par épitaxie. Les artographies du travail de sortie obtenues àpartir de séries d'images au seuil aquises a) au synhrotron à 265 eV pour l'éhantillonimplanté et b) en laboratoire pour l'éhantillon épitaxié sont présentées en �gure 6.14.Nous onstatons que le travail de sortie de la zone N+ fermée est supérieur à elui dela zone ouverte qui reste prohe de elui du substrat P. Dans les deux as, les valeursrestent très supérieures à elles attendues pour un dopage N+. La présene d'un bourreletbrillant à l'extérieur du motif présentant un travail de sortie inférieur est toujours visible.Analyses omplémentaires KFM et SCM Nous avons étudié l'éhantillon N+/Pépitaxié et présentant un oxyde natif par SSRM. Les mesures ont on�rmé un potentiel
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Figure 6.13: a) Imagerie Si 2p de l'éhantillon N+/P à 103.5 eV après soustration du bruit deShirley. b) Spetres Si 2p extraits de la série en énergie pour les trois zones d'intérêt. (Energie dephotons : 128.9 eV)

Figure 6.14: Cartographie du travail de sortie sur l'éhantillon N+/P réalisé par : a) implantation(energy de photons : 265 eV) et b) épitaxie (énergie de photons : 1486.7 eV).de surfae très di�érent entre la zone dopée ouverte et la zone fermée, d'environ 140 mV.De plus, nous observons une inversion de type sur le pro�l issu de l'image 6.15 a).Nous avons mesuré des valeurs loales de travail de sortie par deux tehniques, XPEEMet KFM, omparables, e qui nous a permis de rejeter un problème de mesure ave leNanoESCA.Une analyse SCM a quant à elle permis de mettre en évidene une variation du signalSCM dans la zone externe du motif P lorsque le potentiel Vdc varie entre -1 V et +1 V.Disussion Pour expliquer e phénomène, nous avons hoisi de privilégier une explia-tion basée sur un e�et de harge.
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Figure 6.15: Image SSRM de l'éhantillon N+/P : a) topographie et b) potentiel. VAC= 5V.Ainsi, nous onsidérons la zone dopée N+ fermée omme une diode en 3D entourée parun substrat P. La zone de déplétion joue un r�le d'isolant tout autour de la zone N+ quise omporte alors omme une apaité. Les életrons arrahés par e�et photoéletriquedes zones fortement dopées ne sont pas remplaés ar la zone dopée est isolée du susb-trat (à ause de la zone de harge d'espae en 3D tout autour de la zone épitaxiée). Lehamp életrique existant, dirigé de N vers P empêhe les harges de passer et l'on seretrouve don ave une aumulation de trous dans la zone N+. Cet e�et peut expliquerl'abaissement progressif du niveau de Fermi, et la variation des valeurs de travail de sortieet d'énergie de liaison Si0 plus prohes de mesures que l'on obtiendrait dans le as d'undopage P.

Figure 6.16: Représentation shématique de l'éhantillon N+/P en tant que diode.Le fait que la zone ouverte N+ présente également une inversion en terme de travail desortie, mais inférieure à elle de la zone fermée est dû à un e�et de géométrie. En e�et, ilfaut regarder le problème sur une surfae de quelques entaines de mirons : la zone quisemble ouverte à faible hamp de vue est en réalité fermée elle aussi par le substrat mais àune plus grande éhelle. Le phénomène de harge est également présent dans ette zone,mais est masqué par le nombre d'életrons qui permet de trouver un meilleur équilibre.Cette hypothèse explique le fait que e phénomène de triple ontraste ne soit pas



Simulations SIMION 223visible dans l'éhantillon P+/N : bien que la diode soit en mode bloqué, le hamp éle-trique étant dirigé de N vers P permet une bonne ondutivité entre les deux zones. Nouspouvons également donner une expliation partielle sur l'origine de la zone brillante ex-térieure du substrat P. Puisque les harges ne peuvent pas traverser la zone de déplétion,elles se retrouvent stokées dans le substrat, au voisinage ave la zone dopée N+. Cepen-dant, ela n'explique pas pourquoi le phénomène n'apparaît qu'entre l'interfae P et lazone N+ ouverte.Pour terminer, et a�n de valider notre hypothèse de transfert de harges a�etant leontraste, nous avons réalisé par FIB sur es mêmes motifs des ponts permettant un bonontat életrique entre zone dopée et substrat. Les résultats KFM présentés en �gure6.17 montrent que le potentiel de surfae de la zone fermée reliée par ourt-iruit ausubstrat se rapprohe de elui de la zone ouverte N+. Cependant, la di�érene résiduellepeut être attribuée au fait que le pont réé n'est pas assez large pour permettre à latotalité des harges de s'éouler.

Figure 6.17: Cartographie AFM de la topographie et du potentiel sur deux motifs 'zéro' présentantpour haun d'entre eux une zone fermée dopée N+ onnetée au substrat : analyse a) vertiale et b)horizontale pour véri�er que la variation de potentiel mesurée n'était pas un artefat. Zone gravée(Ga+/30kV/28pA, profondeur : 50 nm, mesurée à 40 nm. VAC= 5 V.)6.6 Simulations SIMION6.6.1 MéthodologieA�n d'évaluer au mieux l'in�uene des hamps életriques latéraux au travers de la jon-tion pn sur les onditions d'imagerie PEEM, nous avons déidé de simuler les trajetoiresdes photoéletrons émis d'une telle struture. Nous avons utilisé le logiiel SIMIONversion 8 [131℄ qui permet de simuler des hamps életrostatiques et magnétiques et detraer les trajetoires de partiules hargées en utilisant une méthode d'intégration deRunge-Kutta d'ordre 4.La olonne PEEM simulée est semblable à elle du NanoESCA, omme visible surle shéma 6.18 : l'éhantillon est positionné sur la athode de la olonne PEEM situéeà 1.8 mm devant la lentille objetif, à un potentiel prohe de zéro. Cette dernière estomposée de trois életrodes : l'extrateur, qui peut être porté à une tension de 15 kV,



224 Résumél'életrode de foalisation et l'életrode dé�nissant le potentiel de la olonne. Une ouver-ture de ontraste de 70 µm de diamètre est située sur l'axe optique, dans le plan foalimage de la lentille à immersion. Les potentiels des di�érentes életrodes sont réglés defaçon à assurer une image foalisée au niveau de l'éran de la olonne PEEM. Le pouvoirde grandissement tel que dé�ni par notre modèle est de ×44.

Figure 6.18: Présentation du modèle simpli�é d'une olonne PEEM : a) éléments optiques de laolonne PEEM, b) vue générale de SIMION, ) Grandissement des premiers éléments PEEM simuléssous SIMION.Nous onsidérons une struture symétrique omposée de deux jontions pn a�n de nousa�ranhir des problèmes de positionnement absolu d'une unique jontion. L'éhantillonest simulé par des életrodes dont le potentiel varie en fontion du potentiel de barrièrehoisi entre les deux zones dopées. Nous le �xons arbitrairement à 0 V pour la zonedopée P et à +1 V pour la zone dopée N. La struture telle que présentée en �gure 6.19onsiste en deux jontions séparées par une distane de 3 µm. La zone de déplétion estéhantillonnée par des életrodes espaées de 35 nm. En fontion des potentiels appliqués,nous onsidérons une struture npn a) ou pnp b). Les résultats étant symétriques, nousnous sommes foalisés par la suite sur l'étude du as npn.Les photoéletrons émis par la surfae de l'éhantillon sont simulés sous la forme defaiseaux omposés de sept partiules ayant des angles d'émission allant de -10◦ à +10◦



Simulations SIMION 225par pas de 4◦. Leur énergie peut être hangée entre 0.1 eV et 100 eV. Nous avons ainsidé�ni 204 faiseaux, répartis le long d'une ligne, intersetant le modèle de la jontionsimulée nous permettant ainsi de simuler une jontion pn en 1D.Lorsque les partiules sont déviées par des hamps életriques, leurs trajetoires seretrouvent modi�ées dans une diretion dé�nie par le hamp életrique latéral au niveaude la jontion, omme présenté en �gure 6.19 a) pour une struture npn et en b) pourune struture pnp. Cela entraîne un renforement de la onentration de photoéletronspar endroit et une déplétion de la zone dans laquelle se trouve le hamp életrique. Nousétudions la distribution spatiale de la densité d'életrons au niveau d'un plan dé�ni: soitl'éhantillon, soit l'éran (shématiquement représentés par les deux �èhes rouges en�gure 6.18 b)) omme présenté dans le graphe par la ourbe noire sur la partie droite desparties a) et b) en �gure 6.19. A�n de minimiser au maximum de bruit dû au nombre�ni de partiules simulées, nous avons appliqué une moyenne glissante sur les 5 premiersvoisins, omme visible en rouge sur le même graphe. Cette méthode de moyennage aégalement été utilisée par d'autres auteurs tels que Sangwan et al. [298℄.

Figure 6.19: Haut : trajetoires des photoéletrons modi�ées par le hamp életrique latéral auniveau de la jontion. Bas : agrandissement de la jontion pn et des trajetoires des partiules dans lazone prohe de l'éhantillon dans le as d'une struture a) npn et b) pnp. Partie droite de haque as :résultats des simulations présentant la distribution de la densité életronique au niveau d'un plan hoisiprohe de la surfae de l'éhantillon (noir) et sa moyenne (rouge) hoisie pour minimiser le bruit.6.6.2 In�uene de divers paramètres sur les onditions d'imageriePEEMNous avons dans un premier temps onsidéré une olonne PEEM sans ouverture de on-traste a�n de tester pour un hamp életrique latéral au niveau de la jontion Ej donné,l'in�uene de divers paramètres tels que l'énergie inétique des photoéletrons, et la ten-sion d'extration de la olonne. Ces simulations, illustrées par des résultas expérimentauxnous ont permis de véri�er qu'il n'était pas possible de déterminer réellement la positionde la jontion :
• Plus l'énergie inétique des photoéletrons est élevée, moins es partiules sontdéviées par le hamp életique latéral de la jontion.
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• De la même façon, plus le hamp életrique réé par la lentille d'extration est élevé,plus il ompense elui réé par la jontion, et les partiules sont moins déviées.Nous nous sommes également intéressés à l'in�uene de la barrière de potentiel auniveau de la jontion sur la déviation des partiules que nous présentons i-après defaçon plus détaillée. Les simulations ont montré que pour une tension d'extration don-née Eext plus la barrière de potentiel Vbi était importante plus, le rapport Eext/Ej estfaible et plus les életrons photoémis sont déviés.Nous avons expérimentalement véri�é e phénomène en onsidérant deux éhantillonspassivés dans les mêmes onditions expérimentales, pour lesquelles nous avons mesuréla di�érene de travail de sortie ∆Φ entre les deux zones dopées. Nous avons extraitun pro�l d'intensité en noir (en rouge) d'une image ave un rayonnement synhrotronà 128.9 eV à une énergie de (E −EF )=4.45 eV pour les éhantillons de siliium dopésP+/P (P+/N), omme représenté en �gure 6.20.

Figure 6.20: Images des éhantillons a) P+/P et b) P+/N au seuil (E − EF )=4.45 eV et pro�ld'intensité extrait des oupes.Nous avons réalisé la même analyse pour une énergie de photon à 1486.7 eV sur leséhantillons N+/P et P+/N dont les di�érenes de travail de sortie pour un éhantillondonné étaient di�érentes des as préédents. Nous avons mesuré la largeur Ψ orrespon-dant à l'éart entre deux jontions et en avons déduit le déalage d'une unique jontion
δx en prenant omme référene les mesures latérales Ψoptical obtenues ave un mirosopeoptique, qui ne sont pas in�uenées par le hamp életrique au travers de la jontion.Les motifs observés ont des dimensions plus prohes de elles mesurées en mirosopieoptique lorsque l'éhantillon présente un faible hamp életrique au niveau de la jontion(dû à une faible di�érene de travail de sortie entre les deux zones dopées). Pour une



Simulations SIMION 227énergie inétique des partiules et une tension d'extration données, une di�érene de tra-vail de sortie entre les deux dopages va entraîner un déalage de la position de la jontion.Il onvient maintenant de trouver un moyen de mettre en évidene failement laprésene de e hamp életrique latéral au niveau de la jontion pn : ela est possibleen appliquant à l'imagerie PEEM le prinipe de la méthode en hamp sombre, détailléedans la partie suivante 6.6.3.6.6.3 Imagerie PEEM en hamp sombreLe prinipe de la tehnique d'imagerie en hamp sombre, bien expliqué par Nepijko etal. [300℄, onsiste à déaler dans la olonne PEEM l'ouverture de ontraste plaée dansle plan foal image de la lentille extration : si l'on onsidère une zone dans laquelle lespartiules sont déviées par un hamp életrique latéral, es dernières vont être bloquéespar l'ouverture de ontraste et la zone depuis laquelle elles ont été émises apparaîtrasombre dans l'image résultante.

Figure 6.21: Cas d'une struture npn. Distribution de l'instensité sur l'éran pour l'imagerie hampsombre à di�érents déalages de l'ouverture de ontraste : a) négatifs et b) positifs. Enart : éhantillonsimulé ave dimensions, et potentiel appliqué au modèle. Les shémas blans et noirs sont desreprésentations shématiques de la position de l'ouverture de ontraste.



228 RésuméNous détaillons en �gure 6.21 les simulations SIMION montrant le prinipe du hampsombre dans le as d'une topographie életrique sur le modèle de la struture npn présen-tée préédemment. La distribution des photoéletrons sur l'éran est présentée pour desdéalages suessifs de l'ouverture de ontraste de 10 µm par rapport à l'axe optique.A�n de mieux visualiser e prinipe, nous hoisissons une énergie inétique des parti-ules faibles pour les rendre le plus sensibles au hamp életrique latéral au niveau de lajontion : 0.1 eV. La �gure entrale montre la distribution de photoéletron attenduelorsque l'ouverture de ontraste est entrée sur l'axe optique : nous y reonnaissons lesdeux puits orrespondant à la loalisation de la jontion. Les simulations présentent desrésultats similaires, symétriques, suivant le sens de déalage de l'ouverture de ontrasted'un �té a), ou de l'autre b) de l'axe optique. Nous observons ainsi que plus l'ouverturede ontraste est déalée, plus l'un des �tés de la struture apparaît lairement alors quel'autre semble disparaître.Nous avons vu que les photoéletrons pouvaient être déviés non seulement par latopographie életrique des éhantillons, existant au niveau d'une jontion pn, mais égale-ment par la topographie physique, par exemple une marhe de 75 nm. Dans la pratique,il n'est pas possible de distinguer indépendamment l'in�uene de l'un de es deux fa-teurs sur l'imagerie dark �eld obtenue. Nous devons onsidérer la ombinaison de esdeux phénomènes. Nous avons simulé l'in�uene sur la distribution des photoéletronsen imagerie hamp sombre de es deux paramètres séparément puis en les ombinant. Lesrésultats obtenus sont similaires, mais la ombinaison des deux phénomènes engendre unedéviation plus importante des photoéletrons.Nous terminons ette setion en illustrant en �gure 6.22 la simulation par une expéri-ene menée à 128.9 eV d'énergie de photons au seuil pour laquelle nous pouvons visualiserau seuil la présene d'un hamp életrique latéral au niveau des jontions pn. Nous avonsainsi déalé l'ouverture de ontraste symétriquement de part et d'autre de l'axe optique,les jontions opposées des motifs s'assombrissant en fontion de la diretion hoisie. Legraphe présenté dans la partie gauhe de la �gure 6.22 montre bien la omplémentaritédes deux déalages de l'ouverture de ontraste pour loaliser sans distortion la positiondu hamp életrique au niveau du motif. Nous retrouvons en ombinant les deux pro�ls,le pro�l noir obtenu lorsque l'ouverture de ontraste est entrée sur l'axe optique.6.7 ConlusionCette thèse a démontré le potentiel de l'XPEEM �ltré en énergie pour l'interprétationdu ontraste au seuil et en niveau de oeur sur des motifs de siliium dopé en utilisantses apaités de spetromirosopie résolue spatialement.Nous avons déduit de ette étude quelques axes de reherhe à approfondir :
• Les proédures de réalisation d'éhantillons dopés ainsi que de passivation des sur-faes atuelles utilisées ne sont pas parfaitement adaptées à des tehniques d'analysede surfae aussi sensibles que la spetrosopie de photoéletrons. Il paraît néessaired'approfondir les onnaissanes des méanismes de passivation sur l'extrême surfaedes éhantillons, mais également elles onernant la maîtrise des onentrations de
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Figure 6.22: Imagerie en hamp sombre réalisée sur l'éhantillon P+/N au seuil ave une soure de128.9 eV. Les pro�ls extraits des images sont présentés sur le graphe de gauhe.dopants sur la profondeur d'intérêt en XPS onernant les dix premiers nanomètressous la surfae.
• La modélisation numérique du ontraste obtenu sur des jontions pn ave uneolonne PEEM a�n d'aider à son interprétation �ne n'en est qu'à ses balbutiements.Des simulations approfondies mettant en jeu un ontraste au niveau de la jontiondû à une di�érene des niveaux életroniques initiaux des photoéletrons seraientun apport supplémentaire.
• Pour terminer, la sensibilité de la tehnique XPEEM ouplée à l'utilisation durayonnement synhrotron permet d'élargir l'étendue des profondeurs sondées etdes résolutions spatiales et énergétiques atteignables. Son extrême sensibilité à lasurfae en fait une tehnique indispensable pour la aratérisation d'éhantillonssemi-onduteurs dans les années à venir.
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Résumé : Ce mémoire de thèse traite de l'étude de jontions pn siliium planaires,réalisées par épitaxie loalisée, ave un nouveau type de mirosopie à émission de pho-toéletrons (XPEEM) �ltré en énergie. L'objetif est d'améliorer notre ompréhensiondes fateurs in�uençant l'imagerie XPEEM de jontions modèles ave une perspetive àplus long terme d'appliation de ette tehnique aux as réels.Sur les trois types de jontion réalisées présentant des hamps életriques variables (P+/P,N+/P, P+/N), nous avons d'abord mis en ÷uvre un proédé de passivation en trois étapesa�n de se rapproher de onditions en bandes plates en surfae. Ce proédé nous a permisd'étudier la position des niveaux életroniques de part et d'autre des jontions grâe à uneimagerie en XPEEM spetrosopique ave életrons seondaires (travail de sortie loal),életrons de ÷ur Si 2p et bande de valene, ave à la fois ave des soures X de labora-toire et le rayonnement synhrotron. Un méanisme de ontraste des images en életronsde ÷ur dû à la toute première ouhe atomique de surfae a été montré. Ensuite, nousavons mis en évidene le r�le du hamp életrique au niveau de la zone de déplétion desjontions qui déale la position apparente de ette dernière dans l'image XPEEM. Nousavons omparé les résultats expérimentaux ave des simulations (logiiel SIMION) a�nd'estimer son in�uene sur les onditions d'imagerie. En�n, nous avons étudié l'impatde la tehnique d'imagerie en hamp sombre sur la loalisation de la jontion réelle auniveau de la surfae de l'éhantillon.Mots lés : XPS, XPEEM, spetromirosopie, siliium dopé, rayonnement synhrotron,travail de sortie, bande de valene, niveaux de ÷ur, SIMION, hamp sombre.Abstrat: This thesis addresses the problem of imaging of model systems planar silionpn juntions, fabriated by loalized epitaxy, using the novel energy-�ltered X-ray Photo-Eletron Emission Mirosope (XPEEM). The objetive is to improve the understandingof the phenomena in�uening the XPEEM images of the juntions, with as long-termperspetive, a possible appliation of this method in a omplementary way to existingtehniques of 2D dopant mapping.The studies were arried out over three types of juntion realized to this purpose andpresenting variable eletrial �eld (P+/P, N+/P, P+/N). We �rstly developed and op-timized a passivation protool in three-steps whih yielded a surfae lose to �at bandonditions. This proess allowed us to dedue band alignments as a funtion of dopinglevel and type on both side of the juntion thanks to spetrosopi XPEEM imaging ofseondary eletrons (to determine loal work funtion), Si 2p ore-level and valene bandwith both laboratory photon soures and synhrotron radiation. Contrast in ore-levelimaging due to the �rst atomi layer of the surfae was also shown.Then, we highlighted the role of the lateral eletri �eld aross the depletion zone of apn juntion whih shifts the apparent position of the latter in PEEM imaging. We om-pared experimental results and simulations performed with SIMION software to estimatethe in�uene of pn juntions on PEEM imaging. Dark �eld imaging of the juntion wasalso simulated. Comparison with the experimental results showed that it an be used toloalize the real juntion.Keywords: XPS, XPEEM, spetromirosopy, silion doped, synhrotron radiation,work funtion, valene band, ore-level, SIMION, dark-�eld.
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